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ABSTRACT.

This thesis examines the management of the Te Oranga reformatory for delinquent
women, from its inception in 1900 until its closure in 1918. The institution was
supervised by the Education Department, a body which, it is suggested, did not have fim1
ideas on the functions of the reformatory. The Department's ambivalence over the role of
the institution, in addition to such other problems as limited facilities and poor staff,
created a number of difficulties in the administration of Te Oranga. The study also
examines Te Oranga's role in the wider society. It is argued that the committal of young
women to, and treatment in, the reformatory was based on accepted and stereotypical
views of women's "traditional" function in society.
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INTRODUCTION .

If one were to provide a term whi ch would adequately summari se th e res ponse to
social problem s in th e nin eteenlh cen!ury. one cou ld speak. wi th so me justification .
of the "Age or lnslitulions". During the lat e eighteenth and lh roughout the
nineteenlh ce1lluri es. in sliluti onali salion became the major response lo the treatmenl
of individuals considered lo be dangerous o r lhreats lo th e soc ial order. Such nations
as France. !he Uni! ed States. Britain and later Auslral ia and New Zealand
eslablished a Ya ri ely or in stiluli ons in which lo house socie!y" s so-called devianl
members - psychialric hospit als. prisons. reformatori es. induslrial schoo ls. rescue
homes and wo rkhouses .

Thi s thesis is a sludy of the management o r one New Zealand stale child welfare
institulion . !he Te Ornn ga reformatory for delinquent girls and young women. The
reformatory was opened in 1900 in respo nse lo an apparent increase in juvenil e
delinquency. and was closed in 19 I 8 as part of the reorganisation of the industrial
school system. The schoo l reopened in the 192 0s as the Burwood Training Centre
for girls . and was later renamed the Ki ngslea Training Centre. the name it still
bears . This study examines the first period of the instituti on ·s operati on. from 1900
until 1918 .

Over the last twenty years social historians and sociologists have increasingl y
examined society's response to the deviant and the dependent. These studies have
frequently focussed on the institutions established to treat or confine such
individuals . However there have been few New Zealand studies of any type of stale
or private institution. A number of historians have studied women·s refuge homes.
old peopte·s homes and asylums.' Such studies focus on the general management of
1

Ann Magee. "Asylums and the Social Order in Colonial New Zealand: An Exploratory Study".
paper presented to the Geography Conference. Wellington. 1981; M .S. Primrose . "Society and
the Insane: A Study of Mental Illness in New Zealand. 1867-1926. with special reference to the
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the institutions. and groups and individuals int erested in their reform. Only three
hi storian s have close ly studied New Zealand indu strial schools and refo rmatoiies.
P.J. Whelan studi ed the care of dest itut e children from 1840 unti l 1900. examining
ea rl y government and pri vate provisions. 2 Jan Beagle made a more detailed study of
the industrial school system from 1880 until the Child Welfare Act of 1925.
examinin g brieny the management of a number of schoo ls. includ in g Te Oranga. 3
The most recent study is that by Caro l Vincent. who exa mined th e development of
the schoo ls from an educati onal perspecti ve.4 Th e re has been no detailed case stud y
of the management of any industrial school. or any other type of public instituti on.

While publi c in sti tuti ons are relatively under-studied in New Zealand. th ere are
man y overseas studi es whi ch examine pri sons. wo rkh ouses. refo rmatories. ho spitals
for th e mentall y ill and industrial schools. 5 These and other studies have made a
i\uckla1HJ Mental ll ospit.il". M.A. thesis. i\uckb11d LJ11i,·crsity. 1968: l'vlargarct Tennant.
"E lderly Indi ge nts ,rnd Old l\kn·s Homes. 1880-1 920 ". New Zc.ila11cl Jou rnal of History. 17: I
(1983). pp .J-20. '" Magdalcns and Moral Im beciles·: Women's Homes in Nineteenth-Centu ry
New Zealand" . Wo111en ·s Studies i nternational Forum . 9:5 (October 1986). pp.491 -502.
"Maternity and Morality: Homes fo r Sin gle Mothers 1890-1 930". Women·s Stud ies Journal. 2:1
(August 1985). pp.28-50.
2

1' ..I. Whelan. "The Care of Destitute. Neglected and Cri minal Children in New Zealand. 18401900" . M.A. thesis. Victoria University. 1956.

3

Jan Beagle. "Children of the State: A Study of the New Zealand Indus trial School System 18801925". M.A. thesis. Auckland Uni versi ty. 1974.

4

Carol Vi ncent. "S_pec ial Education as Social Co ntrol: T he Historicnl Development of industrial
schools and special classes". M.A. th esis. Massey Uni ve rsity. 1985.

5

For an examination of some of these see Barbara Brenzel. Daughters of the St.ite: A Social
Portrait of the First Reform School for Girls in North America. Cambridge: M.l.T. Press. 1983:
M.A. Crowther. The Workhouse System 1834- 1929 - the history of an English social institu tion.
Lo ndon : 13atsford Academic .ind Educationa l Ltd. 1981: Michel Foucault. Disci pline and Punish
- The Birth of the Prison. Harmondsworth: Penguin Books . 1977: Estelle Freedman. Their
Sisters· Keepers: Women· s Prison Reform in America , 1830-1930. An n Arbor : U ni versity of
Michigan Press. 198 1: Stephen Garton. " Bad or Mad? Developments in Incarceration in New
South Wales 1880- 1920". in Sydney Labor History Group. What Rough Beast? The State and
Social Order in Australian History. Sydney: George Allen and Unwin. 1982. pp.89-111 : Joseph
Hawes. Children in Urban Society - Juvenile Delinquency in Nineteen th Century America. New
York: 0. U .P . . 1971 : Michael Ignatieff. A Just Measure of Pain - The Penitentiary in the
Industrial Re\'olution . London: MacMillan Press. 1978: Nicole Hah n Rafter. Partial Justice.
Women in State Prisons, 1880-1935. Boston: Northeastern University Press. 1985: David J.
Rothman. The Discovery of the Asylum. Social Order and Disorder in the New Republic,
Boston: Little Brown and Company . 1971 : Andrew T. Scull , Museums of Madness - The Social
Organization of In sanity in 19th Century England . London: Penguin Books. 1979 .
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number of important observations on the management on institutions. and the
relationship between them and the wider society.

Erving Goffman ·s Asylums - Essays on the Social Situation of Mental Patients and
Other Inmates. was one of the first studies of the management of institutions.
Goffman describes prisons. workhouses and other institutions as "total institutions".
He notes that a total institution may be defined as "a place of residence and work
where a large number of individuals. cut off from the wider society for an
appreciable length of time. lead an enclosed. formally administered round of life" .6
Goffman incorporates a wide range of institutions in his definition. including
prisons. monasteries. military barracks. concentration camps. merchant ships and
logging camps. He attempts to justify the inclusion of various institutions by
insisting that total institutions bring areas of sleep. work and play into common. and
that all individuals are strictly regulated. all in the same place and doing a similar
thing. 7

Several historians have criticised Goffman ·s thesis on the ground that the concept of
total institutions is too broad. 8 The populations and purposes of prisons and
convents are tremendously diverse. and while some management techniques may be
similar. admission to the two institutions is vastly different. an issue not explored by
Goffman. Individuals generally join convents on their own volition. aware of the
ordering of !ife within its walls. The same cannot be said of those committed to
prisons. In practice. subsequent commentators have confined the notion of total
institutions to agencies of the state - prisons. industrial schools and psychiatric
hospitals - which contain a distinct population. those labelled as deviant.

Goffman makes a number of important observations on the management of total
institutions. He notes that the administration may employ a variety of techniques to
6

Erving Goffman. Asylums - Essays on the Social Situation of Mental Patients and Other Inmates.
Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co .. 1962. xiii.

7

ibid .. p.6.

8

Michael Ignatieff. "Total Institutions and Working Classes". History Workshop Journal. 15
(Spring 1983). p.168 .
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encourage an individual ·s dependence on the institutional regime. in the hope that
such dependency will lead lo a reformation or cure. Goffman identifies two groups
in the total institution: the small. supervisory group of staff members. and the much
larger. managed group of residents. The staff control most aspects of the daily life
in the institution. They control communication amongst individuals. and between
residents and the outside world. They are also responsible for the maintenance in
the residents of what Goffman terms the "mortification" of the self. This
mortification is the disruption of the usual relationship between an individual and
her or his actions. which. in everyday environments. attest to others that the
individual has some control over her or his own life .9 In some instances there is a
personal defacement of th ose who enter total institutions . This may be the loss of
the usual physical appearance. such as dressing in ill-fitting or unusual clothing.
The residents may be placed in humiliating positions. such as being physically
punished. or they may be verbally humiliated by haYing to exhibit respect and
cleference to attendants. This mortification may be extended to violations of the
body. Some individuals may be force-fed: others may have to eat unclean food from
unusual food vessels: others may be placed in forced social relationships. 10

Goffman identifies these violations as an attempt

Lo

destroy the self-determination

and autonomy of the individuals in total institutions . The institution seeks a total
control over the lives of its members. encouraging their dependence on. and
eventual positive response to. the managerial regime . While such controls may be
placed on individuals. Goffman notes that they were not always accepted by the
residents. who have ways of "making out". sulwerting the rules and forming their
own underlife in the institution. He notes that "our sense of being a person can
come from being drawn into a wider social unit: our sense of self-hood can arise
through the little ways in which .we resist the pull. Our status is backed by the solid
buildings of the world. while our sense of personal identity often resides in the
cracks" . 11 These "cracks". or points where the management of institutions has
9

Goffman. p.43.

10

ibid .. pp.20-29.

11

ibid .. p.320.
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collapsed. are interpreted by the staff of the institution as indications that the
residents are not ready to leave. and that they have not responded successfully to
treatment. 12

Goffman further investigates the role of the attendants. suggesting that one of the
central effects of total institutions is to sustain the self-concept and
professionalisation of staff members. The attendants evolve a theory of human
nature into which the behaviour of the residents is translated. To safeguard their
concept of the function of the institution. the staff resort to an all-embracing
identification of the residents: all patients in a psychiatric institution must be mad or
else they would not be there. Goffman notes that "a crime must be uncovered to fit
the punishment. and the character of the inmate must be reconstituted to fit the
crime" . 13

He also identifies a number of contradictions in the institutions . He sees a major
conflict to be between that which the institution does. and that which its officials
must say it docs . There is a difference between practice within an institution. and
the public perception of this . He also perceives a conflict between humane standards
and institutional efficiency . This tension is often resolved in favour of the latter. the
interests of the staff being placed before those of the residents for whom the
institutions are. ostensibly. to serve. 14

Goffman·s thesis has impo11ant implications for the study of Te Oranga. The
reformatory slips easily into the category of total institutions. All of the young
women slept. worked and ate in the same place. and all were engaged in similar
occupations at similar times. The young women were confined together for an
appreciable length of time. and were separated from the wider community by walls
and the symbolic barrier of detention in a penal institution. Moreover. many of the
12

ibid .. p.385.

13

ibid .. p.384.

14 ibid .. pp.74-79 .
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management techniques. and resistance to these identified by Goffman. are visible in
the reformatory. The contradictions and conllicts suggested are also evident.

While the Goffman model is useful in understanding the management of Te Oranga.
there are a number of issues in the concept of total institutions which he does not
address. Firstly. Goffman presents the management rituals as universal in their
effects on individuals - that deference in a convent is similar to deference in a
prison. In ignoring the varieties in the populations of total institutions. Goffman
does not grasp the different effects of management techniques. The purposes and
methods of confinement work on individuals in various ways. clepencling on their
age. race. gender or class.

Second. Goffman does not explore the ambiguities raised by the notion of total
institutions . The starr·s control of institutions was not necessarily total. for in many
cases. the staff were guided by. and were answerable to. another authority such as
public opinion. While so ciety was prepared to establish total institutions. it needed
to be reassured that the institutions were managed adequately. The establishment
and subsequent supen·ision L)f total institutions suggests a certain public anxiety
about the role of the institution. Furthermore. Goffman does not fully explore the
notion that total institutions arc a reflection of the wider community. Such
management lech11iques as pri\'ileges and punishments occur throughout society. but
are regularised in the total institution.

Michel Foucault builds on Goffman·s thesis in his work Discipline and Punish. The
Birth of the Prison. lauded as one of the seminal works in the discussion of social
control and the history of incarceration.15 Foucault's work is essentially an
examination of the disappearance of the spectacle of public punishment and
execution. and its replacement with imprisonment. Although public punishment
worked on the body of the offender. and the incarceration on the mind or the soul.
15 Michael Ignatieff. "State. Ci\ ii Societv and Total Institutions: A Critique of Recent Social
Histories of Punishment". in S1anle\' Cohen and Andrew Scull (ed). Social Control and the
State. Oxford: Basil Black\\ell Ltd. ·1985. pp.75-106.

7

Foucault sees the actual aims and structure of the processes as the same. He views
punishment as a very complex social function and political tactic. a technology of
power. 11i

Foucault discusses the internal management of institutions and identifies seven
principles as the universal maxims of good penitential conditions. operating in all
penal institutions . In common with Goffman. Foucault sees the central function of
the institution to transform the offender's behaviour into acceptable channels .
Offenders must be isolated. or classified according to the gravity of their offence for
easier management. and it must be possible to alter the penalties within the
institution to suit the individual. Penal labour is crucial in an institution to keep the
offenders occupied. and they must be provided with some moral education and
later. rehabilitation. Finally. the institution must be managed by trained and
professional staff. 17 All of these maxims can be identified as part of the management
of Te Oranga. Foucault goes on lo explain the purposes of these principles in total
institutions. He asserts that the prison is always omni-disciplinary: it is an unceasing
discipline. despotic and total. The principles of isolation. solitude and penal labour
are all part of this and represent a lolal submission lo the tolal discipline . 1x

This analysis significantly aids in understanding the purpose of various management
techniques and policies al Te Oranga. The reformatory. a total institution. was pa11
of a process of making the abnormal normal. of changing delinquent young women
into law-abiding. morally upright women . To achieve this. the institution attempted
to maintain a complete and total control over the young women. and to enforce
their complete and total submission lo. or dependence on the regime. Incarceration
was much more than the deprivation of liberty . It was. as Foucault states. "a form
of 'legal detention· entrusted with the additional corrective task. or an enterplise for
reforming individuals that the deprivation of liberty allowed lo function in the legal
Iii

Foucault. p.193 .

17

ibid . . pp.269-270.

18

ibid . . p.236.
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system". 19

Another important work for the study of total institutions is lVlichael lgnatieff s A
Just Measure of Pain - The Penitentiary in the Inclustrial Revolution. ln common
with Foucault. Ignatieff explores the development of the prison as the major mode
of punishment. in this instance. in England between 1750 and 1850. investigating
lhe changing ideals of those involved in penal reform. Within this framework he
discusses the purposes and aims of punishment. and incarceration in particular.

I gnatieff. like Foucault. asserts that the major change in the nature of punishment
during th e eighteenth century was the move away from the punishment of the body
to th e punishment of the mind . The shift was renected in the gradual disappearance

or public

hangings. tortures and processionals and their replacement with

impri so nm en t. 20 Incarceration was seen as both a physical and a moral punishment.
for while in prison. an offender had the opportunity to reflect on her or his crime.
Those who advocated imprisonment had recognised the "social utility of guilt". and
the effects of appealing to the offender's conscicnce. 21

This form of punishment also had to conserve ils moral legitimacy in the eyes of th e
public if it were to ha,e any validity. Ignatieff goes beyond Goffman and Foucault
here. noting that one of the key problems in conserving and upholding the social
order was lo present punishment in such a way that those who endured it. and the
public. retained respect for those who performed the punishment. The efficacy of
the punishment depended on its legitimacy. 22

lgnatieff further discusses public support for penal institutions noting that support
for penitentiaries is inexplicable if it is assumed that the appeal of the institution
19

ibid .. p.233.

20

Ignatieff. A Just Measure of Pain . pp .70-79.89-90.

21 ibid .. p. 72.
22

ibid .
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was based on its functional capacity to control crime. Rather. the support was due
lo a larger social need. for eighteenth century prisons were presented as a response
lo the whole social crisis of the period. Despite the fact that penitenliaries were
criticised for some shortcomings. support for institutions continued as they were
seen to play a part in the maintenance of the social order.

In another work. lgnatieff continues the discussion of total institutions. introducing
ideas not fully explored by either Goffman or Foucault. He claims that the "true"
history of such institutions is nol of what happens inside the walls. but of the
historical relationship between the "inside" and the "outside" and the part the
institution plays in the reproduction of the social order in the world beyond its
walls. He suggests that the function of a total institution is not static and does not
rest on how the institution deters or rehabilitates: total institutions have effects on
the wider society through the mythic and symbolic weight or their walls on the
outside world. 23

The need for public support and respect for punishment and prisons indicates a
further ambivalence in the concept of total inslilulions. While society may have seen
a need for the establishment of institutions. it was also aware of the need to police
these. Punishment and treatment had to be within bounds. often a reflection of
unwritten rules in . the wider community .

lgnatieff s ideas are crucial in examining the purposes of Te Oranga. The institution
was much more than simply a reformatory which punished and reformed delinquent
young women. lls establishment in 1900 coincided with a public concern over
larrikinsm. the role of women in society. and eugenic ideas of racial fitness and
supremacy. 24 The establishment of Te Oranga was a response to a perceived social
2.\

Ignatieff. "Total Institutions and Working Classes ". p. 169 .

24

P.J. Fleming. "Eugenics in New Zealand 1900-1940". M .A. thesis. Massey University. 1981:
P.A.Gregory. "Saving the Children in New Zealand: A Study of Social Attitudes Towards
Larrikinsm in the Later Nineteenth Century". B.A. (Hons) research essay. Massey University.
1975 .
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"crisis"

or the

period. Like any other penal institution; Te Oranga was to protect.

punish and produce normal. acceptable members of society.

Stanley Cohen and Andrew Scull have drawn together a wide variety of views on
total institutions and deviant groups in a collection of essays. Social Control and the
State. Unlike earlier works. many of these historians explore in considerable detail
the idea of the social control of various groups and individuals in society. A number
of these essays are important for the study of Te Oranga.

David J. Rothman·s essay "Social Control: The Uses and Abuses of the Concept in
the History

ur Incarceration"

traces the changing use of the term social control from

the I 9 IOs. Initially the term was used to explain social cohesion and co-operation.
but more recently has come to be seen as coercion and connict. 25 Most importantly.
Rothman posits a number

or questions

about the purposes or social control. He

notes that "a social control orientation does suggest that innovations were likely to
occur somewhere. and so the question becomes. where?" He goes on to ask "if the
prison dol's not serve the prisoner. then whom does it serve?"~ 6

Rothman ·s ideas indicate a tension in the management of total institutions between
the ideas

tif

reform. punishment and protection and the balance between them. The

institutions were ostensibly to treat or reform individuals. but they were also to
protect society by removing dangerous. abnormal and non-conformist elements. Te
Oranga was to protect and punish young women. and in so doing. was to protect
society frc,m delinquency.

John A. l\layer's essay "Notes towards a Working Definition of Social Control in
Historical Analysis" provides a summary of social control theories. He criticises
historians and sociologists who have often used the term social control in a purely
negatiw sense with regard lo innovations in welfare. disregarding positive effects of
25

David J . Rothman. "Social Control: The Uses and Abuses of the Concept in the History of
Incarceration ... in Cohen and Scull (ed). Social Control and the State. p. I 09.

26

ibid .. p. I IJ .
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social control. Frequently. the term is used to describe reforms initiated by the
middle-classes to control and dominate the working-classes. 27

The social control theories presented by Mayer are class-oriented and pay no heed
to such other social divisions as gender. In her article "Chastizing the Unchaste:
Social Control Functions of a Women·s Reformatory. 1894-1931" Nicole Hahn
Rafter. unlike many other historians of deviance. uses gender as a primary tool of
analysis in discussing the management of the institution. While noting that female
working-class offenders and fem ale middle-class reformers met at the gate of the
reformatory. she suggests that purely economic or class-based explanations do not
adequately account for the techniques and purposes of social control in the
institution. She sees the purposes of the reformatory to protect. punish. and create
true and good women. 2 x

Jill Julius Matthews is another historian who has incorporated gender in the
examination of the committal of women to. and subsequent treatment in. psychiatric
institutions. Matthews uses the experience of the women to trace the development of
the construction of femininit y in Australia . Like Rafter. Matthews claims that the
creation of good. feminine women is one of the primary purposes of the social
control of women through such agencies as psychiatric institutions. 29

Mayer's. Rafter's and Matthews· ideas illuminate some of an institution·s less
obvious purposes than protection and punishment. Total institutions were part of the
process of redefining and recreating individuals according to the constraints of their
class or gender. Through a discussion of gender. Rafter and Matthews have shown
that the purposes of the management of women ·s institutions were closely allied
with notions of womanhood and femininity. Any study of a women ·s institution
27

John A. Mayer. "Notes towards a Workin~ Definition of Social Control". in Cohen and Scull
(ed). Social Control and the State. pp.17-19 .

28

Nicole Hahn Rafter. "Chastizing the Unchaste: Social Control Functions of a Women·s
Reformatory. 1894-1931". in Cohen and Scull (ed). Social Control and the State. pp.305-307 .

29

Jill Julius Matthews. Good and Mad Women - The Historical Construction of Femininity in
Twentieth Century Australia. Sydney: George Allen and Unwin, 1984. pp .3-8.
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must acknowledge that the indi viduals confined were women. a fact which presented
with problems and issues not necessaril y encountered in men·s institutions . The
purposes of Te Oranga were as much to do with defining the role of women in the
early twentieth century as they were lo do with reform. protection and punishment.

Using some of the observations made by these historians. this thesis attempts to
explain why Te Oranga was established and what its administrators. and societ y.
hoped to gain by incarcerating delinquent young women . As W.H. Oliver noted.
tum of the century legislation in New Zealand in such areas as child welfare was
motivated by both humanitarian and disciplinary reason s. 30 The study also
endeavours to explain and anal yse the managem ent policies of th e reformatory.
examining Te Oranga as a New Zealand example of a total institution. and the
ambivalences inherent in this concept. Finally. using gender as a tool of analysis.
the study discusses the processes of the incarceration of women. and in so doing.
raises a number of question s about the role of women in New Zealand society .

To facilitate analysis. the study is divided thematically. each section discussing some
aspect of the management of Te Oranga . The firs! chapter is a general discussion of
the background to total institutions. and juvenile institutions in particular. examining
features of the New Zealand industrial school system . The next three chapters
discuss aspects of .the management of Te Oranga. exploring the reasons and
purposes for the use of various administrative techniques. Chapters five and six
examine the individuals in the reformatory. both the staff and the young women
committed to the institution . The study concludes with a close examination of the
purposes of Te Oranga .

30

W .H . Oliver. "Social Welfare : Social Justice or Social Efficiency? Social Policy in the Liberal
Period ". New Zealand Journal of History . 13 : 1 (April 1979) . pp .26.30 .
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CHAPTER 1.
THE INSTITUTIONAL BACKGROUND.

Industrial schools and reformatories were not isolated instituti ons but were
established from the eighteenth century as part of the belief that incarceration of
deviant individuals would lead to reform . Foucault has identified a "carceral
network" of all penal institutions. including workhouses. industrial schools. refuges
and orphanages. 1 The penitentiary is at the centre of the network. surrounded by
other forms of penal institutions which receive and treat criminal or delinquent
individuals. Each of these total institutions has some relationship with prisons and
the process of incarccrat ion and all are mnnaged in a similar way.

The growing number of total institutions OYe r the nineteenth century reOects some
important developments in responses to such social problems as delinquency and
crime. Firstly. the establishment of institutions suggests that there was a growing
number of individuals considered to be in need of a specific type of treatment. and
that such individuals were becoming more visible to the wider community. The
increasing visibility or number of these individuals has been noted by several
historians. For example. Andrew Scull has commented on the rising number of
persons labelled as insane in England and Wales during the nineteenth century .2 and
John Gillis and Margaret May have both discussed the rising rate of juvenile
delinquency over the same period.-'

However. the increasing numbers of so-called deviants may have been as much a
manufactured as a natural increment. Historians have identified several
t

Foucault. pp .297-298.

2

Scull. Museums of Madness. pp.222-226 .

3

John R. Gillis. ''The Evolution of.Juvenile Delinquency in England 1890-1914". Past and
Present. 67 (May 1975). pp.98-103: Margaret May. "Innocence and Experience: The Evolution
of the Concept of Juvenile Delinquency". Victorian Studies, 17 (1973). pp .7-29 .
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developments which substantiate this claim. There is evidence that instead of a
higher crime rate. there was a new willingness lo prosecute criminals. particularly
juveniles. during the nineteenth century. 4 There is also evidence which suggests that
there was an expansion in the definition of some types of deviance over the same
period. 5 While both of these trends would have boosted the numbers of individuals
labelled as being in need of institutional care . the growth could have been as much
generated by external factors as by natural causes.

The concern over the perceived or the actual growth in the numbers of deviant
individuals was intensified by. ancl perhaps even stimulated by. the expansion in the
collection of statistics in such nations as England. The more comprehensive
collection of statistics has been remarked upon by a number of historians. one of
whom noted that "statistics were the fuel on which the reformatory movement
started and ran its social control nrncl1ine" .6 In some instances. the expansion of
statistics spurned new "sciences" espoused by "experts" - criminology. penology.
and criminal anthropology. In turn. these "moral statisticians" generated a new
concern with social problems and their resolution. 7

Public concern over the apparent growing numbers of deviants in various nations
manifested itself in the creation of reform organisations and associations. In both
Britain and the United States reform movements emerged. ostensibly to improve the
care. and treatment of those labelled as threats to society by institutionalising such
inclivicluals. 8 One of the major platforms of all reform organisations was the strict
4
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5
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separation of institutionalised persons on the basis of age. sex. health and offence or
condition. Thus. with the exception of the English workhouse. most institutions
catered for a specific type of social problem by the end of the nineteenth century.
The mentally disturbed. increasingly regarded as a medical problem. were
incarcerated in asylums: 9 women prisoners were detained in specialist. all-female
institutions: and criminals were further divided on the grounds of age. the younger.
or juvenile delinquents committed to industrial schools ancl reformatories.

Despite the fact that separate institutions catered for a specific type of occupant
there are features common to most institutions. The reformers of the nineteenth
century overwhelmingly aimed to improYe and transform the behaviour of those
individuals cornmilled to institutions. The treatment of ju\'enile delinquents moved
away from purely punitive measures lo a more reformative approach through a
programme of education and discipline. 10 The principle of labour was particularly
important in most institutions and served a number of functions. The idea that
residents of institutions should perform some type of physical labour may be seen as
part of a work ethic which had as its basis the notion that people could better
themselves through hard work and diligence. 11 Hard physical Jabour was supposed
to inculcate the value of work and self-improvement. and at the same time it was a
means of keeping individuals occupied and too tired to engage in activities which
may disrupt the order of the institution. Some institutions provided menial tasksY
while other institutions used the labour of residents in a more direct. profit making
fashion. u The principle of labour was embodied in the actual names of some
institutions. such as factories or industrial schools. both presupposing a specific type
of employment for the individuals committed.

9

Scull. Museums of.Madness. pp . 13-15.
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The creation o r industrial schools and reformatories in particular was pa11ly a
renection or a new attitude towa rds children. Historians have commented on the
new and increased value placed on child-life and childhood as part of a widespread
phi !anthropic movemen t in the ninet eenth century . 14 Whatever motives inspired the
m ovement. th e apparent concern was to remove children and youn g adults from
un savoury surroundings and innuences and place them in cont ro lled instituti ons
which would inculcat e in th e individuals conccrn ccl a healthy respect for society"s
values.

There were man y children's institutions establi shed in such nations as France .
Britain and the United States from the beginning of th e nineteenth century.
Industri al schools we re estab lished for children and young adults who had no history
or association with crime or criminal acti\'ities. but who were labelled as
uncon l ro llable. \'agranl. neglec ted or in need of some form of care. Reformalories
were alternatives to impri sonment. specifical ly for those who had comm itted crimes
or whose behaviour was too unruly for th e milder industri al schools.

Man y

or the _juvenile

instituti ons were estab li shed in specil'ic rural localities and

provided a rural trainin g. The French reformatory al /Vl etlray opened in 1839 and
strongl y sup port ed the value of a rural life for children under care. The United
States and Britain _quickly followed the example and establi shed rural reformat ories
from the middle of the nineteenth century. 15 The rural. pastoral bias to many
industrial schoo ls and reformatori es renected a number of ideas held by child
welfare refo rmers. The rural location of juvenile institutions was above all to remove
young offenders from the supposedl y corrupting influences of towns and cities. It
was held that juvenile delinquency was a product of close. squalid. unhygienic and
uncontrolled city life. 16 The apparent so lution to the problem \.Vas simply to remove
the young offenders into the country. away from all the temptations of urban
environments.
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At the same time. the rural bias ren ected a belief in the inherent goodness and
health of the countryside and things pastoral. rvlany child welfare reformers believed
in the vital. rejuvenating effects of a rural atmosphere for juvenile delinquents. The
rural emphasis also renected economic changes occurring in some nations. and the
increased opportunities for rural clllploy111ent in such countries as France and the
United States.

However. not all industrial schools and reformatories were established in the
countryside. In Britain there was considerab le di scussi on over the relative merits of
a rural life for female juvenil e delinquents . A prominent figure in the English childsaving movement. fvlary Carpenter. re_jectecl a rural training for girls and young
women on the grounds that "girl s mu st be prepared for domestic life. either al
service in th e homes of persons in the respectable portion of society. or eventually
in their own hollles " . 17 Girls· rcforlllal orics in Britain and the United States were
generally established

011

the outskirts or cities and towns. close enough to

opportunities for domestic service in the populated areas. yet still retaining
sornell1ing of tile country air. 1~

The belief in the intrinsic value of a rural life was a particularly romantic notion.
inspired by such .theorists as Rousseau who maintained that the true nature of living
was to be found in the countryside. 19 The very act of being in the country was held
to be a first step on the way to reformation . As a consequence. many of the
institutions for the mentally disturbed. the aged. or the indigent were sited in a rural
locality to obtain the beneficial effects of the countryside. Yet at the same time. one
can discern less altruistic motives for a pastoral location. Far from centres of
settlement. the institutions were also far from the public which may not have had
any wish to be reminded of the socially unacceptable individuals within its midst.
17
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Economic fact ors may have also played some role in establishing institutions in rural
areas. for in some instances. land was cheaper in the countryside than in the cities. 20

Like other nati ons in the nineteenth century. New Zealand was concerned at the
perceived or actual increase in the numbers of juvenile delinquents. The exigencies
and harshness of a colonial society. disruption to family life. wife desertion. lack of
adequate recreational facilities. depression and poverty were cited as reasons for
juvenile delinquency during the mid-nineteenth century. 21 Industrial schools were
established quite early in New Zealand·s colonial pe1iocl. From the early 1840s the
central go\'ernment authorised a number of primary schools for J\tlaori children. but
these had beco me essentially indu strial schools by the J860s. catering for neglected.
criminal and destitute European children. :~ Provincial governm ents. religious and
charitable groups also established and maintained a number of institutions in or near
the main centres . Such councils as Otago passed industrial schools ordinances in
response to the increasing number of children left destitute in the wake of the gold
rushes of the I860s.2-1

The growing number of such children throughout the country led some provincial
councils to demand that the central government take action on the matter. The
Neglected and Criminal Children Act was passed in 1867 in response to this
demand. The Act authorised the superintendents of provinces to establish and
maintain industrial schools and reformatories for males and females exclusively. A
lack of financial resources in New Zealand meant that it was not feasible that the
two types of institution be established for each sex. In 1873 the central government
amended the Act to allow for the detention of both sexes in the same institution
where. in practice. no differentiation was made between criminal and neglected
children. 24
20 Tennant. "Elderly Indigents and Old Men·s Homes". pp .7-9 .
21 Beagle. pp.204-208.
22
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In 1880 the Educati on Department assumed th e responsibility for the management
of industrial schools and refo rmalories from the Justice Department which previously
had controlled the instituti ons. The change of administration was significant for a
number of reaso ns . Th e Education Department pursued a more active policy than
that taken by th e previ ous administration. Beagle noted that a lack of activity and
initiative dominat ed th e Ju sti ce Department ·s poli cy towards industrial schools: only
one new instituti on was founded during its peri od of administration. the Department
had no real policy regarding th e institutions. and it took no action to rectify any of
the problems of O\'ercrowding or mismanagement which beset the sch oo ls at the
time. 2s The Educati on Departm ent . on th e other hand. was intent on tightly
controlling and imp ro vin g th e management of th e schools .

The change of admini strati on al so signified an attitudinal shift towards the treatment
of ddinquc111 children and yo ung persons. The Justice Department was essentiall y
concerned with penal in stitution s in which the primary purpose was punitive rather
than reformati ve. The Education Department was charged more with the task of
teaching. educating and reforming. although punitive measures remained important.
The change symboli sed th e idea that children could and should be saved from a
future life of delinquency. and that the focus should be more on reformation than
punishment. Moreover. the change renects a developing belief in the worth of
children. and a move towards the idea of children as "social capital". the basis of
the next generation. 26

The Education Department was quick to assert its authority over juvenile
institutions. In I 882 the government passed the comprehensive Industrial Schools
Act. Three different types of institution were recognised under this Act government. local and private. The Department extended its control over these
25
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institutions through such means as appointing or approving staff. authorising
inspectors for all institutions. and completely controlling the discharge of all
committed childrenY The Act also provided for the extra-institutional care. or
boarding-out of children. Under such a scheme. children and young persons were
sent to reside with a fosier parent who was to provide for and educate the children.
The foster parents were paid for their maintenance. or in turn. were entitled to the
services or the children in lieu of payment.

The 1882 Industrial Schools Act represented an important turning point in New
Zealand's child welfare system. Until the passage of the Act. New Zealand had
primarily relied on British legislation as a guide to the administration of industrial
schools and reformalories. For example. the government based the 1867 Neglected
ancl Criminal Children Act on British precedent with little modification to suit local
conditions. The impracticalities or directly applying British legislation were soon
realised and changes were made to suit the exigencies of colonial life. In drafting
the boarding-out provisions of the 1882 legislation. the reformers looked to
Australian rather than British examples. Although some British juvenile institutions
boarded-out children. tile practice was not as widespread as it was in Australia
where it had been used cxlensiYely since the 1870s. 28

The adoption of hoarding-out represented an early effort by New Zealand to
develop an industrial school system which was not based exclusively on British
precedent. While the New Zealand system had legislative roots in the British
system. the principle of a primarily state sponsored industrial school system was
essentially colonial. Unlike Britain. New Zealand had no history or tradition of large
scale voluntary charitable or philanthropic groups to erect and manage industrial
schools. While neighbourly aid and private charities provided the basis for the care
of delinquent children in the early colonial period. a growing population made such
a system insufficient. New Zealanders increasingly looked towards the provincial
27
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and then the central governments as a source of social welfare. As the government
was the only group large enough and with sufficient finances to administer welfare.
it was compelled to make some provision.

Boarding-out was a move towards a more family-based system of industrial schools
and reformatories. There were two major fonm of juvenile institutions in the
nineteenth century: the cottage system and the barrack system. The cottage system.
developed at the Ecole Agricole for boys and young men at l\ilettray in 1839. was
essentially a family-based style of reform. Residents at the Ecole lived in small
cottages. each under the control of a senior resident who acted as a parent to the
other residents under his charge. 29 The cottage system was used extensively in such
nations as the United States . It was believed that the system was particularly suitable
for the detenti on of girls and yo ung women. as it instilled in them the worth and
virtues of family life and domestication. Moreo\'er. it was believed that women were
more emotional than men. and that a famil y-based programme of reform would
arouse maternal and sentimental feelings in women. leading eventually to
reformation. _,o As a result. an institution incorporating the family or cottage system
of reform was considered to he the ideal instilulion for delinquent girls and
women .J I

The barrack system. as its name suggests. was a more regulated and formal type of
institution. The residents were housed in large dormitories. presided over by staff
with no input from the residents. Although the barrack system aimed at a family
atmosphere for the residents. such a life was impossible clue to the nature of the
institution and the large number of residents.

New Zealand juvenile institutions were based exclusively on the barrack system. The
major reason for this appears to have been financial: one building which contained
29
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all lhe necessary facilities was cheaper to erect than a number of self-contained
collages. Although most of the institutions were new buildings designed specifically
as industrial schools and reformalorics.-12 the facilities resembled rows of army
barracks. Such institutions as Caversham. established at Dunedin in 1869. were
large and contained many residents who . according to a Member of the House of
Representatiws. "were all brought up as automatons and under no family
innuence" ..1.1 The principle of boarding-out may be seen as an attempt to move
towards a family-based. and hence a normalising and balanced. environment for the
children. More practically. boarding-out relieved some of the over-crowding in
industrial schools and provided the go\·ernment with a cheap alternative to erecting
more instituti ons .-\J

By the end of the nineteenth century th ere were eight industrial schools and
reformatories in New Zealand: the government schools al Auckland. Burnham and
Caversharn: a local school at Thames: and four Roman Catholic institutions at
Auckland. Wellington. Nelson and Dunedin. Each school received children and
young persons of both sexes and of any age below twenty-one years.

Over the last ciuarler of the nineteenth century the number of children committed to
industrial schools and reformatories increased dramatically. from 807 in 1880. to
1446 in 1885 and 1703 in 1900. The increase in the number of children committed
to institutions was not matched by a corresponding growth in the proportion of
children in the total New Zealand population: in 1880. children under twenty-one
years comprised 53 % of the total population: in 1900 the proportion had fallen to
46 % . Over the same period. the percentage of the child population committed to
institutions rose from 0.31% in 1880 to 0.47% in 1900. 35 The proportion of males
and females committed to the institutions remained quite constant throughout the
period: in 1880 females comprised 37% of committals to schools. falling to 32 % in
32
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1900. 36 The sudden increase in the number of children and young persons
committed over the period 1880-1885 was a combination of the effects of a
depressed economy and of the operation of the 1882 Industrial Schools Act.

Children and yo ung persons were committed for a variety of reasons. Between 1880
and 1900 the largest single category of those committed were classed as destitute.
63 % of the total committals in 1880 and 38 % in 1900. Over the same period the
number committed as \'agrants increased to 7% of the total. the number committed
for association with disreputable persons fell from 21 % lo 18 %. those classed as
uncontrollable rose from 3 % to 6 % . and those charged with committing punishable
offences increased markedly from 11 % to 28%. 37

Despite the fact that femal es comprised less than half of the total industrial school
population. they constituted more than half the numbers committed for ce11ain
offences. Between 1880 and 1900 females comprised almost 50 % of those children
committed as destitute. and well over 50 % of those commitled for association with
disreputable persons . Al the same time. they comprised less than 20 % of those
committed fur punishable ollcnccs. and less than 30 % of those charged for being
vagrant or uncontrollable. 38 The ma_jority of girls and young women committed to
juvenile institutions were charged with offences against the public order. or
immorality. This trend was. and indeed still is. a common feature of female
institutionalisation in New Zealand and in other nations. 39
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During the last two decades of the century. concern mounted over the increasing
rate of delinquency amongst young people in Nev-1 Zealand. At the same time.
criticism of the industrial schoo l system began to mount and a variety of groups
made demands for reform due lo such problems as overcrowding and poor
management. 40 The intensification of concern in New Zealand coincided with. and
was influenced by. developments in child welfare and concern with juvenile
delinquency and adolescent sexuality O\'erseas. 41 New Zealanders were particularly
aware of the Australian problem of the larrikin and expressed considerable concern
over the apparent existence of a similar problem in New Zealand .42 Moreover. in
such nations as Britain and the United Slates the child-saving movement generated a
considerable body of literature concerning the problem of ju\'enile delinquency and
its solution: the ideas contained in this literature did not bypass New Zealancl. 43

One New Zealander influenced by British. European and American ideas. was
George l-logben. appointed lo the post or Inspector-General of Schools in 1899.
Hogben was one of a group of New Zealand public servants influential in forming
social policy in the period. This group included officials who had travelled overseas
nnd studied international welfare developments and literature and included such
individuals as Edward Trcgear. Duncan MacGregor and Colonel Hume. 44 Before his
appointment with the Education Department Hogben had worked as headmaster at
Timaru High School where his teaching methods were influenced by European and
Australian theories and approaches lo education. 45 Hogben·s administration of
industrial schools displayed a similar knowledge of. and willingness to use. imported
ideas to counter the increasing rate of delinquency in Ne\-v Zealand.
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Hogben had very specific ideas on both the causes and treatment of juvenile
delinquency . ideas which were heavily influenced by the work of W D. Morrison. an
American penologist. Hogben considered that the growing rate of delinquency in
New Zealand was due to a number of causes such as the stress and struggle of
modern life. bad hyg ienic surroundings. poor health. parental neglect and bad
example. and the temptati ons to be found in the cities. He considered the last
reason to be the major cause of delinquency. The movement of people into the
towns and cities from the countryside was held to be a feature common to such
colonial societies as New Zealand. clue to the loneliness of country life. the absence
of recreati onal facilities in rural areas and th e greater attractiveness of towns. The
causes of juve nile delinquency pointed to th e long-term solution of the problem: to
impress upon parents th eir responsibilities towards children: to ameliorate the
conditions of rural life to encourage individuals to remain in the country; and to
place back in a rural environ ment th ose who were in clanger of succumbing to the
temptati ons of the city. 41'

Hogben proposed a totally new system or juvenile institutions in an attempt to
improve the conditions in industrial schools and provide an immediate response to
the increasi ng rate of delinquency. The three ti er plan of clay truant schools.
industrial schools .for those requiring firm control. and reformatories for those who
were "viciously uncontrollable" or too young for imprisonment reflected overseas
developments which stressed the importance of the complete classification or
distinction between categories of clelinquents. 47 By the encl of 1901 the government
had gazetted several new institutions as part of Hogben·s plan. These included two
receiving homes for the temporary accommodation of children at Wellington and
Christchurch; industrial schools for girls and young boys at Auckland and
Caversham. and for boys only at Weraroa and Nelson; Te Oranga. a female
reformatory in Burwood. Christchurch. and a male reformatory at Burnham. 411 In
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addition the government contributed to the maintenance of a number of private
industrial schools.

The scheme represented the firs! real atlempl to develop a planned and
comprehensive industrial school system in New Zealand. Before the turn of the
century the child welfare reformers in New Zealand had looked primarily to Britain.
and later Australia. for institutional precedents and had paid scant regard to
developments in other countries . Hogben ·s plan displayed the influence of the
contemporary thought. theory and practice of industrial school systems in such
nations as the United States. Moreover. the government's acceptance of the plan
displayed a heightened awareness of the value of child-life. children and adolescents
through its willingness lo invest in a new child welfare system. The implementation
of th e scheme also signified the beginning of a flurry of government innovations in
child care in the early twentieth century. 49 Yet although the legislative changes
represented some softening of altilucles towards children. such reforms as the
reorganisation of industrial schools retained punitive elements. There is not
necessarily a tension between the atlitudcs of institutionalising deviant children. and
a new value placed on child welfare. While society showed that it was prepared lo
sareguard children and young persons. it also showed that it was not prepared to
tolerate those who did not act in accepted ways and who threatened the smooth
operation or soci<:;ly.

Hogben was aware of the problems in some industrial schools and sought to extend
the government ·s authority over the institutions. While all schools were under the
loose control of the Education Department in Wellington. departmental officials had
little influence on the daily administration of the institutions. The Department's
control was essentially confined to appointing school managers. authorising the
discharge of commilled children and maintaining a lax inspection of the institutions.
Between 190 I and 1902 the Department moved to attain some control over the day
to day management of schools through such means as the appointment of a regular
49
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inspectorate and the issue of a set of regulations to govern the administration of
child welfare institutions.

In 190 I the Department appointed Roland Pope to the post of Assistant Inspector of
Industrial Schools. Pope was a trained official with considerable experience with the
Department and the management of industrial schools. 50 In 1902 Thomas Walker
and Jessie Stewart were also appointed to the position. Walker had some experience
in child wclrarc work. having worked in the Education Department as an Official
Visitor to boarded-out children. 51 Stewart. a retired teacher. was appointed to the
position primarily as an inspector of girls·schools. a task considered by the
Education Department lo be more appropriate for a woman. 52 The inspectors were
authorised to visit unannounced. thoroughly inspect each institution at least twice a
year and report back to the Department. 53 In 1903 Hogben recommenclecl that the
visits be more frequent to maintain a closer check on the schools: Pope was to visit
at least once a year. Walker and Stewart twice a year. and the Inspector-General of
Schools once a year. 51

The work of the inspectors was complcrrn.:nlcd by an expansion in the scheme of
Official Visitors who visited the institutions periodically. The Visitors to each school
were appointed directly by the Minister of Education and were required to visit the
institution several. times a year. acting as an informal check on the management.
However. the Visitors had little authority. Unlike the Departmental inspectors. the
Visitors could not inspect the institutions in detail. they could not make full
inquiries into aspects of the schools and they had no authority over the staff of an
instil ution. 55
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The government issued a set of regulations for the management of industrial schools
in 1902 following a Royal Commission into the management of a private industrial
school in Nelson. Early in 1900 the Nelson Charitable Aid Board had publicised
deficiencies in the management of the Roman Catholic St Mary·s Industrial School
at Stoke. The problems identified by the Board. and sustained by the inquiry.
included the lack of suitable staff. inadequate fo od and clothing . severe punishments
and unsuitable facilities for the proper training of the resiclents. 56 The inefficiencies
in the management prompted the Education Department to compile a set of rules to
regulate th e dail y admini strati on of all types of industrial schools. The regulations
formed a basic administrative code for the managers and staff of institutions. The
regulati ons were wide-ranging and included notes on th e general management of
institutions. regulati ons on sanitation. medi cal att endance of residents of schools.
diet. punishments. cl othing. classification. industrial instruction. education. religious
and moral training. and notes on service and boarding-out. 5'

The aim of the Educati on Department in issuing th e regulati ons and authorising a
comprehensive inspectorate was to attain more authorit y. uniformity and discipline
over the management of juvenile institutions . In reality. the inspectorate and the
regulations had lillle effect on the daily administration of the institutions. The visits
of inspectors to the schools were too short and too infrequent to enable the
Department to gain an adequate impression of the management. For example. Te
Oranga was regularly inspected from 1900 to 1904 and on each occasion the
inspection reports were favourable . Yet in 1905 an inspector who had spent some
time at the Home in the capacity of relieving manager reported unfavourably of the
management. citing excessive punishments and poor classification. 58 The fact that
the problems had existed since the Home ·s inception in I 900 testifies to the limited
view gained by inspectors .
56 Beagle. pp.47-48 .
57 Regulations under the Industrial Schools Act. pp . 1293-1304.
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The disclosure of management problems and excessive punishments at Te Oranga in
1905 also illustrates the inadequacy of the 1902 regulations. and the degree of
power and autonomy of the managers. The Education Department had little
authority over whether the managers of the schools closely adhered to the
regulations. or what their interpretations of the rules were. In practice. the staff at
the institutions formulated their own versions of the regulations and improvised
when necessary. The manager and staff of Te Oranga had disregarded the
punishment regulations and substituted instead a system considered to be more
appropriate lo the successful management of the school.5 9 In other instances
managers were compelled lo improvise and formulate their own guidelines. For
instance. there was no Departmental policy on letter-writing. so the manager of Te
Oranga enforced her own regulations on residents· correspondence with fiiends and
relatives. 60

Perhaps as a result of the inadequacy of the regulations and the personal power
placed in the hands of the managers. the Education Department investigated the
administration of some or its institutions: Te Oranga in 1905. 1908 and 1915. and
Burnham in 1906. The inquiries or 1906 and 1908 were inspired. in part. by public
concern over the management of the institutions. The Burnham inquiry was held
only after attendants at the institution publicised instances of excessive punishments.
mismanagement and poor working conditions. The mounting public opinion
criticising the administration of the reformatory led the Education Department.
sensitive to negative publicity. to instigate an inquiry. However. public interest in
the institutions was not constant. The management of juvenile institutions inspired
little public note until a scandal was uncovered. and even then the interest was
short-lived. perhaps a consequence of the generally favourable reports of inquiries.
For all except voluntary charitable groups. women's organisations and interested
59

ibid .
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E. Branting lo Secretary for Education. 23 March 1906. CW 40/26/9. Communication between
inmates and their friends .
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persons. the welfare of those detained in industrial schools was not a pressing
concern - out of sight appeared to be out of mind.

The inquiries into the management of industrial schools also disclosed major staffing
problems . Such institutions as Burnham and Te Oranga were marked by a high
turnover of often incompetent and untrained staff. The managers of Te Oranga and
the Departmental inspectors made frequent complaints concerning the poor quality
of the attendants employed at the institution. In 1915 an inspector noted that there
had been over thirty changes of staff in the previous two years. 61 Following a further
visit to the institution in 1916 the same inspector described the majority of the staff
as "useless". and commented that it was a pity that such women had to be
employed. 62 The staffing problems arose primarily from the long hours worked by
attendants. the poor pay rates. the lack of adequate holidays and the isolation of the
institutions. The poor working conditions at such schools as Burnham 63 and Te
Oranga failed to attract the best applicants for jobs. a fact held to be a distinct
disadvantage to their administration.r, 4

The Education Department ·s inability lo maintain complete authority over the
managers and administration of schools. its reluctance to expand the system after
1910. in addition to poor management and the insufficient regulations hampered the
effectiveness of tile institutions. tvlany of the Department's schools were
overcrowded by 1915 as a result of the increasing number of young people
committed. The number of young persons detained in juvenile institutions swelled
from 1953 in 1905 to 2454 in 1910. and 3166 in 1915. perhaps as a consequence of
changes and developments in society associated with wartime activity. 65 The
61
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The Burnham reformatory was particularly affected by staffing problems: the institution was sited
in an unattractive locality. in "dreary and depressing" surroundings far from Christchurch. the
distance precluding an adequate holiday on days off: staff worked for at least twelve hours each
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accommodation faciliti es at such instituti ons as Te Oranga and Burnham were overextended : Te Oranga had acco mmodati on suffici ent for eighty residents. yet in 1915
there were ove r one hundred young women at the instituti on.66

Th e need for the refo rm of th e indu strial school system coincided w ith the
appointment of John Beck to the post of Offi cer in Charge of Industrial and Special
Schools in 191 6. Beck had j oined the Educati on Department in 1899 and had
considerabl e ex peri ence and knowledge or th e management of industrial schoo ls.
Foll owin g hi s appointment in 19 16 Beck proposed a two-folcl plan to recti fy the
prob lems ap parent in the school system: to aYoid further com mi ttals of young
persons to the in stituti ons: and to reduce the number already detained .

Beck's plan was graduall y put into effect from 1917: the governmen t es tab lished a
number of Probati on Homes and closed several industrial schools . includin g bot h the
Te Oranga and the Burnham reformatories. Like Hogben ·s reform of the industrial
school system severa l yea rs earlier. Beck's plan was modern and relied on over seas
precedents. However. unlike H ogben. Beck encountered some opposit ion from both
the Educati on Department and th e general public. Several prom inent offici als o[ the
Department were di stressed at the probati on ideas embodi ed in the scheme. fearin g
that such a system would invo lve considerable finance and wou ld harm the standard
o f ch ild ca re in l':Jew Zea land. 67 Th e support of Hanan. the Minister of Education.
embodi ed in a lengthy report l o the government in 19 17. allayed any D epartmental
o pposition .6 x

Beck's reform policies cu lmin ated in the Child Welfare Act of 1925 based on
legislation in such nations as Canada and the United States. The Act established a
specific Ch ild Welfare Branch within the Education Department charged with the
responsibility of maintaining the care of all children in New Zealand. a further
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See Memo of the Minister of Education on reforms in connection with Industrial School System.
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indication of the in creasing value of children in the view of government and society.
The Act passed the responsibility for indu strial schools to the Superintendent of the
bran ch who was empowered to exerci se all the rights of guardianship of children
committed by the courts and was to in stitutionalise children and young persons only
w hen necessa ry. 69

By the 1920s the indu st rial school system in New Zealand had radically altered from
that of th e nineteenth and earl y twentieth century. The focus of child welfare
reformers had moved from the purel y punitive aspects of industrial schools and
reform atories to a more preventative approach based on the example of other
nations. The more progressiYe alterations in the system were twen ti et h century
reforms. instigated first by 1-logben and later by Beck. The period from 1900 until
1918 was a significant phase in the history of industrial schools and reformatori es.
During thi s period a new system or child we lfare institutions was introduced under
th e loose control of' the Education Department. yet the system proved increas ingl y
un w ieldy and unmanageable during the 1900s and 191 Os. The period signifi ed the
end or large-scale. puniti ve in stitution s for juvenile delinquents in New Zealand. a
sys tem wl1icl1 had it s roots in id eas

or incarceration

as reform in the late eighteenth

and earl y nineteen th centuries.

**''' :!::!:****~'
This thesi s is the study of the management of one of the Education Department's
institutions - the Te Oranga Home for delinquent young women. The Te Oranga
reformatory was established in 1900 as part of Hogben·s reform programme and
closed in 1918 as par! of Beck ·s new child welfare scheme. The institution provides
an example of the problems of the New Zealand industrial school system over this
period: staffing problems: the overcrowding of the accommodation facilities: official
inquiries: the insuflicien<.:y or the 1902 regulations: the autonomy of the managers:

69 ibid .. pp.77-81.
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and the gap between the Education Department's impression of the management of
institutions and the reality of administering a large reformatory.

The Te Oranga Home was located al Burwood. two miles from Christchurch. the
larges t centre in the South Island. and covered nine and a half acres of fertile
farmland. 70 The location renects the differentiation in the siting of male and female
reformatories common lo other nations. Te Oranga was sited on the perimeter of a
city to provide the residents with opportunities for domestic service positions. At the
same time. the institution. suitably distant from the clangers associated with urban
living. allowed the young women to dwell in and benefit from the supposedly
healthy rural air which would hopefu ll y lead to th eir reformation. The contrast with
the location

or the

eq uival ent male institution. Burnham. is marked. The Burnham

reformatory covered I I00 acres of poor quality farmland and was located far from
Christchurch in surroundings described by Education Department officials as
unpl easa nt. 7 1 The locati o n was. no doubt. prompted by practical reasons: th e
institution was far from the temptati ons of the city. far from the public gaze. and
provided th e resident s wi th agricultural training.

Te Oranga was initially a private residence leased by the government at a rental of
£75 per annum. 72 The property backed onto the Horseshoe Lake Reserve. fronted
onto a public road and shared a common boundary with three private residences. 73
When the first residents were admitted in 1900 there was accommodation sufficient
for only fifteen young women. the manager and three live-in altendants. The
Education Department took immediate steps to renovate the property and allocated
£700 to alter existing buildings to accommodate about twenty residents. 74 A new
wing. housing about thirty-five individuals. was completed in 1903. 75 and another.
70 Hogben
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for about forty resid ents . was added in 1910. 7"' By the time of its closure in 1918 Te
Oranga had accommodation suffici ent for about eighty young women and ten staff
members. 77 The whol e properl y was enclosed by a si x foot high palin g fence with
wire nettin g on to p. 78 later replaced by a twelve foot high fence with locked gates.79

The institution was admini stered on a dail y basis by the manager and a number of
att endants. all of whom were women. The first man ager. Ellen Branting. ran the
H ome from its incepti on in 1900 until her retirement in 19 12. She was replaced by
Mrs Scale. a temporary manager. until a permanent appointee was found. Eleanor
John son became man age r in November 19 12 and held the post until 1916 when she
was replaced by Ell en Hunt.

Te Oranga was one o f a number of women ·s institutions in Chri stchurch in the earl y
twentieth century. The cit y co ntain ed not on ly the go\'ernmen t institutions of T e
Oranga. the Recei ving Home and the Addingto n Women·s Prison.xo but also a
number or other esta blishment s. These instituti ons incl uded the Canterbury
Women ·s Refu ge run by th e local charitabl e aid board . th e Sal vation Army Rescue

Ho111c. the Roman Catholic Ml IVla gdala Magdalen Asylum. the Anglican St Mary's
Home and the Samaritan Homc.81 In compari son w ith ot her cities of a comparable
si ze . the range of institution s in Christchurch was extensive. perhaps as a
consequence o f tl.le activity of women ·s and ch ildren ·s organisations . a fact which
may have influenced the locati on of Tc Oranga in the city. 8~
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Te Oranga and St Ma1-y' s were the only two institutions which catered specifically
for the care of delinquent young women and girls. Most of the other institutions
were designed for the care of young unmarried mothers. prostitutes and homeless
women. Nevertheless. there was a considerable degree of movement of the residents
between lhe industrial schools and the rescue homes.

The city contained a number of women ·s groups such as the Women ·s Christian
Temperance Union. the Society for the Protection of Women ancl Children ancl
women ·s political and health groups. These groups had displayed an interest in
juvenile delinquency and child welfare in other centres in New Zealand.
campaigning against larrikinism and advocating the need for formal control of
juveniles. 83 These early feminist groups di splayed an interest in lhe establishment.
maintenance and closure of Te Oranga. The Societ y for the Protection of Women
and Children. the local branch of th e National Council of Women and the Women·s
Christian Temperance Union were all vociferous in their condemnation of the
decision to close the insli!u!i on in I 9 I 8.x 4

During 1917 and 1918 !he number of young women detained al Te Oranga had
been reduced. partly through the manager"s policy of placing out to service as many
young women as. possible. and partly through the transfer of residents to other
inslilutions. 85 Beck proposed to close the institution at the end of 1918. but shortly
before the official closure a large meeting of concerned local citizens protested
vehemently. maintaining that the closure would allow young women of "low moral
character" lo "pollute" the streets and the youth of Christchurch. Public sentiment
XJ
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was allayed only with the assurance that such young women would be detained
elsewhere.x,;

One can discern in the range of women ·s and children ·s organisations and the
number of women ·s penitential institutions evidence of a carceral network of groups
interested in the reformation of delinquent women and girls in Christchurch. Te
Oranga was not an isolated institution but functioned as part of a wider. historical
order ancl aim: the control and reformation of those considered lo be threats to
society. in this instance. delinquent young women. To achieve this encl. the
managem en t of Te Oranga followed principles common to the administration of
penitential in stituti ons in other nati ons. and experienced similar problems.

xr, nc;ig.lc. pp .72-73.
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CHAPTER 2.
THE CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM.

One of the more significant aspects of the development of total institutions in the
nineteenth century was the separation of different types of individuals. The
establishment of specific industrial schools. mental hospitals. women's p1isons and
old people's homes was evidence of thi s trend which emphasised the advantages of
the complete segregation of institutionalised persons: the easier and more
professional management of a particular group of individuals confined together
because of a common age. sex or offence: 1 the better and more health y conditions
of separating different groups of people. such as female from male prisoners: 2 and
the enhanced possibilities for the successful treatment or reform of a select group of
individuals. 3 Most institutions were also characterised by an internal separation or
classification of individuals on the basis of the type of offence committed or the
behaviour

or the

individual concerned.

The idea of the classification of delinquent children and young persons was
epitomised by the. differentiation between industrial schools and reformatories. Such
English child welfare reformers as Mary Carpenter were concerned about the
indiscriminate mixing of children and adults in prisons. and the confinement of a
variety of young offenders in the one institution . Carpenter believed in and espoused
the idea of different categories of juvenile offenders. During the 1850s she detailed
the difference between the "perishing classes" of incipient criminals who committed
such crimes as vagrancy and petty theft. and the "dangerous classes" of other young
offenders. The ideas of Carpenter and other reformers were embodied in the English
1

May. p.11: Freedman. Their Sisters· Keepers. p.52.

2
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Reformatory Schools Act or I 854 which authorised the establishment of industrial
schools for incipient young offenders . and reformatories for those who had been
convicted of some offence.'1

Before the 1850s most industrial schools or reformatories detained both categories
of young offenders. This system combined destitute. neglected and criminal children
and young persons in the same institution with lillle regard lo the influence one
group may have had on another. Following the developments of the 1850s industrial
schools and reformatories increasingly employed a further system of classification
within individual institutions .

The classification of residents of _juvenile institutions into groups based on the type
of offence committed by the young offender. or on the behaviour. character or
reputation of the indi vidual concerned was essentially a pragmatic response lo the
problems of confining all types of _juvenile offenders together. For example. the
management of Lancaster. the first reform school for girls and young women in
North America. had initially been reluctant to employ a rigid system of
classification. preferring to rely

011

the less formal family system. Within twenty

years of its establishment Lancaster was compelled to adopt a classification system
based upon the past behaviour and character of young women. The family system
and the consequent mixing. in the words of the superintendent of the institution, of
"persistent. evil disposed girls" and "pariahs" with better behaved individuals
reduced the possibility of the reformation of any of the residents. 5

The management of an institution gained a number of practical benefits from the
separate classification of individuals. The separation of minor offenders from the
more experienced ensured that first time offenders would not mingle with. and be
influenced by. those who had a history of offending. Such classification would
enhance the possibility of successfully reforming the less intractable individuals.
4
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Furthermore. a system of classification facilitated the management of an institution
by enabling the staff lo maintain a firm control over a small group of similarly
behaved individuals. Finally. classification based on the behaviour of residents
would act as an incentive for a member of a low. badly behaved class to rise lo a
higher class which may have more status and privileges.

IVlosl juvenile institutions in such nati ons as Britain. Australia and the United States
employed a comprehensive mode of classification by the encl of the nineteenth
century as an aid to a more systematic control of the institutions. New Zealand child
welfare re fo rmers took little note of such developments before 1900. Some
concerned individuals complained of the indiscriminate mixing of convicted children
with unconvicted orphans or neglected or homeless children in institutions but little
was clone until th e appointment of Hog ben to th e position of Inspector-General of
Schools in 1899 ."

Hogben ·s reform of the industrial school system was strongly inAuencecl by
developments in institutions overseas. The differentiation between industrial schools
and reforn1;iturics was an important tkparturc from earlier New Zealand practice
and policy. Hogbe11 firmly believed that classification of individuals between and
within institutions was the "key-note of the most recent and intelligent methods of
dealing with juvenile delinquents" . 7

Hogben·s plan. put into effect from 1900. renecled this belief. incorporating an
extensive system of classification within the new refo1111atories. 8 Hogben
recommended that the system of classification within Burnham and Te Oranga
comprise three classes to be kept completely separate. The third. or the lowest class
was to be governed by rules resembling prison regulations. tempered by the
6

Beagle. p.37.
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Hogben recommended that the classification in industrial schools be on the basis of age rather
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educative purposes of the institution . Although completely separate. the composition
of the classes was to be nuid and provision was to be made for promotion and
demotion through each class. The planning and structure of the two reformatories
was lo fit the scheme of classificalion. 9

Although the principle of classification of inclivicluals within institutions was a new
idea for the management of industrial schools and reformatories. other institutions
around the country had used the system for a number of years. The Canterbury
Female Refuge for "fallen" women. founclecl in 1864. was clivicled into two classes.
the "first falls" and the "second falls". for easier management. 10 By virtue of the
fact that second falls had erred twice. they were considered to be more intractable
and more in need of guidance and reform than other women. 11

Despite the principles of classification noted in Hogben ·s report to the Minister of
Education in 1900. the regulations governing the management of juvenile
institutions gave few guidelines. Aside from providing for the isolation from other
residents of sexually active. or suspected sexually active young women. the
regulations noted only that "in each reformatory there shall be a well-considered
system of classification" and that the classes were lo be kept strictly apart. 12 lt
appears that the actual practice of classification within each institution was left to
the discretion of the manager with approval and periodic inspections from Education
Department officials. The Department ·s plan of classification could be hampered
further in practice by a lack of finance. a shortage of accommodation. insufficient
numbers of residents at an institution or the sheer impracticalities of the scheme.
Such problems characterised the classification at Te Oranga. The reality of
classification at the Home did not renect the principles set forth by Hogben in his
early reports to the Minister of Education. or the expectations of other Departmental
officials.
9
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Although Hogben had recommended the division of reformatories into three distinct
groups. the lack of sufficient accommodation at Te Oranga until 19 l O compelled the
management to classify the residents into two divisions. The first division contained
only the best behaved individuals. the second division containing the remainder of
the young women and all new admissions. Tile division of the residents into two
classes crealcd a number of difficulties for the management.

Following a period at the Home as relieving manager. Jessie Stewart commented on
the poor classirication at lhe institution. Her criticisms focussed on the mixjng of all
types of residents in the same division. Stewart noted that the young women were
one of two types: a group which was moral. free from impure living and who had
been either transferred from another institution for insubordination and
misbehaviour. or who had been committed or transferred as juvenile offenders: and
a group which was immoral. including individuals who had been transferred for this
and Ihose with known immoral tendencies who could corrupt other residents. IJ Both
groups had been mixed togelher in the one division clue 10 insufficient
accommodalion. 14 The second division housed twenty-nine of the forty-two
residents. The members of this class contained individuals who were described as
"quiet and well-behaved". "not a naughty girl". "a good quiet girl" in addition to
those descrihccl as "hyslerical''. "irresponsible - erratic in conduct". "pert when
spoken lo in reproof" and those whose tempers were "vindictive" or "irritable" . 15
The combination of such residents necessitated that a rule of silence be imposed on
the second division to suppress any supposedly harmful communication between the
members of the class. 16

u Stewart"s inspection report of Te Oranga. 25

l\fay 1905. CW 40/4/10.
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Stewart noted that there was accommodation sufficient for only ten indi"iduals in the old. first
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The inspector noted that the combination of residents was to improve the behaviour
of the worst behaved members of the division. which she believed it did to some
extent. Yet she did not agree with the stringent criteria used by the manager. Ellen
Branting. for admission to a higher class . Branting had claimed that there were no
first division residents as the behaviour of all the young women was poor and
abnormal. Stewart criticised this interpretation of the resident ·s behaviour. noting
that many of the yo ung women had some mental deficiency or want of balance and
could not be judged from a "normal" standpoint. Although there were residents
placed in the first di\'ision. Stewart did not agree with the manager who believed
that there were no proper first class yo ung women in the Home. 17

Th e staff or tile institution recognised SC\'eral problems with the inadequate system
or classification. During the official inquiry into the management of the institution
in 1908 several staff members identified the want or adequate classification as the
major problem in the Horne . One atlendant noted that extra accommodation for the
worst residents would enable the staff to attend more to the younger and better
behaved members who were unduly innuenced by their more wayward sisters. 18
13rn111i11g ide111ified the lack

or suitable accommodation

and the consequential poor

classification as system as some or the major reasons for the use of corporal
punishment. asserting that a specific building for the worst residents would abrogate
the need for such. disciplinary measures. 1()

Following the completion of the new accommodation wing at Te Oranga in 1910
many of the difficulties associated with the classification system were solved.
According lo a plan presented lo the 1908 inquiry two new classes were established:
a third class for the very worst individuals. and a class for new admissions. New
residents had been placed in the second class before 1910. The staff recognised that
there were problems with such a system of classil1cation. in that the newcomers
17
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could "corrupt" other members of the class and vice versa. In 1909 an inspector had
written to the Education Department urging that "the Second Class be not sacrificed
by admitting new girl s to it. These. with all the influences of their wayv,1ard and
garish street lives upon th em. would do untold harm to those. who, by much effort.
were rising above their former inclinations" .20 The probationary class established in
1910 received all ne\:vcom ers for a short period before their placement in other

divisions according to their behaviour and conduct. Those newcomers whose
behaviour necessitated it - "confirmed juvenile prostitutes of refractory dispositions"
- were immediately placed in the third class. 21

The establishment of the two new divisions enabled the management to employ a
more comprehensive system of classification. The badly behaved individuals. those
whose comluct was described as bad. marked by impudence. idleness. "downright
refusal to work". filthy conversations. thieving and plotting lo abscond 22 were
completely isolated from the other residents. The third division building was set
apart from the other buildings of the institution. and. after 1915. this "selfcontained prison" was enclosed by a twelve foot high fence. 23 The first and second
divisions contained the majority of the residents. Between 19 IO and 1918 over 80 %
of the residents were classified as members of these classes. 24 The separation of the
young women enabled the staff to maintain a tighter. more systematic and more
effective control over each division. although the need for corporal punishment was
not obviated. as suggested by the manager and the attendants du1ing the 1908
inquiry.

A fourth division for the "very worst" residents was added to the institution in
1913. 25 The establishment of this class appears to have been an emergency measure
20 Pope to Secretary for Education. 31 May 1909. CW 4014110.
21
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on the part of the manager. Eleanor Johnson. for few residents were placed in the
division . At the time of Walker's visit in 1913 there were only two individuals in the
new class .21i inspection reports after that elate indicate that the fourth division was
seldom. if at all. used.

Difficulties associated with the classification system before 1910 may be attributed
to a number of causes. The lack of sufficient accommodation was the major reason
for problems . The inadequate accommodation had been recognised by Education
Department officials as early as 1901 27 but plans for a new building were not made
until 1908. perhaps a result of a lack of finance or unwillingness on the part of the
government to extend the school. 28 Until 1910 the staff at Te Oranga had to
improvise and develop their own system of classification. The young women were
either sent to an institution in Christchurch which had an effective system of
classification. such as Mt Magdala. : 9 or were divided into two unsatisfactory classes.

The problems of the classification system before 1910 also reCTected some
inadequacies of the 1902 regulations. The regulations did not provide the manager
of Te Oranga with delailcd guidelines for effective classification. The manager had
complete liberty in formulating a scheme and deciding the allocation of residents.
Departmental inspectors made few comments regarding the classification system
employed hero re J 910. Stewart's criticisms of Branting·s policy in 1905 were
rebuffed by the manager who dcfended her actions on the grounds that it took many
months for the staff lo learn the character of an individual who often presented the
best side of herself to a stranger such as Stewart. Branting did not approve of the
combination of young girls with badly behaved residents. but commented that her
26
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own actions had little effect for "it must be remembered that they !the residents] all
come from the same class of people" .30 Branting undoubtedly took exception to
Stewart's comments and the supposed slur on her management. Her comments
suggest that she considered herself and her management of Te Oranga as above
reproof. or al least beyond the authority of an inspector of the Education
Department. The gap between the principle of classification expounded by Hogben
in 1900. and the actual practice at Te Oranga before 1910. was considerable.

The Education Department had little control over the management of the separate
classes at Te Oranga. In 190 I Hogben had formulated a set of regulations to govern
the management of the classes at Burnham and recommended that a similar system
prernil al Te Oranga. The third class al Burnham was lo be under the control of a
select group of staff members: the members of the class were to attend school at
specific times: and they were not lo earn pocket money or wages. The second class
was to be governed by a less harsh set

or rules

and the members were lo be under

less control than those in the lower division. The second class was entitled to such
privileges as rewards for good conduct and pocket money. The first division was
under the least amount

or control

in the institution. The members of the class were

set apart from the other residents of the school in that they were housed in rooms
attached lo the apartments of married staff members lo receive some of the benefits
of the family sysl~m. The residents of the first division could be licensed out to
service and they could earn wages and pocket money. 31

The management of the separate divisions al Te Oranga was similar to that outlined
for the management of Burnham in many respects. The separation of the first
division from the remainder of the residents was impossible owing to the structure
of Te Oranga. based as it was upon the barrack system rather than the semi-cottage
system of Burnham. However. the lack of sufficient guidelines from the Education
Department for the management of separate divisions compelled the staff of Te
JO Branting lo Secretary for Education. 16 .lune 1905. CW 40/4/10.
JI
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Oranga to develop their own regulations to suit the specific character of the
institution .

Hogben recommended that the third division or reformatories be governed by quite
harsh rules. 32 The staff at Te Oranga appear to have followed the general spirit of
this recommen<lalion in formulating the regulations lo govern the conduct of the
members of the third division. The management of Te_Oranga openly acknowledged
that the third class was to be an "undesirable place of resiclence" 33 for its members
in the hope that the strict rules would act as an incentive for the residents to behave
well and avoid being transferred to the lowest division. To this encl. the members of
the third divi sion were tightl y controlled and received few privileges in comparison
with the other classes.

The third division was kept completely separate from the other residents in a subinstitution modelled on the Long Bay Reformatory Prison for women near Sydney .34
The only contact between this and the other classes was at mealtimes and some
religious services. Talking and communication between the young women was
prohibited in both circumstances.-' 5 Such complete segregation was believed by some
officials to "be as necessary as that of lepers" to avoid the "contamination"
probable between members of different classes. 3"

The young women in the third division appear to have led a very rigid and ordered
!ife. They had lo work indoors for seven hours a clay. six clays of the week at such
tasks as sewing and laundry work and cleaning the building. They were not
permilled to work outside. or go outside the building unattended for fear that they
would allempt lo abscond. Some officials believed that such an ordered. indoor life
would be eventually detrimental . lo the well-being of the members of the division
32
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and recommended that the young women be taken outside gorse-grubbing as a
reward for good behaviour. and to widen their interests.37 Gorse-grubbing. quite
hard physical labour. was an unusual type of "reward" lo offer the young women.
particularly as most or their 1,vork was light. The reward of the work was
presumably associated with the supposed moral benefits to be gained from hard
work in the outdoors. Moreover. it may have been that gorse-grubbing was an
essential task. ror young women who attempted lo abscond from the institution often
hid in the gorse bushes and lupins. -' 8

The mundane. industrial work performed by the residents of the third class was
punctuated by attendance at the day school. and recreational activities. However.
even these rewards were regulated. The recreation consisted of one free evening a
week which comprised singing. reading or plain sewing. The substitution of plain
sewing ror fancy needlework \\'as considered by both the staff ancl the residents to be
a great loss of privilege. 39 The school-age members of the division attended school
for only four hours a week. the other members of the class attending a "refresher
course" one evening a month.~ 0 The restricted education appears to have been some
form of punishment. its loss acting as incentive for the young women to improve
their conduct.

The members of the division received no rewards or privileges. They were not
entitled lo receive pocket-money. and were not eligible for wages for odd jobs
performed around the Home. Moreover. these individuals were given no opportunity
of going out to domestic service. a loss considered by the manager to be the
greatest incentive to good behaviour she knew. 41 The young women detained in the
third class were to remain in the division for a period of at least six months. after
37
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which their conduct would be revie,ved. and if suitable. they would be promoted to
the second class. 42 The possibility of removal lo the more lenient surroundings of
the second division was held lo invoke an improvement in the behaviour of some
individuals. 4 .\

The first and second divisions were governed by a less harsh and ordered set of
regulations. although again. both classes were separated on all occasions except
meals and religious services. The school-age members of both divisions attended
school for at least ten hours a week. 44 These residents were permitted to work both
indoors and outdoors. and recei\'ed such privileges as pocket money. free recreation
times and excursions lo outside activities and events. 45 The first class residents were
given the opportunity lo earn their own wages in the Home for assisting in the
laundry or the kitchen - a task also given to the members of the second division for
no wages - and both divisions were entitled to pocket-money and the chance of
domestic sen·ice positions. 4r,

The managers appear lo have generally followecl the pattern for the regulation of
each class as stipulated by Hogben in 1901. However. the vagueness of Hogben·s
plan and the inadequacy of the 1902 regulations with regard lo classification
compelled the institution to formulate internal rules and management procedures.
These rules were .seldom criticised by the Education Department. The only
criticisms found in the records concerned the limitation to one letter every three
months for members of the lower classes.47 the occasional combination of all the
residents in one religious service. 48 and the poor recreational facilities for members
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of the third class. 4 Q

The lack of crilicism of !he classification procedure may be an indication of the
Education Department ·s general approval. Alternatively it may have been the
consequence of the Deparlment ·s ignorance or the regulations governing each
division. Although there was a considerable amount of regular correspondence
between the Secretary for Education and the managers of Te Oranga. the
regulalions governing classificalion were seldom discussed. In many instances the
Department became aware of a regulation only when it created difficulties. such as
the restrictions placed on letter-writing. Moreover. the inspection reports presented
to the Education Department provided a limitecl impression of the management of
the institution. although some inspectors maintained that they had an exact
knowledge or all aspects of the Home. 50 In reality. the inspectors could not gain a
detailed and accurate account or the management: their visits to !he institution were
too short to gain an adequate impression or the actual administration of the Home. a
fact illustrated by the criticisms made by Stewart in 1905 following her period as
relieving manager.

There was a considerable gap between the Education Department ·s principles of
classification and the actual practice of this at Te Oranga. It was a gap
manufactured by the inadequacies or the Department"s plans with regard to the
reality of the classification facilities al the institution. by the insufficiencies of the
1902 regulations and the power placed in the hands of the managers of the Home.
The gap was reOectecl in other aspects of the management of the reformatory. and
in other institutions around the country.
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CHAPTER 3.
THE DISCIPLINARY SYSTE!VI.

One of th e central features of the management of institutions is the disciplinary
system. Such measures as house rules . punishments and privileges had a number of
functions: to control the behaviour of the residents: to facilitate the role of the staff
by enabling the instituti on lo run smoo thl y: and lo encourage the residents to
respond pos iti vely to reform programmes . Th ere are a number of important features
of th e disciplinary system which will be examin ed in thi s chapter.

Erving Goffman makes several points concerning th e di scip linary systems of total
institutions. He identifies the system of privileges and puni shments as essential
features of institulions. 1 Privileges are offered to the residents by the staff as rewards
or incentives for good behaviour. The privileges in total institutions are often
assumed to be rights in the outside world: the freedom to smoke. talk. read or
bathe . Punishments . comprising either loss of privileges or physical punishments.
are held out as the consequence of inappropriate actions. and are commonly held to
be measures associated with the discipline of children and animals rather than
adults. 2

While privileges and punishments may be essential features of total institutions. they
are also features of everyday life and are not modes of organisation peculiar to total
institutions. as Goffman alleges .3 The disciplinary systems of total institutions are
distinctive in so far as everyday rules and patterns are translated into formal
regulations. Activities which are taken for granted in the outside world become
t
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privileges and rewards in the Lota! institution. The institution does not necessarily
devise new rules to govern the behaviour of those inside its walls. but formalises
informal. unwritlen social norms.

Rules. privileges and punishments sen-e several functions in a total institution: they
allow the institution lo operate smoothly by delineating those actions which are
proper: they are an allempt to impose some sort of order on the residents: and they
serve to remind the residents that they live in a controlled environment in which
most rules are formulated ancl exercised by individuals other than themselves. The
privilege system is one way in which a total institution disrupts activities which. in
non-institutional society. have the role of ex hibiting to others that a person has some
control over her or his own life and activities. The loss of much decision-making
power leads the individual to become dependent on the institutional structure. a
condition considered lo he i111porlnn1 i11 achieving their "reformation" or cure.

The disciplinary systems of total institutions represent a connict between the
reformatory and punitive aspects of an institution. While such institutions were
charged with the task of reforming indi\'iduals the process of incarceration was itself
a form of punishment and the success[ul management of an institution often
clepencled on a disciplinary regime lo control the residents. The house rules of
institutions were mechanisms designed to regulate the behaviour of residents and
direct their activities into "correct" channels. The rules were part of the reform
process. yet infractions resulted in punitiYe. disciplinary measures. The process of
reform and punishment was an inherent part of the privilege system in that
appropriate actions were rewarded and incorrect activities were punished.

Goffman maintains that there is a contradiction in total institutions between what the
institution does. and what its offlcials must say it does. that there is a gap between
the practice within an institution and the public perception of that practice. 4 Michael
Ignatieff observed the importance of public support and acknowledgement of
4
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practices within institutions. He notes that one of the key problems of institutional
management was to represent the act of incarceration and punishment in such a way
!hat those who endured it. and the wider public retained their respect for and
approval of !hose who inflicted the punishment. 5

Public support for total institutions was and is based on three major assumptions:
that the institution imparts justice. that it helps lo maintain order in the wider
society. and that it does something for the individual confined .6 The notion of
justice applied both lo the payment for offences and the treatment of the person
committed lo the institution. Nineteenth century ideals of reform and
humanitarianism meant that individuals confined in institutions should be treated in
a proper . judicious manner lo ensure their reformalion. 7 Both discipline and
humanity were lo be exercised in the treatment of offenders .8 While public support
was important for the management of a total institution. Ignatieffs interpretation
relies on public knowledge of the activities there. This knowledge was often based
on what the staff of the institution reported and may have been incorrect or biased.
In some institutions there was a difference between that which was presented as
happening and what actually happcncd. 9

The features outlined above are evident in the disciplinary system employed at Te
Oranga. There was a considerable gap between the way in which the disciplinary
system was presented to the public and the Education Department and how the
system worked in reality. Not only did this gap represent a major difference
between the ideals of managing an institution and the practicalities of this. but it
also exemplified the Department ·s loose control over the schools. The
comprehensive set of house rules. privileges and punishments were designed lo
5
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allow the school to function smoothly and maintain a control over the residents. In
all. the dual nature of th e system - reward and penalise - represented an incipient
tensi on between th e confinemenl and reformat ory aspects of the Hom e.

The parameters of the di sciplinary system were es labli shed by the Educalion
Departm ent in 1902. In response lo !he inquiry into !h e discipline at St Maifs.
Nelson. the Department issued a set of managem ent regularions for industrial
schools. The regulati ons st ipulated that the control over the residents was to be
judicious and kindly. and that all atlendants we re to attempt to make th e schools as
home-like and as comforlab le as possib le. 10 Perhaps as a consequence of !h e
allegations o f excess ive punishmenls at Stoke. the regul ati ons dealt exlens ively wi th
th e rules. privileges and punishment s lo be used in institutions. These regulations
primarily di scussed !he out er limit s or atl cndant s· authority. l isting actions which
were prohibit ed rather than recommendin g a procedu re for punishing individuals
who transgressed the rul es. The regulat ions included a list of puni shments w hi ch
cou ld n? l be inflicted. such as dosing o ffenders with harmful subslances. and limited
the ex tent o f some puni shments. such as th e maximum period to be spent in so litary
co nf1nemenl or di et restri cti ons. ''

In many instances. these regu lations transfo rmed eve ryday social norm s into written
rules . For example. the regulations stipulated that all punishments were to be given
in a strictly judicial m anner. taking note of the mental and physical condition of the
offender. Yet other rul es and infractions of these were not generally reflected in the
wider society. Reformatory residents could be detained in solitary confinement for a
week. and could be forced to wear visible badges of degradation . such as a runaway
dress for those who had absconded from the institution. 12
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Although some limits were placed on punishments. the managers of schools had a
considerable amount of personal authority in the matter. Despite the fact that the
Department generally disapproved of corporal punishment. the decision lo strap an
intractable individual was left to each manager. The Department did attempt to
maintain some control over the managers · authority by stipulating that a punishment
register be kept in which all punishments were to be recorded. This register was lo
be sent lo the Department for inspection every month. and read by school inspectors
and medical ofncers on each visit lo the institution. However. the effectiveness of
the registers as a check

011

the managers· authority was reduced as the registers were

inspected after the punishments had been given: no consultation was made prior lo
punishing an individual. 13

Moreover. the utility of the registers was undermined by unreliable recording of
punishments. The inquiry into Te Oranga in 1908 uncovered the manager's practice
of completing the register incorrectly and al irregular intervals . Although the
practice had been common for some time. the inspectors had nol noticed the
irregularities on their visits. 1~

The Department also attempted lo maintain control over the institutions through
public inquiries into the schools. It ordered commissions of inquiry into Burnham in
1906 and Tc Orp.nga in 1908. and an internal inquiry into Te Oranga in 1915. The

investigations into the reformatories were held only two years apa1i. and just a few
years after the much publicised Stoke inquiry in 1900. The proximity of the
inquiries may have been the consequence of the Department ·s efforts to enforce the
1902 regulations and avoid a repetition of the Stoke affair.

Moreover. Burnham and Te Oranga were situated near Christchurch. a centre which
contained a number of groups interested in the welfare of women and children.
Such groups as the Progressive Liberal Association. the Society for the Protection of
1.3
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Women and Children. the Children·s Aid Society and the Women's Christian
Temperance Union took an interest in both reformatories and agitated for public
inquiries into their management . 15

The public inquiries into industrial schools were paralleled by a number of other
commissions into a variety of state and private institutions at the turn of the century.
For instance . there was a managerial inquiry into the Wellington Home for the Aged
Needy in 1897. and commissions of inquiry into the Costley Home for the Aged in
1903 and Waltham Orphanage in 1905 ." and into the Auckland Hospital during
1

1904 and 1905. 17 The frequent inquiries suggests a certain anxiety over the role of
the institutions in society. While the New Zealand public was prepared. and even
eager. to establish institutions to house deviant and dangerous groups. it was not
content to completely leave th e control of th e institutions in the hands of others.
Once a scandal was uncovered in any institution. the public was quick to call for an
inquiry int o th e management. As suggested by lgnatieff. public support was
important for total institutions. and some inquiries may have been called to avoid
condemnation and adverse publicily. 1x

Public discontent with total institutions was also represented by the attempts to
exercise some control over the powers of the managers of such schools as Te
Oranga. The punishments registers. the Official Visitors. the Departmental
inspectors and the regulations were all an attempt to maintain supervision over the
management of the reformatory. While not all of the measures may have been
successful. the attempt signified a degree of anxiety over the control of total
institutions .
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An examination of the 1908 inquiry into Te Oranga suggests that the inquiry was
ordered by the Department with the primary intention of avoiding public censure
rather than fully investigating the conditions of the residents. The inquiry also
revealed a considerable gap between what was happening in the school. what the
Department believed lo be happening and what was presented to the public. This
gap resulted from deficiencies in the 1902 regulations. the inefficiency of the
inspectorate and in some instances. deliberate policy on the part of the staff of the
Home.

The managem ent of Te Oranga was brought to public attention with the appearance
of an open letter in a local paper in November 1907 concerning the punishment of
some residents. A number of the young women had attempted to abscond from the
in stitution early in the month but had been caught before they left the grounds of
the school. One of the ring-leaders of the group was punished by being confined in
the cell and detention-yard for eight days as well as receiving twelve strokes of the
strap and having her hair cut short: the other leader also received twelve strokes of
the strap and a hair cut. The others involved in the escape attempt received eight
strokes of the strap and were held in solitary confinement for six days. 19 The author
of the letter. Reverend Fendall of the Anglican Vicarage at Rangiora. noted that
it is generally supposed that the chief object of the
institutions for unfortunate girls is lo reform those who are
committed to them: lo build up the character. and restore
self-respect. This end can hardly be attained if the
methods adopted are not those of the enlightened age. but
savour rather of the Dark Ages and the savagery of some
of the slave owners of American notoriety.
He went on to describe the punishment for the "heinous offence" of attempting to
abscond and claimed that "if such methods of dealing with troublesome girls are in
vogue. I think it is high time an enquiry were held into the whole management of
the Home". 20
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Fendall"s letter generated a series of often exaggerated and emotive comments in
papers th roughout the country . An editorial in the N ew Zealand Heral cl noted that
the course adopted towards these y oung wom en ... was
brutal in the extreme. was ullerl y inexcusable and hateful .
. . . for th e n aggin g of women is an offence again st the
good name of thi s country . and is an in sult to womanhood
whi ch i s not to be slurred over by any ridicul ous claims
that in m odern civili sation such brutalities are necessary to
discipline.2 1
The Post. in commenting on the puni shment of hair cutting. slated that " with one
ni ck of th e scisso rs the mind is carri ed back lo the Dark Ages. when noses were slit
and ears we re lopped off for trivial offences" Y One Chri stchurch paper was less
co nvin ced by Fenclall' s l eller. notin g that " those wh o desc ribe th e hair culling as
mutil ati on have crossed th e border lo hys teri cs" . and that there was no need for an
inquiry int o the instiluli on.B

M any members o f the publi c were parti cul arl y perturbed that some of the young
women had had their hair cul as a punishm ent. One correspondent. quotin g from
the Bibl e. noted that " if a woman ha\'e long hair it is a glory to her. for her hair is
gi ven her for a cm·c ri11 g " and ohscn ·ed that Brantin g and Fowlds. the Mini ster o f
Educatio n. c\'idcntly tho ught th ey kn ew better than the Bibl e when they cut the
youn g women ·s hair. ~·1 Hair culling was \'iewed as a brutal puni shment for both the
resid ent s and the staff participating in the act. Moreover. some members of th e
public saw it as dcl'c111ini si11g tile young women and removing their dignity .

The public protest at the incident suggests that the management of Te Oranga had
crossed the bounds of its authorit y in admini stering a punishment which was
abhorred in the wider community . While some correspondents were supportive of
corporal punishment. none support ed hair cutting as a punishment. The institution ·s
use of corporal puni shment was a formali sation of practices in the wider communit y .
21 NZH. 20 November 1907. p.6.
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and in other schools throughout the country. The negative reaction to hair cutting
suggests that it was

1101

a common form of punishment. lls use was roundly

criticised by the public. prepared to build penitentiaries for delinquent young
women. but anxious lo ensure that they were managed adequately and lo society's
standards .

The majorit y of those who demanded an inquiry were at pains to point out that they
found fault with the Education Department and the Minister of Education rather
than with the staff of Te Oranga who were seen to be doing their duly. One local
correspondent supported the manager. claiming that Branting·s task was "so
arduous. so brain distracting. so nerve exhausting. that self-control for her is as
difficult for the girls. If the archangel were superintendent today tomorrow he would
be stripped of his feathers and virtues" .25 Branting made no comments about her
administration. preferring lo let the accusations "fire away" and allowing the
Education Department to handle the matter. 26

The Minister of Education was not swayed by demands for a public inquiry. He
maintained that Branting had acted completely within the bounds of her authority
and that her actions were justified. He held that absconding was one of the most
serious crimes committed by residents of institutions. and that the punishment of
hair cutting was not only the strongest deterrent for misconduct. but it ensured the
quick location of those who escaped after punishment. He did not believe that an
inquiry was necessary at all. for any resort to corporal punishment would soon be
alleviated by the construction of a new accommodation wing. easing some of the
institution· s problems. 27

Despite Fowlds· assurances. the public continued to clamour for an inquiry. A local
paper"s publication of an article concerning the management of the Home did
25
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nothing lo dispel the all egations of maladministration. The author of the piece
pointed out that the management was not as it had been described by other
correspondents. Branting was forced to con trol a particularly difficult type of young
woman. "girls ... or sufficient ly desperate character - of almost indelible criminal
taint ,:vho wou ld stop al nothing lo regain their liberty. and contaminate their
companions with knowledge of the most clreaclful vices". The reformatory itself was
described as clean. reflecting "the comforting atmosphere of a splendidly equipped
home" . and the resident s. "rosy-cheeked. sturdy-lim bed. well-clothed damsels" . 28

The publicit y over the management intensified once again with the disclosure. in
February 1908. that th e administration had gone unaltered and that harsh
punishments continued lo be employed lo enforce discipline. A reporter for a local
paper and a rvtember of the House of Representati ves had both received information
from a number of young women al the institution who complained of poor
conditions in the reformatory. Tile res ident s claim ed that one individuals had been
strapped while ill and consequently had lo spend time in hospital. and that others
had been strapped so hard that they ca rried the marks on their backs for clays. In
addition the residents 111ai11taincd Iha! the y were ol'ten short of food. that it was
usual for many in tile Home to he on rations. and that if they did not work hard
enough. they were given dry bread

lo

cat. 29 The local papers immediately demanded

that an investigati.on he made into the management on the grounds that "the charges
made ... this time are definite enough to warrant an enquiry". and that Branting
shou ld be given an opportuni ty to defend herself. 30

On the day following the disclosure the Minister of Education authorised an inquiry
into Te Oranga "to satisfy the public mine.I on the matter" .Ji The reasons for
Fowlds · sudden change of decision appear to have been a desire to encl speculation
and assure the public that Te Oranga was a well-managed institution and that the
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staff had acled correclly al all limes. The Department had been the object of
considerable adverse public crilicism over !he management of both Burnham and Te
Oranga and was prompted into action to clear its name and restore its reputation as
guardian of child welfare. As one Deparlmental official noled during the course of
the inquiry . the governmenl did no! readily counlenance altacks on its
administralion. 32

Favourable public comment of its juvenile institutions was important for the
Department. Allhough as Beagle noted. the management of the institutions received
little publicity in general. there was considerable altenlion once a potential scandal
was brought to light. -'3 On th ose occasions the Department was prepared to act and
allay allegations of mismanagement in order to reassure !he public thal !he schools
were being adminislered juslly . If no public inlerest were aroused the Department
took eilher no action on allegations or ordered only a quiet. inlernal investigalion.

The alleged mallrealment of residents which led lo the 1908 inquiry was just one of
several complaints over harsh discipline at the Home. 34 However the allegations of
1907 and 1908 were !he only complaint s to receive an official public inquiry. The
lack of formal investigation into other allegations of excessive discipline was not the
consequence of fewer examples of harsh punishments. Rather. a decisive factor for a
public inquiry wa.s the amount of exposure the allegations received.

During 1915 an Anglican clergyman. Reverend Tobin. made several accusations
concerning the excessive measures used to control the young women at Te Oranga.
His claims were based on interviews wilh staff members and residents and were.
according to the Official Visitors of the reformatory. the results of infom1ation he
32
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had gathered against the administration for at least six months. 35 Tobin's
accusations. and those of three ex-attendants. 3<, included instances of alleged
maltreatment of some residents: one who had been held in solitary confinement for
ten weeks with reading material only on Sundays: another who had been locked in a
cold cell without adequate bedding for three weeks in the middle of winter. was on
reduced rations and received a forcible cold bath every clay: and the whole
institution being denied a meal as punishment for an offensive comment written on a
wall .37 Tobin also claimed that he was not consulted or informed when Anglican
residents were in hospital or in other institutions. and that Johnson had ordered her
staff to deliberately conceal information from him. 38

While some of Tobin ·s allegations were the result of frustration over his limited
power al the institution. the claims of excessive punishment were supported in an
informal investigation by the Official Visitors. The group affirmed that some
individuals received cold baths in the belief that the douse would be advantageous in
calming young women in an excitable condition. They also noted that food had
been withheld from some residents although. they maintained. "no harm appears to
have been done". 3Q Johnson claimed that Tobin·s charges were "wicked and
preposterous". yet she admitted that residents received cold baths as a remedy for
violent tempers and that the second division had been deprived of a meal as
punishment for their "rebellious attitude" .40

The Official Visitors. the manager and the Education Depa11ment attributed the
basis of Tobin's complaints to pique and the "disloyalty" of some staff members.
Johnson was particularly concerned that Tobin had secretly interviewed some
35
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attendants and she recommended that two of the women be dismissed. 41 Several
months prior to Tobin ·s accusations there had been a considerable amount of
discontent between staff members. several of whom disliked the manager and her
methods. A number of attendants were later dismissed for their actions. 42

Although Tobin was described as "very antagonistic" to Te Oranga and anxious to
institute a public inquiry. the Department made no attempt to in vestigate his
accusations thoroughly. 43 The investigations and report of the Official Visitors
formed the basi s of a brief to the Minister. 44 The administration of the Home was
left unaltered and the Department took no action on the disciplinary techniques of
forcible cold baths and deprivati on or meals. Despite the fact that Tobin threatened
to publish his information. th e Department did no! order a public inquiry. 45 One
reason for lack offurther investigation may have been that both Johnson and the
Department considered that Tobin had acted in an underhand manner and that his
accusations we re more th e result or his own wounded vanity and the antagonism of
some attendants rather than reliable information. Yet Tobin's claims were similar to
the accusations of 1907 and 1908. In both instances the accusations were made by
clergymen who had received their information from residents who claimed that they
had been treated unjustly. Neither man verified his information by interviewing
other residents or attendants. 46 A major reason for the decision not to make a formal
investigation of Tobin"s claims was because his accusations received no publicity. In
1908 Fendall realised that the only way of forcing the Department to act was
through public opinion. 47 In 1915 there was no major publicity. no adverse public
criticism and no public inquiry into the institution.
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The investigations revealed that the Department did not have a clear impression of
the management of Te Oranga. Although one official noted in 1908 that he had
"not only a general knowledge. but an exact knowledge" of what went on in the
Home. the inquiry showed !hat this was no! so. 48 Questions raised by the
Commissioner revealed a number of practices of which the Department was
unaware. Branting had neglected to adequately record all details of punishments
given. in some instances recording a lesser punishment than that actually inflicted. a
practice unnoticed by the inspectors whose task it was to thoroughly examine the
register. 49 Such a discrepancy was not necessarily the consequence of poor
inspection. for the registers were completed and presented to the inspectors after
punishments had been given . Moreover. the inspectors were unmvare of the
manager·s self-acknowledged habit of hilling residents about !he head. a practice
prohibited by !he 1902 regulations. 50 While such examples were regarded as serious
by the Commissioner. 51 they were dismissed as "trining irregularities" by senior
Education Department officials. and no! worthy of fuller investigation. 52

The disciplinary system of Tc Oranga served several functions. Firstly. the
collection of house rules. privileges and punishments allowed the institution to be
managed efficiently. Such rules as the prohibition placed on the third division from
working outdoors. for fear Illa! they would allempt to escape was a regulation which
ensured that the third class could be managed easily. 53

Other types

or discipline

facilitated the role of the staff. For example. during the

course of the 1908 inquiry it was noted that corporal punishment was a frequent
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means of securing discipline. The Commissioner noted that the staff considered the
strap to be an effective and simple way of keeping the young women under control.
although he personally could not justify its use and recommended its abolition. The
manager claimed that all or the staff would lender their resignations if corporal
punishment were abolished and a less effective control substituted in its place. 54
While frequent corporal punishment was a way in which the staff facilitated their
own role. other rules did this for them . The members of the third division were not
permitted to communicate with each other on the grounds that conversation would
be harmful. ) 'et the manager claimed that the rule was established as the attendants
had no other way of controlling the young women.

The major function or the di scipl inary system was lo regu late the behaviour of the
young women. Punishment was a crucial element in th e control of the residents.
Branting claimecl that punishment. or the threat of punishment. was important in
deterring the yo ung women from breaking th e rules.ss Punishments such as hair
cutting ,,·ere derended by both th e manager ancl members of the Education
Department on the grounds that they stopped other residents from committing
similar acts. The rvti11ister claimed that cutting a young woman ·s hair was the
strongest deterrent for misconduct that coulcl be innictecl. 56 a view supported by
Branting who believed that it slopped the resi clents from attempting to abscond
again for they did not like their "wool" corning off.5 7

Hair cutting was one way that Te Oranga attempted to completely subjugate the
young women and enforce adherence lo the house rules. The punishment could not
be inflicted without the sanction of the l'vlinister. and was used for offenders who
repeatedly absconded or who continually misbehaved. Hair cutting was seen as a
peculiarly feminine form of punishment. designed to appeal to women ·s supposed
vanity and concern with physical appearance. as indicated by Branting·s
54 AJHR. 1908 . H21. iii . p. 105.

55 ibid .. pp . 105.119.
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observations. It was used extensively in overseas inslilutions as a means of
controlling particularly fractious women. 58

Yel lhe practice of hair culling has an ambiguous role in any women ·s institution
which seeks to make ils residents more womanly and feminine. Although the
practice was a feminine form of punishment. ils effect. and indeed purpose. may be
defeminisalion . Te Oranga sought lo make ils residents good. feminine women. yet
lhose who crossed the boundaries of appropriate behaviour could be lreated in a
distinctly unfeminine and dehumanising fashion. The institution endeavoured to treat
the residents as women and encourage their femininity: those who did not respond
lo lhe lreatment were given a clear message. Hair culling was part of the process of
a lolal control of the individual in lhe total institution. The staff of Te Oranga
believed thal the punishment was effective as it deterred others. and made the
offenders ashamed lo appear in public. encouraging their dependence on the
inslilutional regime.

Despite the fact that corporal punishment. solitary confinement and badges of
degradation were claimed to act as deterrents to misconduct. it appears that the
punishments had lillle effect on some individuals. The punishment register of 1906
Lo 1908 contains accounts of I53 punishments inflicted on forly-three individuals.
Included in the li~t was one resident who was punished on eighteen separate
occasions. another who was punished on fourteen occasions and another punished
len times. Only fourteen of the forty-three young women listed were punished
once. 59 Slightly less lhan half of lhe lot al number of individuals in the Home over
lhis period received some type of punishment. In J 907 the institution punished at
least thirty residents of a total of eighty-six during the year. The punishments were
spaced evenly throughout the year. 60 The remaining residents may nol have
5X
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misbehaved. or they may not have had their punishments recorded. or they may not
have been caught breaking the house rules.

These figures suggest that the punishments were not. in fact. stopping all residents
from breaking the rules. rvloreover. the list included individuals who were repeatedly
given quite mild punishments for misdemeanours as \veil as those who received a
number of severe penalties for continued offences. The severity of the punishment
did not appear lo act as a deterrent.
For example. Ellen o·Laffert/ 1 received a series of punishments for quite minor
offences O\'er this peri od: insubordinati on on the way to church: insolence to staff
members: quarrellin g with other residents: impudence: in so lence to lhe manager:
"continual misbehaviour": and more seriously. throwing a jug at an attendant.
thrcalcni11g In strike another resident and striking an allendant. Ellen was punished
for these offences with strappings and short periods in solitary confinement.
punishments which did not appear to alter her behaviour. 0 ~

Other residents were repeatedly punished for more serious offences. In October
1906 Alicia Smithers spent twenty-four hours in the cell ancl twelve hours in the

detention yard as a punishment for absconding and robbing a neighbouring house:
she was later compelled to wear the runaway dress. She was punished on two
occasions in January 1907: all night in the cell for making a disturbance during the
night and using bad language to staff members. and later 11\'e hours in the cell for
insubordination and bad language. During the next month she was missing for a
week when she again robbed houses in the neighbourhood. On this occasion Alicia
was sent to the local prison for a month. Three months after her return she spent six
hours in the cell for insolence and refusal to work. and three months later. was
given six strokes of the strap for repealed refusals to work and for informing the
61
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other residents that she had no intention to do so. 63 Alicia's and Ellen's experiences
suggest that punishment was not always an effective way of controlling the young
women. and did not deler others from committing similar offences.

However the disciplinary system sought to reform the residents by means other than
coercing or cajoling them into !he proper channels. The system of rules. privileges
and punishments can also be seen as a "ph ys ics or anatomy of power" exercised
over !he residents by !he staff. 6~ While some individuals. such as Ellen and Alicia
took power for themselves. !he residents were given little personal decision-making
power in !heir own lives and were compellecl to rely on the decisions of the
attendants.

Many of the rules and punishments attempted to reform the residents by making
them dependent on the institution. The restrictions on correspondence between
individuals and their relatives and friends was one way in which the young women
were compelled to become dependent on the institution and its members for
emotional support and companionship. rvlany residents hacl not seen family members
for some tin1c.r,5 In one instance Ilic Horne contained two sisters who had not met
for eight years. One had been recently transferred 10 Te Oranga from another
institution but was not permitted to see her sibling on arrival at the reformatory .66

The separation of the residents from their families was intensified by the fact that Te
Oranga was the only female reformatory in the country. and as such. received young
women from all around New Zealand. Upon their discharge the young women were
released into the local community rather than into their original areas. This was a
practice disliked by some in the vicinity who remarked that they "looked forward
with dreacl to the importation into Christchurch in such numbers of the worst girls
63
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in the colony" and recom mended that the young women be released back into their
own locality .67

The release of the residents into Chri stchurch height ened their dependence on Te
Oranga. For those wllo had no friends o r relatives in the area the institution may
ha"e been the on ly familiar feature in the vicinity. Branting claimed th at she
maintain ed a li ve ly co rresponden ce wi th mos t of the young wo men who had been
di schargeclr,x and that many returned to visit."9 Some of the young women who had
been released were interviewed durin g th e course of the 1908 inquiry and supported
these claim s. One young woman who had lived in Dunedin prior lo committa l and
was currentl y a domesti c servant in Chri stchurch staled that she looked on Branting
as a mother and Te Oranga as a home . senliments ecl1oed by o ther resi dents. 70
These sentimen ts may have been prompted by feeli ngs of gratitude as well as a
consequence of confincmc11 l and !rai nin g in the Home which had encouraged and
!au ght dependence on til e instit uti on.

l'vlany pena l cstah li shmcn l s at tempted to reform the residents by encouraging their
depcnderH.:c . Yet penal in slitutions for women encouraged lhe dependency or the
individual s doubly: as offenders and as women . Dependency was held to be the
desi red slate for both children and women .71 While the dependency of children may
be seen as th e co.nsequencc of the age and ab iliti es of the subjects . the idea of
women·s dependency was based on their supposed fragilit y. weakness and need for
protection . Women ·s dependency was a two-pronged idea. ll attempted to fos ter the
notion th at women were. in essence . child-like: they were emoti onal. irrational and
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unable lo adequately provide for themselves. Women were to be cared for. a service
provided by men . In turn. such an idea legitimised the protection of women by
men. a contract which sought to assure the submissiveness of women as well as the
power and slat us of men.

Confinement in Te Oranga was a form of protection for the young women. "Te
Oranga" was Yariously translated as a place of safety or a place of refuge. providing
shelter and protection from the outside world. ' 2 Inside the institution. the yo ung
women were encouraged lo look to others for guidance and advice. The staff took
the role of protectors and guardians . a role which would be assumed by fathers.
brothers and husband s upon discharge.

A number of historians have noted that the disciplinary systems of women·s
institution s were devised

lo

create the women ·s dependency in a way not paralleled

in men ·s institutions. n For example. restrictions on correspondence were not
imposed on the residents of Burnham and the young men were released into the
community after having received instruction in a number of marketable trades. Even
such "fe111alc" punisli111c111s as hair culling a11cl the wearing of a runaway dress
which were used at Te Oranga enforced the dependence of the residents. for no
young woman could successfully escape from the reformatory while marked by such
distinctive features. The disciplinary system of Te Oranga was designed to make the
residents submissive. law-abiding and dependenl.

The whole disciplinary system of Te Oranga was over-arched by an incipient tension
between the reformatory and punitive functions of the Home. The conflict was
written into the system by the two ideas of privilege and punishment. for residents
could be encouraged to behave appropriately by either method. In some instances
monetary rewards were given to individuals who attained the desired standard of
72
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behaviour. 74 Others recei ved good conduct marks which entitled them to special
privileges . Yet the comments of contemporary observers suggest that the primary
way of enforcing disciplin e al Te Oranga was by punishment for misdemeanours. 75
It may have been that !he more spectacular means of enforcing discipline were

noted mo re frequently than !he quieter. subtle methods. but statements presented at
!he 1908 inquiry sugges t otherwise. , r,

Phys ical punishment was an important form of discipline at Te Oranga. The
punishment register of 1906 to 1908 contains no reference to loss of marks or
deprivations of privileges being imposed in place of physical punishment. 77 Despite
the fact that th e staff attributed !he frequency of co rporal punishment to the lack of
sufficient accommodation and classification. this form of punishment continued to
be used as !he major disciplinary technique even after extra facilities had been
provided.

While the disciplinary system was initially devised by the Education Department and
regulated by inspectors and Official Visitors. !he system was interpreted by the staff
of !he refo rmatory. The impl ementation of the system inside the walls of the Home
represented a significant gap between the Department"s ideas over managing an
instituti on and the practicalities of this . The system stood as a symbol of the power
of Te Oranga. and the public face it attempted to maintain.
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CHAPTER 4.
FROM DEMI-MONDES TO SLA VEYS: EDUCATION AND INDUSTRIAL
TRAINING.

One of the ways the management of Te Oranga attempted to regulate the behaviour
of the residents was through education and training . An adequate education
accompanied by a suffi cient amount of industrial training was held to instil into the
young women such values as hard work. perse\·erance. respect and industry . Yet the
academic and vocational trainin g was nol a slraighlforward procedure. The
instructi on given to the yo ung women was complicated by a number of issues: a
conflict between the idea of reform and punishment. inherent in the principle of
reformatory institutions: an imbalance of education and industrial training: and a
tension between th e specific forms of industrial training provided .

A major purpose of juvenile institutions is to reform and change the behaviour of
the children and young persons detained there. Throughout the nineteenth century
officials connected with _juvenile institutions had increasingly stressed the importance
of the reformatory rather than !he punitive aspects of detention. The institutions
were educational establishments. industrial workplaces and "moral hospitals" 1 in
which individuals were encouraged lo change their behaviour to accord with the
values of the wider society. However. these institutions were also forms of prisons.
Despite the importance placed on the reformatory features of juvenile institutions.
the fact remained that industrial schools and reformatories were essentially
penitentiaries to which individuals were committed and confined as punishment.

I
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The two purposes of industrial schools and reformatories - to punish and to reform contained the potential for conOicl. a feature noted by some historians. 2 The
imbalance between th e punitive and reformatory aspects could be realised in the
vocati onal training. While adequate educational and industri al instruction was
considered as crucial lo the proper reformation of a juvenil e offender. such training
was not lo he more com1)rehensive. or of a higher standard than that offered to the
wider society. The punitive aspects implied some loss of liberty: to supply
incarcerat ed juvenile delinquent s with an educati on that was equal to that of the
majorit y of other children ancl young persons was to reduce the loss of privilege
associated with confinement. Such an idea \\'as. and still is. a familiar charge
directed al prisons and similar inst itut ions.

The task of the administrators of Te Oranga was to attempt to reco ncile the two
purposes of incarceration and achieve some balance between the therapeutic and
di sciplinary fu11 ctions of the Home. Tc Orang a was both a refuge and a refo rmatory.
protecting the young women from the wider communit y. and protecting society
from the m. While the Home was establi shed as a refo rmat ory for juvenile offenders
who were too young lo be sent lo pri son. or whose behaviour necess itated firm
control. 3 th e instituti on was under the cont rol of the Education Department which
emphasised th e importance of education as reform. Yel the type of young offender
for whom the institution was established dictated that the institution . be run along
quite strict lines. Incarcerati on in Te Oranga was a warning to all young women in
New Zealand that society was not prepared lo tolerate immoral behaviour. a
warning which necessitated some loss of privilege to support the message. The
apparent need for the strict control of the residents made it difficult to maintain a
balance between the reformatory ancl punitive aspects.

The title of "industrial school" pres upposes some form of balance between industry
and schooling. that the individuals would receive instruction in both spheres . Many
2 Dobash. Dobash and Gutteridge. p. 130: Eade . p.400.
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institutions provided a training biased in favour of industrial work. with academic
education only a minor. secondary consideration. 4 While Te Oranga was legally
obliged lo provide some academic education to the residents the focus of the
training was industrial.5

The tension between the reformatory and punitive functiot1s of an institution. and in
the balance between the academic education and vocational training vvere all evident
in the management of Te Oranga. The Education Department clearly enunciated the
purpose of its in stituti ons following the reorganisation of the industrial school
system in 1900 . Hogbe n notecl that although the educative purpose of reformatories
was important. th e training in both industrial schools and reformatories should be
primarily industrial:
a boy or a girl should be so taught that a taste for manual
employment should be acquired. and a trade properly
lea rnt. or th e lea rning of it properly begun . Several trades
should be taught. . .. Farming and other country
occupations may be looked upon as the most important of
all "trades" for children of this class .6
Such a philosoph y l:1id Ilic basis for Ilic imhala11cc between the types or training
provided in Departm ental institutions.

The regulations for the management of industrial schools and reformatories issued in
1902 further embodied tile bias in favour of industrial training. The regulations

provided no guidelines for the academic instruction of residents in institutions other
than applying the regulations under the Education Act of 1877 lo day school
instruction. detailing the range or subjects and school hours. 7
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In contrast with the paucity of detail with regard lo the academic education. the
regulations described al length the industrial. vocational training. All residents over
fourteen years of age were to be given regular instruction in industrial training. The
managers of institutions were charged with the responsibility of directing the
attention of all individuals to a rural life and rural occupations. To this encl. male
residents were instructed in farm-work. and both males and females instructed in
dairy work. poultry-keeping and gardening . In addition. females over twelve years
of age received instruction in household management. cooking. laundry work.
sewing. darning. cutting out. and setting plain work for a sewing machine. 8 The
regulations also provided quite detailed in structions concerning moral and religious
training.

The managers of Te Oranga and the Departmental officials were concerned to limit
the academic educational opportunities offered

al

the institution and to channel

education into domestic topics. Such a trend was particularly evident as the
movement for a domestic science oriented curriculum for girls gained momentum in
the wider education system. The policy was acceptable to the Education Department
which considered school-work to be only an auxiliary to the general purpose of the
institution. 9 The Department's opinion of the academic education at Te Oranga
highlights not only the imbalance in the types of training offered provided at the
Home. but a tension between the reformatory and disciplinary functions of the
institution. Although Tc Oranga was to reform its residents it was a reformation
which was to come about through hard work and diligence - essential features of a
penal instilution 10

-

rather than a comprehensive policy of education. The punitive

aspects of the focus on work and industrial training at Te Oranga are implicit in the
bias.

While the conOict between the two functions of the Home may have been al times
subtle and not easy to distinguish. that between the types and amount of training
x Regulations under Industrial Schools Act. pp.1297-1298.
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provided are more evident. Prior to 1904 there were limited academic education
facilities at Te Oranga. The manager or an attendant conducted classes in a small
cottage away from the main buildings and gave instruction in composition and
arithmelic. 11 Few of the residents appear to have received the limited education
provided at the time. The school medical officer reported in 1903 that during the
previous year only six residents received ordinary school-teaching. although all were
instructed in cookery. laundry work and dress making. and all worked at outside
chores. 12 During 1902 there were fifty residents al Te Oranga and although the
majority were either at service or detained temporarily at St Mary·s or Mt Magdala.
less than a third of the remaining individuals received any school instruction. 13 Thal
so few of the young women received school instruction indicated the manager·s and
Education Department officials· attitude to the importance of education in general.
Despite the fact that the number of residents had increased from thirteen in 1900. to
forty -six in 1901 and !hen fil"ly in 1902. 1~ no provision had been made for either an
adequate school-roo111 or a qualil1ed school teacher. although some inspectors had
commented on the Home ·s urgent need for proper school facilities. 15 The
Department appears to have been content to provide the young women with a
training biased in favour of domestic pursuits. Such training may well have been less
expensive than providing adequate school facilities.

During 1903 and . 1904 the number of residents transferred from Te Oranga to other
institutions in Christchurch decreased following the completion of a new
accommodation wing at the Horne. 16 The increase in the number of residents
remaining in Te Oranga may have prompted the Education Department to provide
adequate school facilities. By the encl of 1904 the Depa1iment had ordered the
11 AJHR. 1908. H21. p.35.
12 AJHR. 1903. E3. p. 15.
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construction of a school-room 17 and had appointed a qualified teacher. 18 The
employment of a professional teacher represented a new approach lo education at
Te Oranga. yet if the teacher became ill the clay school was closed and no tuition.
even on a limited basis. was provided by olher staff members. 19

The Department ·s move to augment the educational facilities al Te Oranga
coincided with an increase in the number of yo ung adolescent girls committed to the
institution . After 190 I !he official school-leaving age was raised from lhirteen to
fourteen years . 2° Only six of the twenty-two new committals to Te Oranga in 190 J
were under fourteen and thus legally entitled to some schooling. 21 However. during
1904 slightly less than half of the number of new committals were under fourteenY
Th e young age of many or the new admissions may have been a reason for the
Department to expand the school facilities. for it was under no legal obligation to
provide an education for !hose above the official school-leaving age.

In 1904 the Department devised a school syllabus lo guide the teacher.

although il

appears that both the teacher and tile manager had a considerable degree of freedom
in choosing. the composition of the curriculum. 2_1 The syllabus covered a range of
subjects including reading. spelling. composition. recitation. writing. arithmetic and
physical drill. 24 The curriculum reOecled the Department's bias towards a practical
and useful education. equipping the residents with knowledge of basic
communication and mathematical skills. The content of the curriculum was
expanded several times to incorporate other subjects and fields of interest. For
17
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example. the teacher gave instruction in the principles of agricultural chemistry until
it was replaced with tuition in basic physiology. the laws of health and homecraft
during 1904. 25 The instruction in agricultural matters reflected the rural bias of the
reformatory system in New Zealand and upheld Departmental directives. However.
the substitution of domestic for rural topics at Te Oranga represented a fundamental
shift away from the principle of a rural education for girls and young women. The
Department considered such topics as hornecrafl to be of more use and benefit than
agricultural chemistry .

There do not appear to have been any clear reasons for the move away from a rural
emphasis in the education at Te Oranga. a step also evident in the industrial training
provided. While the move was in line with a more general educational trend towards
domestic subjects for girls. it may ha\'e been that the Department was aware that
domestic service positions were unpopular in rural areas where the work was more
varied. and presumably more difficult than in urban househ olds . 26 Whatever the
reasons. the education and training given at Te Oranga were not agricultural.

The composition of the curriculum was the subject of continual discussion by
officials of the Education Department and the managers of the Home. The frequent
criticisms illustrate the tension between the academic education and the vocational
training

or the re.sidenls.

and the bias in favour of the latter. Members of the

Education Dcparlmcnl repeatedly criticised the educational syllabus. claiming that it
was not "useful" and that it would not benefit the residents in later life. One
inspector noted in 1904 that the young women would gain more from lessons in
cookery and home management than they would from an elaborate. academic school
syllabus. 27 Following a complaint from the Secretary for Education that the syllabus
was "too literary". the Department modified the curriculum in 1909 to include the
more practical topics of health. civics. nature study. gardening and moral
25
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instruction. The supposedly literary syllabus included instruction in such subjects as
reading. arithmetic. writing. composition. recitation. spelling. physical drill,
cookery and neecllework. 2 x

Such criticisms highlight the Department ·s view of the school as both an educational
and penitential institution with reformatory and punitive functions. The
condemnalion of the "liberal" school curriculum affirmed an awareness of the
connicl between the reformatory and disciplinary functions of the Home: the
education provided al Te Oranga was not to approximate or be better than that
available to the wider community . Part of the reformatory's role was to punish:
punishment was not to he associated with the availability of services and facilities
better than those given to children and young persons who had not committed some
offence.

The "liberal" curriculum appears lo have been the responsibility of the school
teacher. Ada Harrison. who ferventlv criticised the restricted education offered.
Harrison maintained that the daily

l\\'O

hours of schooling was insufficient for the

residents. and believed that education should not be forfeitccl in favour of domestic
service or manual work. Contrary lo Departmental regulations. Harrison provided
the young women with a more comprehensi\'e education than was recommended.
She taught pupils. to the sixth standard rather than the fourth. for she considered it
to be unfair and discouraging to keep able pupils at a low level. 29 Despite her
endeavours the Department refused to raise the possible level of educational
attainment beyond the fourth slandard. 30

The apparent conflict between the Department and some staff of the Home over
education was the result of !he somewhat loose control the Department maintained
over the management. As indicated earlier. the daily administration of the institution
28
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was the responsibility of the staff and managers with little direct inte1ference from
the Education Department or its officials. The observation or disregard of
regulations and directives were the responsibi lit y of the managers. and although all
institutional staff were required to adhere to the regulations. effective policing of
this was difficult. ·' 1 l'vloreover. the insufficiency of some aspects of the regulations
left a considerable degree of decision making up to the staff. The teacher and the
manager appear to ha\ e frequently acted on their own initiative in educational
mailers: Harrison ga\·e instruction beyond the stipulated level and the manager felt
free to remove students from class as she wished and to engage them in domestic
chores. The gap between the approach of th e reformatory and the approach of the
Education Department was the gap between the ideal and the realit y of managing an
institution.

The Department ·s co111plai11ts

or the

curriculum continued until the closure of the

Home in 1918 . In 1916 an inspector visited the institution and roundly conclemnecl
the syllabus. claiming that the seven pupils attending the day school received
insufficient training in domestic duties . He reco mmended that all school instruction.
with the exception or English aml arithmetic. be discontinued in favour of a regime
of domestic training. The new training course included such topics as laundry.
cookery. needlework. garment-making. economic purchasing and some basic rural
chores. all subjects considered to be of use to the residents in their later lives. 32 The
clay school was not reopened in 1917 and it appears that for the remaining two
years of the Home's operation. none of the school-age residents of the institution
received any formal educational instruction.3-' Although the closure was part of a
wider reform of the industrial school system.-'~ the consequent lack of proper
educational facilities at Te Oranga was indicative of the Education Department's
attitude towards a broad education for the young women.
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The managers held a similar attitude towards education. During the 1908 inquiry
Harrison maintained that Branting. had "no sympathy with ... [lhej school-work".
and that the manager removed students class to engage them in domestic duties . As
a result. some students received less than the minimum amount of two hours of
instruction a day. Harrison cited the irregular attendance as a reason for the poor
reports and performance of some pupilsY Although Branting admilted the truth of
Harrison ·s allegations. she justified her actions by claiming that the purpose of
education al Te Oranga was lo equip the you ng women with a "useful knowledge
for life". She maintained that she supported the proper academic education of the
residents. an education in which arithmetic was "much more important" than
Shakespeare·s plays. She belie\'ed that all of the young women should be taught to
read and write. and should be given instructi on in arithmetic so that they could
"calculate the cost or things while~ a shop" and manage their wages. 36 The
paramount importance of in structi on in th e "3 Rs" and "practical" skills is evident
in these comments.

The managers and the Department both insisted that individuals over sixteen or
eighteen yea rs or age should be removed from school and engaged in what they
believed to be more useful duti es. 37 Although there was no age limit on the school
and the teacher t_aught pupils ranging from eleven to twenty years. 3x the manager
removed most of the residents from school ancl sent them to domestic service after
they reached fifteen years or age ..w The managers maintained that it was pointless
for young women to remain in school if they were over fifteen and showed little
progress in their school work. Provision was made for these residents to receive one
or two hours of revisionary schooling a month. 40
35 AJHR. 1908 . H2 I. p.34.
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37
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The fact that some educational facilities. however limited. were provided to
residents O\'er fourteen years of age. is evidence of a somewhat liberal stance on the
part of the Education Department. Only a small percentage of young women over
this age remained in school in the early twentieth century. 41 The provision of
revisionary education for residents who had left school was unusual in the light of
developments in the wider community and was a liberal move in contrast with the
Department ·s frequent attempts to limit the amount and type of education offered.

There \Vere no apparent reasons for the Department lo provide any educational
facilities for such individuals. While there may have been no legal obligation. the
Department and the staff may have been swayed by a more moral duty towards the
older residents who hacl received little education prior to committal. For example.
sixteen of the twenty-two new admission s in 190 I were over fourteen years of age.
and or these. four had passed the Standard l exam . II\·e had passed the Standard II
exam. four hacl passed Standard I II. two had passed Standard IV and one had not
passed any school exam at all. These residents ranged from an eighteen year old
who had only passed Standard I to a fourteen year old who had passed Standard
IV. 42 The Department and the managers consiclerecl it imperative that the residents
possessed the necessary skills to assist them in managing their wages. ordering and
purchasing items. in a shop. and later. running household finances. The inclusion of
arithmetic as the only academic subject taught to the older residents who had left
school supports this proposition. 43 In a less altruistic light. the Department and
managers were reluctant lo send very poorly educated young women to service
positions and cast reflection on the standard of education provided at Te Oranga.
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Despile !he Deparlmen!"s slriclures against a liberal curriculum and its need to
provide an education which die! nol approximate !ha! available to children outside
the inslilution. the academic education which was offered al Te Oranga was similar

to !ha! of olher schools. The curriculum at most Department primary schools
included such topics as mathematics. reading. writing. spelling. composition.
dictation. history. geography. elementary science. hygiene and moral instruction.
lopics which were taught al Te Oranga. The curriculum at secondary schools was
more varied and could include ancient and modern languages. advanced science.
algebra. physics. botany and home science. 44 In some instances. the educational
equipment available al the reformatory was more elaborate and of a better standard
than that a\'ailable to other students. Te Oranga maintained a well-equipped
laundry. kitchen and sewing room. facilities which were not necessarily available to
pupils of other schools. 45

The contrast between the liberal and restricted aspects of the education at Te
Oranga may have been the result of the Education Department ·s uncertainty over
the role and purposes of the institution. In some instances the Department placed
limitations on the syllabus. claiming that it was too liberal. yet at the same lime.
provision was made for older residents lo receive some schooling. The Department
appears to have been confused over !he balance to be struck between the punitive
and reformatory aspects or the Home. The frequent comments made by officials
concerning the "class" or "type" or residents detained at the institution suggest that
there was a perceived need to punish such individuals. par! of the punishment to be
restricted educational facilities. Yet the very act of confining the young women in an
instilulion such as Te Oranga served al times lo enhance their access to a variety of
educational amenities. Such contradictions within the actual process of confinement
do not appear to have been recognised by the Department. intent on reforming and
at the same time limiting the freedom and opportunities open to the residents. The
"give and take" educational policy of the Department may be ascribed to a
confusion and uncertainty over Te Oranga ·s role in the industrial school system.
44
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tvl oreover. the Educati on D epartm ent ·s poli cies at T e Oranga refl ect a certain
an xiety over the ro le o f the Home as a peni tential instituti on. Te Oranga was to
reform and l o puni sh. and some balance had to be maint ained between the tw o. The
totalit y of the total institution at T e Oran ga was not co mplete: the D epartment was
awa re of it s moral obli gati ons lo reform th e resid ents and allow them access to
benefit s a,·a il ab le lo o ther youn g perso ns. yet it w as also concerned to puni sh the
youn g women and limit their o pportuniti es.

The academi c educati on was an "educati on fo r d omestici ty" .46 The youn g wo men
we re not encouraged 10 look beyond domesti c se rvice o r marri age as careers. despite
the fact that there was a ran ge of new occupations opening for women in the earl y
twenti eth ce ntury. The edu cati on renecl ecl a prevailin g bel ief in the limi ted
capabiliti es o f th e residents and th e limit ed occu pat ions supposed ly open to such
indi viduals.

Se,·eral reasons may he advanced lo ex pl ain the unbal anced prog ramm e o f tra ini ng.
Firs!. ii was commonl y held that th e i11di vid uals in such inst it uti ons hacl no n eed of
an elaborate. academic educat ion . ll was beli eved th at the residents of industri al
schoo ls and reform atories were des tined to become domestic servants . farm and
manual wo rkers. .Th e educati on programme in m any institutions ren ected this belief
by not encouraging th e you ng people to rise above their "stat ion " in life. M ost
schools provided no more th an an elementary education and in struction in the " 3
Rs" .47 Some instituti ons removed the residents from the clay school if they could
read and write. 4x The residents of the schools w ere not. in general. provided with an
education whi ch would enabl e them to choose avenues of employment other than
domesti c service. factory or farm work.
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Moreover. it was maintained lhal the female residents in particular had no need of
an extensi\'e academic education. as most young women would leave the institution
for domestic service and marriage. Some institutions which received both males and
females renecled this belief by removing the female residents from an educational
programme at a younger age than the males. 49 Education in domestic matters was
considered lo be the best form of training for girls and young women. 50 The idea
that young women were in no need of a broad education was also prompted by a
widespread belief that fem ale juvenile delinquents were of low intelligence and
could not assimilate complicated information .5 1 This may have been a reason for the
Department ·s reluctance to instruct the residents of Te Oranga above the fourth
standard.

The tendency to attribute insanity or mental retardation lo women of all ages who
were seen

10

he acting in an im111oral. aggressive or "unfeminine" manner was not

paralleled hy a similar attitude to delinquent mt.:n. The actions of clclinquenl women
were not seen as being prompted by economic or political moti\'eS. but by
psychological sickness. 52 In contrast. most delinquent men were held to be acting
out or economic necessity rull1cr t!Ja11 i111111oralily. The supposed low intelligence of
delinquent women. supported by "scientific" studies on criminal women. was used
to justify the lack of importance placed on educational achievement and expectation
in inslitulions. 5.l In New Zealand schools. girls and young women were held to have
a lower mental capacity and ability than their male counterparts. Such subjects as
physics and mathematics were believed to be unsuitable and too difficult for females
to comprehend and were given little attention in some girls' schools. 54
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The limited academic educational programme offered al Te Oranga was to
encourage the residents to look no further than domestic service. Several historians
have commented on the shortage of young. trained domestic servants in the late
nineteenth and early lwentielh century. 55 The instruction provided at industrial
schools would have contributed to a greater pool of trained domestic servants to
meet the needs of society.

Industrial schools and reformatories were not the only educational establishments in
New Zealand lo exhibit a tension between the academic and industrial aspects of
education. or a ten sion within the variety of industrial occu pations taught. Although
primary and secondary schools oft en had a more varied curriculum than industrial
schools and reformat ories. considerable importance was attached lo industrial
training. such as woodwork for boys and sewing for girls.sr, A particular type of
industrial training for girls and young women was emphasised in secondary schools
after 1900. Science subjects for such pupils were slanted towards hygiene and
physiology. and a spec ific Hom e Science course was made a compulsory subject for
girls in 1917 .57 The reasons for a biased curriculum in schools were similar to the
reasons used lo _justify tile training provided al industrial schools: that yo ung women
had no real need for an extensive academic education but should be equipped to
handle their "natural" vocation in life. domesticity and motherhood. The emphasis
on domestic training for girls and young women was part of a wider concern with
the stability of the country. the race and the British Empire. Women·s increasing
entry into such paid occupations as teaching. factory work and commercial
occupations was believed to be a reason for a variety of social ills including the
declining birth rate. racial unfitness and wife-desertion. 58 The redirection of girls
and young women towards the home through education was considered to be a
major step in solving such social problems.
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The academic curriculum ancl training offered to the residents of Te Oranga had
some features in common with the contemporary school system. but the fact that Te
Oranga was a form of penitentiary and that the residents were supposed to be
punished. increased the possibility for connict with regard to education and
industrial training. The Education Department had complete control over the school
curriculum and general training of the residents and was virtually free to impose its
will over the type and amount of instruction provided. a freedom sometimes
assumed by the school teacher and managers of the Home. Al industrial schools and
reformatories. unlike at other schools. the Department had no parental influence to
whom to answer and justify educational policy. although the Department recognised
the importance of public opinion . The parents of children in non-institutional
schools were free lo. and did. criticise the education system and curriculum. For
example. some parents ,vere reluctant to countenance any syllabus which strayed too
far from an academic basis. belie\'ing that such a move would limit the number and
status of occupations for which the students could qualify. Such a protest was
particularly evident with the emphasis on domesticity and home science in girls·
curricula.~l) Tile Education Dcpart111ent stood in loco parentis al Te Oranga. a
position which justilled its control over the residents. their education and training.

The industrial training at Te Oranga. like the education programme. reflected a
tension between the confinement and reformatory functions of the institution. The
principle of work. and of training for ,:vork. could be both a tool for reform and a
mode of punishment. 60 Needlepoint could be a means of keeping the residents
occupied ,vhile encouraging them to '\VOrk and produce useful items. Yet the actual
type of needlepoint used could be a form of punishment: the members of the third
division were given plain rather than fancy sewing. the deprivation of advanced
needlework being considered lo he a punishment in the view of the managers and
59 ibid .. p.98.
60
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the residents. 61

The industrial training comprised both indoor and outdoor ,vork. Although the latter
incorporated some instructi on in poultry and bee keeping. dairy work and
gardening. the ma_iority of the work was the maintenance of the grounds of the
institution: tree-removing. grubbing lupins. wood-chopping and swamp-draining. 62
While such tasks were hardl y the rural occupations recommended in the 1902
regulations. they may have been tasks considered to be more appropriate for
women. Rough outdoor labour was criticised by some as it was perceived to be
damaging and "u nsexing" for women. 6 J Women were to remain feminine and
womanly even when working hard.

In common with the academic education the industrial training moved away from a
rural emphasis to concentrate primarily on domestic service. The residents were not.
in general. taught to become rural housewives. In contrast with similar institutions
in other nations. there is no cviclcnce that the officials at Te Oranga deliberately
placed the residents in rurnl areas ror service positions.M Rather it appears that the
yo ung women were placed al service in homes around the vicinity of the institution
or in Christchurch. 65 Small-scale poultry keeping and dairy work were skills which
could be utilised in the urban or suburban areas. 66 Moreover. such work allowed the
institution to procl.uce its own butter. honey. wax and other products. The
Department had urged that each institution should be. to a large extent. self61
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supporting. 67 Self-sufficiency would teach the residents useful skills and at the same
time reduce the cost of maintaining the schools.

The emphasis on the attainment of useful and practical skills was exemplified in
domestic training. The managers regarded this to be of considerable use to the
residents. Branting noted that the training provided equipped the residents "to
become capable women when they have th eir own homes" .68 Although the managers
did believe in the principle of hard. outdoor work for the moral benefits it was
supposed to impart. 69 similar advantages could be gained from domestic labour. One
manager commented on the fact that some of the young women were seemingly
averse lo working outdoors and that th ey needed to be accustomed to laborious
efforts. "or else Te Oranga is failing in its work of reform" .70 The reforms
associated with hard physical labour were also part of domestic service and the
management of househ olds. both tasks which demanded considerable time and
effort.

All of the residents were taught a variety of domestic topics such as cookery.
sewing. laundry and housekeeping. and all were encouraged lo be self-sufficient.
Each young woman was responsible for the manufacture of her own clothing. a
move which may have been as much prompted by financial considerations as by an
attempt to encourage thrift. industry and usefulness in the residents. 71 Some of the
young women worked at particular tasks for which they received payment if they
were members of the first division. Three paid and one unpaid resident assisted in
the kitchen. one paid resident worked in the sewing room and twelve unpaid
residents helped in the laundry. These positions. and those of general assistant. were
rotated monthly to provide all with experience in different aspects of domestic
service. In addition to this. each young woman was expected to do the housework
67
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and clean lhe inslilulion daily. 72 Some were also used as personal servants for lhe
staff members. performing such lasks as cleaning the rooms. arranging the fire. or.
on some occasions. brushing the hair of allendanls. 73 The praclice of using residents
as personal allenclanls was a feature of women ·s institutions in other nations. and
was justified as a means of leaching the young women the "finishing touches" of
domestic training. 74 Such work was nol di scussed by the management of the Home
and it may be that the practice was to reduce the workload of staff members. or was
considered a favour to select. well-behaved yo ung women.

The labour of the residents was used in other ways by the officials of the institution
and the Education Department. Until 1904. th e young women mended the socks of
th e residents of Burnham. 75 This task passed savi ngs onto the Education Depanment
as well as proYiding the residents of Te Oranga with skills which it was believed
!hey would need later. Unlike many ot her wo men·s institutions in New Zealand and
overseas . the labou r of !h ose commillecl

10

Tc Oranga was not used for profit-

making purposes.' 1' The re si dents were not required to manufacture or launder
articles for !he wider community or other institutions. The manager used the
proceeds from any itc111s which the residents produced and which were later sold al
local picnics . lo purchase a range of articles: Christmas gifts. sports equipment and
other recreational aids. 77 However. the time spent by the young women in sewing
!heir own cl othes . making th e instilulion·s bread. butter. cheese and other articles
may be seen as residential labour being used for profit-making purposes. for these
tasks would have passed on some savings to the Department.
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The Department's reluctance to use residential labour for direct profit-mak.ing
ventures may have been prompted by an unwillingness to engage in the competitive
labour market and th e government regulations this imposed. The Factory Acts
required such institutions as women's refuges and church homes to register and

runction

as factories if the labour of the residents were used for profit-mak.ing

purposes. a regulation not acceptable to all institutions for the controls it placed on
managemen t and foiances .78 Whil e there is no evidence that the Education
Department contemplated exploiting the labour of th e residents of Te Oranga for
commercial purposes. it is unusual that the reformatory and other government
industrial schools for girls and yo ung women were among the few women ·s
instituti ons in New Zealand which did not empl oy residential labour. It may have
been that as Te Oranga was established as an educational institution. any
commercial intrusion int o the school would ha\'e been unacceptable lo the
Department ·s emphasis on education and th e idea that the young women were
receiving a wholesome training .

Branting believed that th e residents should be taught all of the facets of home
management. She roundly criticised the training al Mt Magdala which taught only
laundry work. a programme she considered to be too narrow. 79 The residents of Te
Oranga were given a "scientific" course or instruction in home management.
including such topics as the laws of health. homecraft and basic home-nursing skills.
Several historians have noted the professionalisation of motherhood and
housekeeping in the early twentieth century in New Zealand and other nations. 80
The scientific topics of home economics and domestic science taught at Te Oranga
renecl some features of this trend. The Education Department fully supported
domestic science instruction al Te Oranga. One official noted that
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a souncl knowledge of the household sciences and arts may
serve not lo tie a woman more to the storeroom and the
kitchen. but lo enable her to gel better results with the
ex penditure of less time and energy. by fitting her to
apply lo everything. simple and complex. within the
household the mast er mind instead of the mind of the
uncertain arnateur. 81
The industrial training at Te Oranga was primarily instruction and practice in
domestic se rvice. Although such sk ill s as dress-making and laundry work could be
applied lo occupations other than service. the residents were nol encouraged lo enter
other fields of employment.

Yet there is e\'idence of a ten sion about the particular type of training provided. The
Department was concerned that the residents diet not engage in factory work of any
type . In 19 l I th e manager had receiYed an offer that the young women be
employed al packing spice for a local firm and being paid for their labour. This
work was lo be performed al the institution itself under the guidance of the usual
attendants . l3ranting supported the offer and regarded the labour as a "nicer"
occupation than laundry work. and one which could be taken up by individuals of
delicate health. The Secretary for Education expressed concern over the offer.
noting that it was "perhaps questionable that 'genteel· occupations of this kind be
introduced into the Ho111e. where the general atmosphere is that which pertains to
home duties". The work was declined by the Minister for Education who
recommended that it would be much better for the residents to be taught small fruitgrowing and jam-preserving. 82

The Department ·s decline of the work was the consequence of a belief in the
supposed moral benefits lo be gained through domestic service. and the apparent
lack of such advantages associated with factory work. 83 The Department believed
that a proper moral upbringing rather than wages was the first priority for residents
at service. 84 Factory work did not provide an adequate means of control or moral
81
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suasion over lhe young women. Moreover. such work did nol instil any notion of
deference into the workers. an imporlanl principle associated with domestic service.
particularly if the workers were considered lo be wayward and uncontrollable. 85

Domestic service was supported by the Education Department as a means of
improving the morals of the residents of Te Oranga. However. in practice. domestic
service was not the sanctuary the Department believed it to be. Margaret Tennant
has observed that domestic servants comprised the majority of single mothers in
women·s rescue and maternity homes. 8,., Domestic service was not necessarily a
means to a moral. virtuous life. The insecurities of the work. the very real
possibilities of the rape and sexual exploitation of female employees. the poor
working conditions and the low pay rates meant that dom es tic service was not the
mosl safe. attractive or lucrative occupation for young women.

The Education Department and the officials of Te Oranga do nol appear to have
been completely unaware of the possible dangers or service. One young woman
maintained that the manager had a<.h·ised her to lock her bedroom door al service in
case her male employer should altcmpl lo sleep with her. Branting holly denied the
allegation. although she did admit that she gave the residents a "general caution"
before going to service. 87 Moreover. the Department had issued a memo lo all
industrial schools and reformatories in 1907 to the effect lhal no individual at
service should share a bed with another person under any circumstances. 88 While
such a regulation may have been issued lo ensure the privacy and health of domestic
servants it was also an atlempl to protect domestics from unwelcome sexual
advances and guard against the possibility of homosexual relationships.
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Although the Education Department and the staff of Te Oranga were aware of the
dangers involved in domestic service. they continued to present the occupation as
the most beneficial and appropriate role for the residents. There are several reasons
for this. Some of the explanations for the bias towards domestic service have been
discussed above. It may be that in directing the residents to service. the officials at
Te Oranga and in the Education Department were aware of the stigma attached to
discharged residents of reformatories. 89 and of the difficulties faced by such
individuals in gaining entry into the "respectable" occupations of nursing and
teaching .90 In 1908 Harrison had noted that all of the young women wished to
become domestic servants or housewives when they left the institution. 91 and the
limited information on the destination of residents following their cfocharge suggests
that man y married shortly after and ceased to engage in the paid workforce. 92 Only
two of til t young women who had married and "clone well'' and who had some
contact wirh officials of the ins1i1u1io11 were described in any detail: one. who was lo
be married to a farm station manager at Fairlic. and another. who had become the
manageress
occupation

or the Farmers· Coop tearooms in Christchurch .93 The eventual
or the young women appears to have vindicated the Department's and

the staff's idea of their role.

Neverthel t's: •,. llw instruction in domestic service at Te Oranga looked to the past
and channelled the residents into one type of employment. a feature common to
women·s institutions in other nations .94 Educating the young women of Te Oranga
to domesticity was backward looking at a time when New Zealand women were
X9
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increasingly entering other areas of the paid workforce such as nursing. teaching,
secretarial positions and factory work. 95 The Education Department was conscious of
the fact that women worked in _jobs other than domestic service. but held to the view
that the "dignity" and "attractiveness " of service and household management needed
lo be restored for the benefit of societ y. Domestic service. the "noblest and most
refining of all occupations for women"_ % was a training for motherhood in an age
when motherhood. the "proper" sphere for women. racial fitness and the supremacy
of the British Empire were believed by some to be under threat. 97 Yet domestic
service was also seen as a means for "restoring" womanhood that was supposedly
being los t by women·s in\'olvement in a range of paid. "unsexing" occupations.
Service was one way to true and good womanhood. and one way of keeping women
in a specific place in the social order.

The channelling or yo ung women inlo domestic service positions was also prompted
by concerns that women were becoming independent through other forms of work.

Independent women . without male support were was seen as a threat to the
accepted social order and gender roles. The training programme of Te Oranga
encouraged the adolescent girls and young women to be dependent individuals who
relied on others for support and guidance. Most of the residents of Te Oranga had
been independent prior to their admission. Many were taken from supposedly
harmrul and degenerate independent situations - "from brothels. from Chinese dens.
from the open streets. from the company or dissolute parents" 98

-

and placed in a

dependent position in the institution. The training prepared the young women to
enter another state of dependency. Domestic service simulated a family-style
environment in which the residents were minor members. under the complete
authority of the employers. The lessons taught from service - deference. respect.
humility - were important features of dependency. Following the service the young
95
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,.vomen were expected lo marry and enter yet another dependent situation. this time
under the authority of a husband . "True" women were not independent beings. but
individuals dependent on men for their slalus. livelihood and support.

The tensions evident in the management of Te Oranga - between its confinement
and reformatory functions. between the academic and industrial training. and the
particular type or induslrial training - can be summarised and indeed explained by a
contemporary who saw Te Oranga as "not a gaol or a prison but an educational
in stituti on ... where th e buclcting clemi-moncle are rescued and transformed into
respectable and reliable slaveys" .99 Te Oranga was both an educational institution
ancl a prison. a dual focus ,,·hich led ii lo "rescue" and confine supposedly wayward
young women and direct th em to a "respectable". yet restricted type of
employment. It may have been that Te Oranga. in common with some North
American reformalories . was merely a way-station for girls and young women who
would ha\'e arri\'ed al a similar position in life had they not been confined in an
institution. 100 Yet Tc Ornngn·s slntus as an educational institution. and the fact that
ii was under the jurisdiction of the Department of Education meant that it was under
some obligation to provide lhe residents with an education that would benefit them
later.

The Department could decide whether lo train the young women to become
secretarial workers. factory labourers or "reliable slaveys". The emphasis on the
latter was the result of a deliberate choice on the part of the Department. almost at
liberty to make and impose its own rules on the industrial schools. The Department
was free to decide the balance between the reformatory and punitive aspects of Te
Oranga. between the academic and industrial training offered. and the specific type
of industrial training. The tension between each of these was the consequence of the
Quoted in E. Olssen and Andree Levesque. "Towards a History of the European Family in New
Zealand". in P. G. Koopman-Boyden (ed). Families in New Zealand Society. p.11.
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act of confining individuals in a total institution which governed most aspects of
everyday life. and the Department" s confusion over the actual purposes of Te
Oranga as a reformatory.
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CHAPTER 5.
THE STAFF.

"In reformatory work woman is the good mother. The pulse of the school or
home throbs in her breast. She is the one to whom all look for comfort and
relief". 1

The management of instituti ons by speci ali sed staff was a feature common lo many
instituti ons over the last century and a half.2 Although th e min or staff members and
attendants remained untrained. individuals with some kn owledge. expertise or
interes t in th e care or those co mmitted l o instituti ons were increasingly employed as
managers or superintendents of total instiluti ons .3 Staff possessing the correct moral
qualities or technical abiliti es were held to have a considerabl e inOuence over the
individuals under their charge . fur in many in stitutions. the personality. training.
beliefs and character of the staff and manager largel y determined the treatment of
those committed. 4

Women were involved extensively in the administration of many institutions in the
capacity of managers. minor staff members and attendants from the middle of the
nineteenth century. Although women had worked as managers and other staff
members in institutions before this time. their administrative role was greatly
enhanced during the nineteenth century. 5
1
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The expansion of women ·s management of institutions was clue to a number of
causes. During the nineteenth century there was a belief that as individuals. women
were passive. caring. pious. domestic. submissive and morally superior to men .6
Such attributes were held to automatically eq uip women for a role in the
management of instituti ons for individuals who were in need of the type of care and
allention a woman could offer. Moreover. it was considered lo be the particular
responsibility of women to engage in institutional work. either as staff members of
institutions or as members of philanthropic groups which established and reformed
such places. Interest in savi ng the errant was held to be the proper domain and role
of good Christian wome n. '

The role of women in institutions and reform movements was a combination of
household. moral and social responsibilities. There was a considerable degree of
support for women ·s management of institutions in such nati ons as the United States
and Britain. for the work was seen as a natural extension of a woman's
housekeeping roles.x Women's managerial role was an affirmation ancl extension of
the traditional domestic sp l1cre. an appropriate task for a woman who wished to
extend her housekeeping functions into the community. The work provided a career
or interest for women which enabled them to combine both their traditional.
household roles with the notion of social service and obligation.

Although women worked in a variety of institutions it was believed that two types of
institution were the particular responsibility of women: women's institutions ancl
children·s homes. Estelle Freedman and Nicole Rafter have commented on the
historical links between institutions for delinquent women and delinquent children
which embodied the idea that as individuals women and children were soft. emotive.
6
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dependent and malleable. 9 The distinctively "feminine" skills possessed by women chastity. piety. domesticity. morality - were considered to be important in the care
of delinquent women and children and formed the basis of arguments for the
specifically female admini stration of some inslilutions . 10

Women's demand for control of womcn·s homes has been interpreted by Freedman
as "institution building" or the development of a public. female sphere to mobilise
women and gain political power and experience. 11 Such female "institutions" rested
011

the belief that women were particularly suited lo some public responsibilities

because of their qualification s gained in the private. domestic sphere. Thus. women
were suitable for managing reformalories because of their maternal. caring instincts.
Some wom en ·s groups in New Zealand which based their arguments for female
control of women ·s and children ·s institutions on the grounds of women ·s particular
qualifications may lum.' done so in order to gain political power. leverage and
experience. The National Council or Women . for instance. argued that women
should hold parliamentary seals for such reasons. 12 However. the major reason for
demands for female control of institutions was women·s unique predisposition for
such work.

New Zealand organisations and individuals campaigned vociferously for female
control and management or women·s and children·s homes. Such groups as the
Society for the Protection of Women and Children. the Women ·s Christian
Temperance Union. the National Council of Women and the Canterbury Women's
Institute called for this on the grounds that women were the most suitable
individuals for working with members of their own sex and children. 13 One member
of the Canterbury Women's institute. Eveline Cunnington. was patiicularly
9
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outspoken in her demands. 14 Not only did she call for the control of institutions by
women. but also women ·s equality in all stages of the judicial process. from police
and detectives. to senior posts in the Department of Justice and advisors to the
Minister. She argued that women were not only specially suited to working with
their own sex. but also that it was immoral and unfair that women offenders should
have to deal with often unsympathetic male officials. 15

New Zealand followed the example or other nations in employing women in the
management of both women ·s and children ·s institutions. Although most women ·s
institutions were managed exclusively by women. lfi both men and women managed
homes for delinquent children . In the 1900s such industrial schools as Burnham
employed a married couple as the manager and matron of the school to give the
institution a more homelike qualit y. i ; There were. of course. less altruistic motives
for employing a married couple in any capacity al an institution. for in many
instances. the labour of the woman could be obtained at minimal or no cost as part
of her husban<f s employment. The appointment of a gardener at Te Oranga was
influenced by the fact that his wife had experience in poultry handling and could be
interested in child welfare. presumably in an unpaid capacity Y

Not all of the industrial schools in New Zealand in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth century . were staffed by both sexes. For example. men exclusively
managed St Mary's. the Roman Catholic industrial school for boys and young men
at Nelson. Following the inquiry into the management of this institution in I 900.
the lack of women staff members was identified as a major problem of the school"s
administration. The Commissioner maintained that the entire dissociation of boys
from women would act as a detriment to the proper development of the character of
14
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the residents. and that no institution could be properly conducted without the
inOuence of women . The Commissioner went on to acid that he was convinced that
if there had been women employed at the school. many of the management
problems would not have arisen. He fell sure that women would not have condoned
the punishment given to some residents. and that they would not have allowed the
boys to wear ill-fitting. insufficient and dilapidated clothing. 19

The Commissioner's comments renecl the ideas embodied in women ·s role in the
management of institutions in other nations . His statements exhibit an acceptance.
or acknowledgement of the belief that a ,voman ·s inOuence could only benefit the
management of an instituti on. The motherly. sentimental aspects of a woman would
soften institutional life and impart a more normal. homelike and caring atmosphere.

The Education Department accepted the Commissioner's comments and
recommendati ons that institutions should have the benefit of female staff members.
The 1902 regulations stipulated that at least two women should be employed as staff
members in each institution and that one woman should hold the position of matron.
J'vlarried women who had experience in the care of children were preferred. Men
were not permitted to hold the position of manager. teacher. attendant or officer of
any female industrial school or reformatory. rvlale attendants could be employed at
such schools only for specific duties consiclcrecl to be unsuitable for women. 20

The regulations reflect a number of features evident in the management of industrial
schools and reformatories elsewhere . The inclusion of at least two women on the
staff of all institutions is indicative of the belief that women had something special
and beneficial to offer. The motherly. sentimental aspects of women appear to have
been the most important of these benefits. Moreover. women were particularly
suitable for the exclusive management of those Departmental institutions which
detained only young women and girls. The female staff of the institution would.
19
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supposedly. be more understanding. sympathetic and appropriate to the needs of the
young women detained in the school than male staff.

Yet the strictures against the employment of men in female institutions were not
solely because of women ·s supposed suitability for the work. Implicit in the
regulations was the belief that it was not morally proper for men to be in charge of
adolescent girls and young women. rvlcn who managed women·s institutions were in
a position to abuse their power and sexually exploit the women under their care.
This was a feature of some women ·s institutions in the United States which men
managed.cl

The concern O\'er the role of men in fem ale institutions was also extended to casual
workers who were called into the in stituti ons for specific tasks. During renovations
to Te Oranga in 190 I the Secretary for Education ordered that only married men of
good character be employed on the construction site.c 2 While a new accommodation
wing was being erected in 1908 the young women were not permilted lo approach
or signal to the workmen. 23 Fears about casual labourers were not confined to Te
Oranga. The Canlerbury Female Refuge was described as a was!eland as the land
around !he inslilulion had not been developed for fear that the workmen would pose
a security risk lo the ins!ilution. 24 Despite such precautions. contact between
residents of instit1Jtions and visiting workmen did occur. It was reported that a
young woman in St Mary"s Home in Christchurch had been made pregnant by the
visiting milkman. an occurrence which prompted the management of the Home to
strengthen the walls surrounding the institution. 25

ln accordance with the regulations. all the staff at Te Oranga. with the exception of
the gardener. were women. The Home was under the sole charge of the manager
21
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who was responsible to Education Department officials in Wellington. Although the
Department preferred thal !he managers of institutions be man-iecl women with some
experience of child-care. only two of the managers at Te Oranga had been married.
The firs! manager. Ellen Branting was a trained nurse who had earlier held the
position of sub-matron and later matron al !he Samaritan Home in Christchurch. an
institution which provided care for elderly men and women. and for single
mothers. 2r, Another manager. Ellen Hunt. was not married. but had served at Te
Oranga for a number of years in !he capacity of sub-manager prior to assuming the
role of manager shortly before the closure of !he Home.n

While the management or lolal inslilulions by specialised staff may have been a
feature of other institutions. this was no! the case at Te Oranga. None of the
managers had any particular training in child welfare work. although the nursing
background or one and the long servic<.: or another qualified them for the position.
Until recent limes nursing experience was considered to be a good qualification for
social work. as nursing embodied all of the supposedly womenly qualities of caring.
service and nurturing. attributes which were important in child welfare work.
Despite !he image or nurses as ministering angels. the profession was also highly
disciplined and authoritarian. skills which were useful in managing an institution.
For example. the head matron of the Addington Women·s Prison in Christchurch
was a trained nur.se. 2~

Although the Department attempted to appoint only trained or capable women to
the position of manager. the appointees were not always successful. and were not
always supported by the Department. Following Branting·s resignation from her
post in I 912. the Department was unable to appoint a replacement with experience
in welfare work. Until another manager was found. Branting·s place was taken by a
visiting officer. Mrs Scale. When the Department finally appointed a replacement.
2ti
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she proved to be unsuitable and left the institution after several months. Another
woman. Eleanor Johnson. was appointed al the encl of l912. but owing to poor
relations with the other staff. resigned in 1916. Her place was taken by Ellen
Hunt. 29

In contrast with the managers . the majority of the minor staff members appear to
have been young. unmarried women with little experience in the care of juvenile
delinquents. The regulations outlined only a few requirements necessary for the task
of working in an institution: that the attendants be kindly and judicious; that they
obey the manager in all circu111stances: and that each attendant was lo set a good
example lo the residents in speech. 111anner. perso nal neatness. cleanliness. and
respect for those in authority .-1o Such qualiti es did not necessaril y result in efficient
manage111enl. The frequent comments made by the managers and the Departmental
inspectors suggest that many of the attendants were ill-suited for their positions and
performed their work badl y . The Department justified the strict enforcement of a
rule of silence in the institution on the grounds that such a rule would encourage
health y activity in the residents . but it was admitted that the task of controlling the
residents without the regulation was beyond the capabilities of the average
attendant. 3 1

Yet there were some staff members who had experience in the care of
institutionalised women and children. One attendant at the Home in 1915. Miss
Anderson. had previously been engaged in rescue work in England for nine years .32
An attendant who was charged with supervising the transfer of residents from the
Home in 1918 33 had earlier been an official visitor to the institution. 34 There were
other attendants who. if not experienced in the work. were at least interested in it if
29
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one can judge by their length of service at the Home. One attendant who had joined
the institution in 1902 retired in 1913. 35 Another started at the institution in 1906
and was still there in 1915. 3" Ada Harrison. the school teacher. was another deeply
interested in the welfare of the young women in the institution.

Such experienced or interested allendants were the exception rather than the rule al
Te Oranga . Although all of the allendanls interviewee\ during the course of the 1908
inquiry slated that their object in working at the Home was a desire lo reform
wayward young women rather than pecuniary rewards. the expression of other
expectations or opinions may have been disadvantageous to the security of their
jobs.37 Presumably. economic need was an important motive in inOuencing women
to lake up the work. a far cry from the humanitarian. caring ideals demanded by
some women ·s groups.

In common with other industrial schools. Te Oranga experienced a high turnover of
staff members. There were fi"e staff \'acancies in 1913. five attendants resigned in
1914 and anoth er three resigned or were dismissed in 1915. 38 The frequent changes
were the result of poor working conditions. low pay rates ancl quarrels with the
managers. The attendants were expected to work for al least thirteen hours a clay
with half an hour for mcals. 39 Most atlendants were off duty for one afternoon and
one evening a we.ek. and one Sunday every month. 40 All of the attendants. with the
exception of the school teacher. lived in the institution. close to the residents and
the possibility of duty al all times.

Some staffing problems at Te Oranga may have been the consequence of the
manager·s authority. The manager was given the power to choose. appoint and
35
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dismiss staff. and alter their salaries and conditions of employment without
Departmental direction. 41 This degree of autonomy was potentially open to abuse.
The Education Department ordered the 1908 Commission of Inquiry. in part. to
investigate th e dismissal of one attendant. Elizabeth Howden. who claimed that she
had been treated unfairly by the manager. Branting had engaged Howden as a clerk
at a salary of £60. a sum set by the Department. During the course of the
employment l:3ranting reduced the woman ·s salary to £52 and altered her duties to
those of a general all endant. 42 Although the Commissioner upheld Branting·s
actions and approved Howden ·s dismissal. the incident highlighted the power of the
manager in staffing matters. The Commission recommended that every attendant
should henceforth be supplied with explicit information regarding her conditions of
employment and duties. This did not alter the manager's authority over the choice.
appointment o r dismi ssa l of staff members . ~3

The reality of the managcmrnl of Te Oranga did not necessarily reflect the ideals
behind the exclusive e111ploy111enl of women in female institutions. Women ·s
management did not automatically guarantee good administration. Although Te
Oranga was staffed exclusively by women. there were inquiries into the management
of the institution. one of which specifically investigated the staffs allegedly
unsympathetic treatment or the residents. ~4 Such instances did not support the view
of women·s natural predisposition to care for delinquent young persons .

The J908 inquiry inspired a public outburst which questioned the maternal qualities
of some staff members. The New Zealand Truth·s coverage of the inquiry portrayed
Branting as a "miniature Almighty in the institution". describing her variously as a
"hard-faced". "gloating". "unwomanly" and "mannish" matron. 45 Correspondents
to local papers were particularly outraged at the assistance given by attendants
41
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during instances of corporal punishment. One correspondent. "X". noted that no
man would watch th e "noggings" at the Home but it was a task that was taken up
by the "lender sex" .46

The perceived lack of rnaternalism

al

Te Oranga was an inherent part of the

expectations placed on women mana ging in stitutions. The staff were expected to be
maternal. gentle and womanly. ye t th ey were also expected to exercise a fim1
discipline in controlling th eir charges. While th e concept of maternalism does
embody some idea of control and di scipline. it is not necessarily the same as that
needed to administer a reformatory. The attendants at Te Oranga were unable to
provide a caring. gentle atmosphere as well as keeping the young women under the
control demand ed by the Education Department and th e public . Such a tension !eel
to one aspect of management being sacrificed for another. It was a common feature
of total institutions that "humanitarianism" or rnaternalism was downplayed in
favour o f effective or ct'ficienl manag ement Y

The gap between the Eclucation Department ·s ideals of the management of
institutions by women. and the actual practice or this at Tc Oranga was due as much
lo the fact that wo men did not nece ssa ril y possess the desired altributes as it was to
the actual nature or in stituti onal life . Th e rules of silence. isolation and separation
enforced at Tc Oranga did not impart a kindl y. homelike atmosphere. The
institution itself was described as a grim. prison-like builcling .48 Moreover. the
Education Department expected the staff to maintain a tight discipline and to keep
the residents under control. One inspector identified a number of disciplinary
problems in the institution as the result of Johnson·s laxness and her excessive
sympathy and tenderness - supposedly womanly qualities - with the residents. 49 A
profusion of maternal virtues appears to have been regarded as equally harmful to
effective administration as the complete lack of such qualities. The conflict between
46
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Beck to Director of Education . 12 February 1917. CW 40/1 /19.

49 Walker"s inspection report of Te Oranga. 19 May 1915. CW 40/4/10 .
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an effective and a kindly administration was not eas ily resolved. The Education
Department castigated those staff members of Te Oranga who were considered to be
too soft. and th ose belie\'ed to be too harsh. 50

The lack of sufficient staff guidelines and a high turnover of untrained allendants
contributed to the staff problems al Te Oranga. Yet the nature of institutional life
also affected the attendants. The staff of Tc Oranga \Vere as institutionalised as the
residents. The fact that all atlendanl s resided in the in stitution. worked and took
their meals together. suggests that they. too. were part of the total institution. The
perceived necessity for a harsh disciplinary system meant that the staff had to be an
integral part of this. being present when corporal punishment was administered as
well as enforcing the rules and regulati ons. Fears or masturbation among the young
women meant that attendants had to sleep in or near the residents· dormitories .
There seems lo he little differrnce between the keepers and the kept at Te Oranga.
While the staff had th e freedom to come to or lea\'e the school. the institution was
just as much an ever-constant reality to them as it was to the young women under
their charge.

so
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CHAPTER 6.
THE RESIDENTS.

If one is to comment on the purposes of a total institution and assess its role in
maintaining the social order. it is imperative that some examination be made of
those considered to be sufficiently problematic to warrant their detention. An
analysis of the backgrounds. ages and reasons for committing the young women to
Te Oranga can provide some answers lo th e questions of why the Home was
established and what its function was in society.

Historians have often bewailed the dearth of personal information surrounding
individuals in the past. As the majorit y of \\'Omen and men left no written record of
their lives . it is difllcult to reconstruct more than superficial impressions of their
experiences using slalislics and informati on collected by other individuals.

While the residents of Tc Oranga left no written records. an impression of their
experience in the Home can be constructed using information collected by the
Education Department. Of the 278 young women who passed through the
institution.' info1111ation has been collected on 253. The data on these individuals is
not uniform owing to the scattered nature of the surviving records. The nominal
rolls of all residents in Te Oranga between 1900 and 1910 have enabled a useful
amount of information to be collected on the young women admitted to the
institution over the period: their names. ages at committal. religion. place of
residence and section under which they were committed. A file on the parental
details of some residents has provided more information on a group of forty-seven
young women admitted between 1906 and 1910. This. combined with other
t
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scattered records. allows a more detailed picture to be drawn of the experiences of
some members of the Home.

Freedman. Rafter and others have observed that the majority of women committed
to institutions in the past were charged with moral offences. 2 These offences. or
"crimes against morality" .3 included such misdemeanours as beggary, stubbornness.
promiscuity. drunkenness and immoral behaviour. Unlike male delinquency, female
offending was equated with sexual immorality and promiscuity. and female crimes
were generally against the public order rather than persons or property. 4

New Zealand industrial school committals for fem ales exceeded males in only one
category. that of association with such disreputable individuals as prostitutes and
drunkards. Females comprised the minority of those commillecl for punishable
offences between 1900 and 1918. In 1900. females constituted 7.3 % of those
convicted. but 52. 8 %

or those committed

for disreputable associations. 5

The sexual and moral nature of women ·s offences often led to a harsh public
altitude to the women concerned. seen lo be crossing the proper role of women in
society .6 Jan Robinson noted thal considerable public outrage was directed at
women offenders .. not so much for the actual crime committed. but because they
had broken an ideal sex role which demanded that good women be respectable.
chaste and feminine. 7

2

Brenzel. Daughters of the State. pp. 81-82 .123-124: Brenzel. "Lancaster Industrial School".
pp.43.45 : Freedman. Their Sisters· Keepers. pp . I 0-14: Raf1er. "Chastizing the Unchaste".
p.292: Schlossman and Wallach. pp .72-75 .84-87: Tylor. p.477.

3

Brenzel. Daughters of the State. p. 81 .

4

Robinson. "Of Diverse Persons". pp .41.184.

5

Beagle. Table 5-7. following p.191.

6

Freedman. Their Sisters· Keepers. pp . 18-20.

7

Robinson. "Of Diverse Persons". pp .25-28.
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A similar attitude was held towards female juvenile delinquents who were charged
with the same type of moral offence as adult women. Young women were charged
for such misclemeanours as running away. stubbornness and promiscuity as well as
the "adult" crimes of lewd behaviour and vagrancy. Young women were charged
with both juvenile and adult offences for it was believed that. if left unchecked. one
form of activity would lead lo I he other: a young woman ·s flirtations and adolescent
romances could later turn into lewd behaviour and prostilution. 8

Te Oranga was the only juvenile women·s reformatory in the country. and as such.
received the young women who were considered to be too immoral or
uncontrollable for the industrial schools. 9 Contemporary observers made frequent
comments concerning the residents of the institution. invariably describing them as
having low moral characters. 10 While such comments may have indicated a bias on
lhe part of the observers. they were also inspired by knowledge of the type of
offences the yo ung women commillecl. The residents of Te Oranga. like those of
most other women ·s institutions. were charged with offences of a moral rather than
criminal nature.

Table I shows the general reasons for which young women were admitted to Te
Oranga between 1900 and 1918. The sample group is 202 out of the total of 278
who passed through the Home. The table indicates that only 32. I% of the group
were committed for offenccs which carried a criminal charge. The majority of the
group. 66.3 % . were committed for moral offences. These charges included
destitution. vagrancy . beggary. associating with disreputable persons and unable to
be controlled. corresponding with sections 16 and 17 of the Industrial Schools Act.
Another I .4 % were admitted following an agreement between their parents and the
Education Department .

K

Brenzel. Daughters of the State. p.81.

9

AHJR. 1900. EI. xviii-xix.
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For example. The Press. 3 December 1901. p.4. 9 December 1901. p.6. 9 November 1907.
pp.6-8. 9 April 1908. p.6.
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Table 1 - Section of lnclustrinl Schools Act under which residents committed to

Te Oranga
16/ l

37

16/2

16/3

16/4

17

19

20

24

25

24

53

19

41

4

3

20

Source: New Zealand Statutes. 1882. Industrial Schools Act. sections
16-22. pp.166-167: Nominal rolls. 1900-1910. CW 14.
The sections of the Industrial Schools Ac!. J 882:
16/ I - having no means of subsistence. parents in indigent circumstances
16/2 - begging or receiving alms
16/3 - having no home or visible means of support
16 /4 - residing in a brothel. or with a confirmed prostitute or drunkard
I 7 - uncontrollable
19 - convicted by a magistrate of a punishable offence and sent to
industrial school
20 - convicted of a punishable offence by two Justices of the Peace
24 - admitted by an agreement between parents and Education
Deparlmenl
25 - sentenced to imprisonment but sent to industrial school
The majorit y of these residents had not committed any crimes against property or
individuals. but had acted in a way which was not considered to be appropriate for
young women. For instance. in 1906 New Zealand Truth carried a headline. "A
Wild Life - Two Tarts that Took to the To\vn" . 11 The report described the actions
of two young women. Annabel Major and Maryann Broome. who were admitted to
Te Oranga for being idle and disorderly and having insufficient means of support.
The two. aged fifteen and sixteen years. had apparently travelled alone from
Auckland to Wellington. where it was alleged by the paper. they had been "going it
hot". They had led a "wild. hilarious life" in Wellington. "always in the company
of spielers. and with those insects had frequented the gambling dens in the city".
Major was sent directly to Te Oranga while her companion was sent to gaol for a
month before rejoining her. 1~

While the paper provides a colourful portrayal of the young women's exploits. the
account suggests that their offences were of a moral rather than a criminal nature.
11

New Zealand Truth. 20 October 1906. p.J.

12

Nominal rolls. 1906. CW 14.
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although they were committed under sections 19 and 25 of the Act. Maryann ·s and
Annabel ·s experiences indicate a tendency to fit the behaviour of the young women
inlo legal categories . Outrage was expressed at the moral condition of the young
women. yet the charges against them were of a criminal kind. The various sections
ancl categories of behaviour defined by the Act were Ouicl ancl amorphous ancl
offenders could be charged under one of a number of headings.

The experience of these young women exemplifies the dual functions of Te Oranga.
both to reform and to punish. Te Oranga acted as a refuge for young women who
had no means of support. or who had been residing in unsavoury surroundings. The
institution att empted to prot ect these individuals from the wider community and
educate them in social values and mores. Yet the institution was also a penilentiary
for those young women who had broken some law. In this instance. the Home ·s role
was lo punish. and protect the community from unruly and criminal individuals.
Annabel and l'vlaryann represent a convergence of the two functions of the
institution: while their committal may have been prompted by criminal behaviour.
they were also confined in Te Oranga for the refuge and lreatmenl it provided.

Annabel and l'vlaryann had crossed the boundaries of appropriate behaviour for both
children and women. There was considerable concern over the welfare of children
and young persons in New Zealand at the turn of the century. reflected in
legislation aimed at "protecting" these groups. 13 Puberty in particular was believed
lo be an important time in forming the character of individuals. 14 Adolescent girls
who behaved in immoral ways threatened the belief that children should be
innocent. dependent and in need of adult protection. There was a particular concern
over teenage girls who were sexually experienced. for sexual activity was properly
reserved for married adulls. 15

13 Graham. pp.62-78: McDonald. pp.47-48.
14

Schlossman and Wallach. pp .82-85.

15

du Bois and Gordon. p.15.
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Maryann and Annabel had also crossed over the parameters of the appropriate
behaviour for women. Rather than leading "wild" lives. visiting gambling parlours
and associating with unsavoury individuals. women. like children. were expected to
be chaste. subdued and moral. 16 Women who crossed the boundary of acceptable
behaviour were perceived as threatening lo the general social order. The turn of the
century was marked by attempts lo save and restore New Zealand women to
"respectability". 17 Such institutions as Te Oranga were lo play a key role in this
process.

The committal of many young women to Te Oranga was a means of controlling
their sexuality and incipient sexual activities. Schlossman and Wallach have
commented on the large number of female juvenile delinquents in Chicago during
the Progressive era who were charged under the loose heading of "immorality": the
young women had exhibited signs of having sexual intercourse or displayed a
tendency lo have it some time in the future. 18 While such a blanket description was
not made of the residents of Te Oranga. a number of the young women were
admitted to various maternity institutions around Christchurch. some of which
provided care mainly for women having their second or subsequent child. 19
Moreover. the residents were generally described by the staff of the Home. the
Department and public observers as being sexually experienced. During the 1908
inquiry the Commissioner made frequent comments concerning the sexual exploits
of the residents. activities euphemistically described as disease. sin. vice and
degradation. 20 On their entry to Te Oranga. and on their return after absconding. all
the young women were given a compulsory medical examination by the manager to
check for signs of venereal disease. 21 A medical officer also noted that masturbation
16

Gorham. p.6: Robinson. "Of Diverse Persons". pp.49.158: Welter. pp.151-174.
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Robinson. "Of Diverse Persons". p.265: Tennant. "Indigence and Charitable Aid". p.240.
'"Magdalens and Moral Imbeciles·". pp.492-494. "l\faternity and Morality". pp.28-50.
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was frequent and was a "vice" acquired by the young women prior to their
committal. 22

Committal lo Te Oranga attempted to curb the sexual activity of the young women
by placing them out of "clanger" and in stilling into them the correct notions of
propriety and respectabilit y. Once in the institution. contact with the opposite sex
was restricted: high fences were erected to keep out peeping "Jarrikins" .23 Contact
with males while at service was also restricted. In 1915 Geraldine Shand was at
service in Rakaia. Following "trouble" with a male on the property who looked on
the yo ung woman as "fair game". Georgina was sen t back lo Te Oranga .24 Any
signs of masturbation or lesbia ni sm were quickly repressed: residents were not
permitted lo fidg et in bed and any intimate physical contact between the young
women was punished. 25

The idea that one function of Tc Oranga was lo control the sexuality of young
women is supported by an examination of the age at which the residents were
admilted and the number of yea rs they remained. Table 2 shows the various ages at
which a group of 202

or a

maximum or 278 young women were commillcd to the

reformatory. Tile residents ranged from eight lo nearly twenty-one years of age.
although most were admitted in the thirteen to sixteen years age bracket. Table 3
shows the number. of years 178 residents remained at the institution. ranging from a
few days to twelve years. Most young women remained from four to seven years.
being discharged when they reached twenty-one years of age.

22 ibid .. p.77 .

23 Branting lo Secretary for Education. n .d . . CW 41 / I 7 .
24
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Table 2 - Age at committal to Te Oranga

< 10

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20+

4

2

6

11

26

37

40

31

16

21

5

3

Source: Nominal rolls. 1900-1910. CW 14.

Table 3 - Number of years clctainecl in Tc Oranga

<l

1

2

J

4

5

6

7

8

9

10+

7

10

24

15

24

32

29

25

7

2

3

Source: Nominal rolls. 1900-1910. CW 14: list of inmates discharged
and list of inmates discharged 1917. CW I 5/2: List of inmates at Te
Oranga. 25 May 1905. CW 40/4/10: Branting to Secretary for
Eclucat ion. I 7 October 1909. CW 40 / 15 /4: Johnson to Secretary for
Education. 15 July 1915 and 16 July 1915. CW 41/17/3 .
Many of the younger individuals were committed for being vagrant or residing with
a disreputable person. usually a prostitute. 26 Such associations and activities were
not appropriate for young women. Wilma Hayes and Ivy Trask. both aged fifteen
years. were admilled to the Home in 1909. charged with having no home or visible
means of support. Both of the young women were described as confirmed
prostitutes: they had been found loitering in the streets at night. visiting sailors and
behaving in a promiscuous manner. After having run away from their homes on
several occasions. they were admitted to Te Oranga on the request of their
parents. 27

The committal of young girls to a reformatory not only removed them from
heterosexual temptations. but it allowed the institutions to receive young women at
a sufficiently early age to attempt to influence their behaviour. Yet there was some
criticism that the young women were admitted at the wrong age. The Education
Department observed a reluctance to send girls to industrial schools at a sufficiently
26

Nominal rolls. 1900-1910. CW 14.

27

ibid .. 1909: Pope to Secretary for Education. 31 May 1909. CW 40/4/10.
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early age to ensure some reformation. noting that "there are some girls who. if
taken in time. could be trained to habits of morality and diligence" . 28 There was a
belief lhal adolescent girls. unlike their male counterparts. were difficult to influence
for the good if left loo late. Younger girls were considered to be more amenable.
tractable and malleable than older ones. 29 Nevertheless. the Education Department
and the staff of the institution believed they had some success in reforming the
residents. regardless of their age. In 1908 the Commissioner congratulated the staff
on their success in "sorting out". "breaking in" and gradually "humanising" the
young women. 30

Such terms are reminiscent of training wild animals to domesticity and indicate the
low regard in which some members of the Home were held. Some of the residents
alleged that Branting often called the young women "beasts" and described their
behaviour inside the Home and prior to committal. as "beastly" .31 Such residents as
Maryann and Annabel were portrayed as acting in an almost non-human manner in
associating with "insects". gambling and leading a colourful life. The animal
imagery suggests that one of the primary tasks of Te Oranga was to make these
young women into acceptable human beings and specifically. acceptable women. Jf
the residents did not respond lo the treatment. the management of Te Oranga could
react with a dehumanising form of punishment. such as hair cutting.

Detaining the young women in the schools for a number of years not only increased
the possibilities for reform. but it was a way of keeping residents "safe" until their
discharge. The lengthy confinement of individuals in other institutions was justified
on the grounds that it kept them safe from society. and vice versa. 32 Te Oranga
detained the majority of the residents from four to seven years and attempted to
2x
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make them sexually inactive until release . Because of this. the very process of
confinement was a form of rehabilitative treatment. 33

However. Te Oranga. the place of safety or place of refuge. was not necessarily so.
Some residents who had been sent

lo

domestic service positions returned only to be

sent to th e Canterbury Female Re fuge or the local Maternity Horne for the
maternity care provided . l\favis Robinson was admitted to Te Oranga in I 905 from
Napier. charged with havi ng no visible means of support. Following her return from
service in mid-1909 . Mavis. aged nineteen or twenty. was sent to the Refuge for
eight month s. Four months later she was back at service. 34 While there was no real
supervision over those sent out to domes tic service. the yo ung women were still
under the nominal control of the reformat ory and the managers who selected the
positions. Although the Home attempted to curb the sexuality of the residents by
commilting !hem al an early age and keeping their virtues "safe" until release.
"success" was not guaranteed.

Neve rtheless. as an agency for clearing the streets of immoral young women. Te
Oranga received public support. The closure of the Home in 1918 generated
considerable concern among some groups. Jn early 1919 the Canterbury branch of
the Societ y for the Protection of Women and Children held a meeting to protest the
closure and the d~ngcrs of releasing many of the young women to be a "menace" to
the community. Later in the year. the group received a report from a deputation of
women·s groups who had approached the Minister of Education protesting at the
closure and presenting "evidence" of residents "who were known to be moral
degenerates and who were at present loose in the community" .35

Such concern suggests that to some in the community. the operation of Te Oranga
was partly concerned with eugenic ideas. The 1909 Industrial Schools Amendment
33
34

Schlossman and Wallach. p. 76.
Nominal rolls. 1905-1910. CW 14.

35 Records of the Canterbury branch of the Society for the Protection of Women and Children.

Minutes of Meetings. 8 April 1919. 4 September 1919 . Thanks to Dr Margaret Tennant for this
information.
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Act had allowed for the continued detention of individuals after lhey had reached
twent y-one years of age if their release posed a threat to society. 36 Discussion
surrounding the 1911 Mental Defectives Bill had also illustrated a concern by some
individuals lo segregate and institutionalise unfit members of society .37 Some peopl e
envisaged the closure of Te Oranga as propagating th e spread of the unfit by
releasing immoral and defective young women with low sexual morals into the
communit y. Th e sentiments were repeated in the 1920s. One woman called for th e
reopenin g of Te Oranga lo prevent an increase in th e numbers of illegitimate
children. 38 During th e course of the Committee of Inquiry int o Mental Defectives
and Sexual Offenders in 1923 a number of petiti oners demanded that Te Oranga be
reopened to co ntrol defective . uncontrollabl e and incorri gibl e young \:vomen . 3q

lgnali eff has no ted that public support for penal instituti ons clicl not rest on their
capacit y for co ntrolling crime. but th e part th ey played in maintaining the social
order. ~0 Te Oranga was supported by the public . for its attempt to maintain order
by confining mo rall y improper young wom en. not for its attempt lo control juvenil e
crime . Its role of clearing the streets was both a real and a symbolic act: real for the
young women who were committed to tile Home. and symbolic for those who were
still in the communit y. Te Oranga·s effect did not simply rest on the fact that it
confined some immoral young women. for the mythic and symbolic weight of the
institution was directed at all women. 4 1
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There is evidence of a carceral network of penitential institutions in Christchurch at
the turn of the century. The centre supported a number of homes for delinquent.
homeless and pregnant women. as well as several groups interested in the welfare of
women and children. Te Oranga played its part in the network through the interest
of these organisations. and by sending young women to other institutions in the
city.

Tables 4 and 5 show the extent of the network between Te Oranga and other
institutions. Table 4 indicates the institutions to which the young women were
committed prior lo their admittal to Te Oranga. Of a total of 278 residents in the
Home. at least 123 had been transferred there from another institution. Table 5
shows the other institutions around Christchurch to which residents of Te Oranga
were sent tempora rily . At leas! I 00 of the 2 78 residents in Te Oranga were
transferred to another institution in the city. These figures do not include young
women who were admitted lo the same institution on more than one occasion.

Table 4 - Admissions to Tc Ornnga from other institutions
Burnham Cavcrslwm Chch

St l\fary's Vincent

Reel-Im
20

45

10

17

,yg~n

clc Paul

Reclim

6

12

Misc
L3

Abbreviations: Christchurch Receiving Home. Wellington Receiving
Home. Miscellaneous.
Source: Nominal rolls. 1900-1910. CW 14: AJHR. 1908. H21.

Table 5 - Transferrals from Te Ornnga to other institutions
Asylum

Mt Mag

St Mary's Refuge

Sam Home Gaol

3

53

25

2

10

2

Misc
7

Abbreviations: Mt Magdala. Samaritan Home. Miscellaneous.
Source: Nominal rolls. 1900-1910. CW 14: AJHR. 1908. H21; Manager
of St Mary's. Auckland to Secretary for Educat10n. 28 September 1909.
CW 40115/4: Branting to Secretary for Education. 17 October 1909.
ibid: Johnson to Secretary for Education. 16 July 1915. CW 41/17/3:
Interview notes. 9 September 1915. CW 40/3/16.
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Most of the individuals who were transferred to Te Oranga from another institution
were admitted in the first four years of the Home·s opening. All of the thirteen
residents admitted in I 900 had been transferred from other schools. Of the twentytwo admitted in 1901. 72% or 16 had been in another institution. By 1910 this
proportion dropped to 52 % of the total admissions for the year. 42 The high
proportion of transferred residents in the early years of the Home ·s operation was a
consequence of the reorganisation of the industrial school system in 1900 which
altered the structure and composition of the institutions . Burnham. initially an
industrial school for children and young persons of both sexes. was restructured lo
become a reformatory for boys and young men. The girls and young women
detained at the instituti on were sent to other schools. The twenty known young
women who were transferred from Burnham to Te Oranga were all admitted to the
Home between 1900 and 1903 .

Yet between 1900 and 1910. the period for which the fullest statistics are available.
the residents transferred to Te Oranga from other institutions comprised over half of
the annual admissions . These young women were generally those whom other
institutions found difllcull to manage . During the 1908 inquiry into Te Oranga the
matrons of Caversham and the Auckland industrial schools both stated that they sent
incorrigible young women to Te Oranga. 43 Te Oranga also received young women
from a number of private industrial schools. Such Roman Catholic institutions as St
Joseph·s. Wellington and St Vincent de Paul"s , Dunedin. all sent young women to
the reformatory . As these institutions were gazetted as industrial schools to cater for
boys and girls of any age who did not require reformatory treatment. it can be
supposed that the young women sent to Te Oranga were deemed to be
unconlrollable. 4 .i

42 Nominal rolls. 1900-1910. CW 14 .
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Te Oranga not only received young women from other schools. but also sent them
to other institutions. particularly in Christchurch. The majority of the l 00 residents
indicated in Table 5 were sent to either the Roman Catholic Mt Magclala Asylum or
the Anglican St Mary"s Home. Many of the young women were transferred in the
first few years of the reformatory"s operation. Of the twenty-two new residents
admitted to the Home in 190 I. nine were sent to St Mary"s and seven to Mt
Magdala: none of the new admissions of 1910 were sent to other institutions. 45 The
reason for sending out the young women on a temporary basis was the consequence
of an accommodation shortage at Te Oranga. The School Medical Officer reported
in 1903 that there was sufficient accommodation for only twenty individuals in the
reformatory and that the other thirty residents were temporarily housed in Mt
Magdala or St Mary's.~ 6 Follo\\'ing the completion of new accommodation wings al
Te Oranga in 1903 and 1910. and the closure of St Mary"s in 1909. 47 the number
of residents sent out to these institutions declined.

However. the decision to send some residents to Mt Magclala in particular was not
necessarily motivated by the accommodation shortage at Te Oranga. Although
Branting claimed in 1909 that the want of adequate classification at the Home was
the sole reason for sending residents to Mt Magdala. 48 the fact that both Catholic
and Protestant young women were sent there. and that the asylum had a sufficient
classification system. 49 suggests that the temporary relocation of some Te Oranga
residents was made for disciplinary reasons . Following a fire at Te Oranga in 1915
the worst behaved individuals were sent to Mt Magdala on a temporary basis. 50
Between 1900 and 1918 this institution became the largest women's home in the
45
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Manager of St Mary"s. Auckland to Secretary for Education. 23 September 190l. ibid.
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country with up to 300 resiclents. 51 It was gazetted as a reformatory in I 909
allowing those who had absconclecl from the institution to be imprisoned directly.
implying a harsher discipline than at other institulions. 52

Individuals who needed a firm er discipline than that provided at Te Oranga were
also sent to Mt Magclala . For instance. Irene Eade. a young Anglican woman. was
admilled to Te Oranga in January 1905 . Described as a "quiet and well-behaved
girl" in May 1905 . she was soon in trouble at the Home. receiving punishments for
fighting. insolence and absconding from service and from the institution . On her
return to the reformatory Branting sent her lo J'vll !Vlagclala until her discharge in
1911. 53

Te Oranga also used a number of oth er institutions around Christchurch lo
temporaril y house individuals.These institutions included the Canterbury Female
Refuge. th e local sanatorium and gaol. th e Sal vati on Army Maternity Home. the
"lunatic " asylum. the Samaritan Home and the Convalescent Home. Many of the
residents sent lo these instituti ons appear to have been transferred on a short term
basis lor health reasons . Adrienne Rush was transferred to Te Oranga from
Cavcrsham in 1903. Two weeks after her admission she was sent to the local
sanatorium. and then. four months later. to the Salvation Army Rescue Home. In
October or the fo,llowing year she was sent lo reside with some friends. where she
died from tuberculosis and asthenia a month later. 54 Maggie Finn was admitted to
the Home in 1900 from Burnham to which she had been committed in 1888. In
early 190 I she was sent to reside with a local woman. and in June of that year. sent
to Mt Magdala. Al the encl of the year she was sent to the Refuge. A year later she
was sent to Mt Magdala again. where she remained until discharged in 1906. 55
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Some residents were sent to these institutions primarily for disciplinary reasons.
Annie Green. transferred to Te Oranga in 1905 from the Samaritan Home. was sent
to the local "lunatic" asylum for a month in 1906 for treatment after she threatened
to commit suicide. Shortly after her return Branting sent her to the Samaritan
Horne. claiming that Annie was "nervous" and acting in strange ways. Annie
maintained that she had found it difficult to control her temper while at the
reformatory clue to her annoyance with other residents. A staff member of the
Samaritan Home noted that Annie looked with "pe1fect horror" on the thought of
having to return to Te Oranga. 56 Annie·s apparent good behaviour during her
confinements in the Samaritan Home suggests that the discipline and residents of
that institution were more to her liking than those at Te Oranga. The discipline at
the Samaritan Home may well have been looser than at the reformatory for the
institution housed elderly men and women as well as single mothers having their
second or subsequent child. 57

While Te Ornnga was part of a carcernl network of institutions in Christchurch. it
was also part of the individual carccral networks of the young women detained at
the reformatory . For some. Tc Oranga was the first of a number of institutions to
which they were committed. Vera Walters was sent to Mt Magdala from Te Oranga
in July 19 I5 for her continual misbehaviour at the Home. She was discharged from
the institution in 1916. A report of 1920 noted that she was not doing well and was
currently in the Essex Maternity Home. formerly the Refuge. 58 Two other residents.
Daisy Cooper and Mere Hautapu. were in the Addington Prison in 1920. 59 For
other residents. Te Oranga was the last of a series of institutions to which they had
been committed . Gladys Dunnington was first committed to Te Oranga in 1905
from the Caversham industrial school. On the recommendation of a Departmental
56
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inspector who considered Gladys to be a "good little girl". she was transfeITed to
the Wellingt on Receiving Home to be with her sister. Gladys was readmitted to Te
Oranga in 1910. again transferred from Caversham. Her residence in institutions

°

ended with her discharge from the reformatory in 1913. 6 For some young women.
confinement in the reformatory was their only recorded encounter with institutional
life . Lucy Hunter was committee!

lo

Te Oranga from Christchurch in 1904.

convicted of a punishable offence and was described by Stewart in 1905 as not a
"naughty girl". She remained in the institution until her discharge in 1911. A report
o f 1920 noted that she had married and was doing well. 6 1

Of the 278 residents who were committed to the institution. more detailed
information has been collected on forty-seven who were committed between 1906
and 1910. The survival of scatlered pieces of data for this period has enabled a
more complete picture lo be drawn of some of the young women in Te Oranga .

Table 6 shows the character of the parent s of forty-seven individuals committed to
the Home between I 906 and 1910. The young women ·s parents were slotted into
one of a number of behavioural categories drawn up by the Education Department.
These categories included both a physical and a moral judgement of the parents
concerned. and the inclusion of the category "unfit" suggests an influence of
eugenic ideas on the Education Department . That some parents were listed as dead
or unknown may have been an obvious fact to any observer. Yet the categories of
good. bad. questionable. and mentally and physically unfit or disabled imply a
moral assessment of the parents· character on the part of the individual collecting
the information . Such terms as "good" or "questionable" can encompass a vast
range of meanings. depending on who is providing the descriptions. The terms are.
in fact. meaningless. and say more about those collecting the information than the
subjects.
60 Nominal rolls. 1905-1910. CW 14: List of
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'l'nble 6 - Character of parents of residents of Te Ornnga, 1906-1910
Deserter

Dead

Unfit

Good

Bad

Unknown Questionable

B M F

B M F

BMF

BMF

BMF

BMF

0 0

19 I I 6

3

0

0

0

4

7

3 2

BMF

4 4

B=both parents: M =male: F=female.
Source : Character of stale of parents of children aclmitlecl to Te Oranga
1906- 1910. CW IS /6 . Particulars precedent to admission.
Despite the shortcomings of these character assessments it is significant that most of
the parents were described as being of good character. This evidence does not
support the frequent comments made by the Education Department that one of the
ma_jor causes of growing juvenile delinquency in New Zealand was poor parenting. 62
Yet the "examples" set by parents lo their children may have been seen as
important. Barbara Brenzel has noted the significance of the examples provided by
the mothers of young women committed to reformatories. lVlothers were supposed
lo provide good role models for their daughters. Those who defied such prescribed
familial roles were considered lo be more of a bad inOuence on their female
offspring than inadequate fathers.r, 3 Table 6 indicates that mothers figured more
prominently than fathers in the categories labelled as unfit. dead and bad. Mothers
also appeared less frequently in the category labelled as good. Although the
differences here are not substantial they do suggest that some residents were coming
from homes and mothers whom the Department considered to be less than adequate.

Table 7 shows the legitmacy of the parentage of the same fo11y-seven residents.
Once more. these figures do not support the Department's contention that the young
women were coming from illicit backgrounds. for only seven of the cases were
noted as illegitimate. Of these seven. only one·s parents were noted as bad. the
62
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remainder being listed as either good or unknown. 64.

Table 7 - Parentage of residents of Tc Oranga, 1906-1910
Legitimate

Illegitimate

39

7

Unlmown

Source : Character of parents or children admitted to Te Oranga 19061910. cw 15 /6.
There appears to have been no immediately obvious reason for the Department lo
collect this information. for such details were seldom noted by either the staff of the
Home or th e Department. However. it may be that the information was collected to
act as a guide to explain the subsequent behaviour of inclivicluals in the reformatory.
For example. Annie Green . as noted earlier. was admitted to the local asylum in
1906. The staff at Te Oranga were not surprised by this . for it was known that her
mother had died a "raving lunatic" in a similar institution .65 Esther Phillipps was
l ransferred to Mt Magclala in 1915 on account of her continual bad behaviour at Te
Oranga. Johnson noted that Esther was a "\'iolcnl. defiant girl" who was continually
threatening to "do away" with herself. Esther·s father was described as a
"respectable" man who had married again: Esther·s mother was a "very bad"
woman.lili

The character categories and their use in assessing the behaviour of the residents
suggests an influence of eugenic ideas in the Education Department. Several officials
connected with Te Oranga or the Department were interested in eugenic theories.
Hogben was a member of the Wellington Eugenics Education Society and H. W.
Bishop. the commissioner of the 1908 inquiry. was president of the Canterbury
branch. Two Education IVlinisters. Fowlds and Hanan. were also sympathetic to the
64
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eugenics movement. The Department also gave permission lo Miss Macgeorge, the
secretary of the national Eugenics Education Society. to deliver talks on heredity
and eugenics at Te Oranga. "7 Officials of other institutions were aware of the
alleged importance of heredity in influencing the behaviour of offspring. The
officials of the Christchurch Samaritan Home were cognisant of the possibility that
dissolute parents could taint the character of their children. and it was noted that
some of the women entering the institution to give birth to their second or third
illegitimate child were themselves the illegitimate children of unfit parents. 68

No case studies or case books have survived on the residents of Te Oranga.
Although the managers or all industrial schools were expected to maintain a daily
register of the number of residents in the institution. a punishment register. a
medical journal. a visitors· book and a school record book. they were not expected
to keep detailed files on all of the resiclents. 6 q Because of this. a superficial
reconstruction of case studies of a number of individuals committed between 1906
and 1910 has been drawn from a variety of sources. The subjects of the studies have
not been chosen al random. for they do not purport to draw a general picture of life
for all in the institution. Some have been selected for the ample evidence available:
some have been chosen as the "success stories" of the administration while others
portray the failur~ of this: some others have been chosen for the fact that they attest
to the pathetic and unfortunate life led by some individuals committed to Te
Oranga. Whatever the motives behind the selection. the case studies still stand as
reflections of the management of the institution.

Two of the studies. Annabel M~jor and Maryann Broome. have already been
discussed in another context. Both of these young women went on to lead a
chequered life in Te Oranga. rvlaryann was the only resident admitted to Te Oranga
67
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between 1906 and 1910 whose parentage was unkno.wn. It was uncertain if she were
legitimate or not. a reflection of the fact that her father was listed as unknown and
her mother as bad . Maryann. a young Roman Catholic. was admitted to the
Canterbury Female Refuge four months after her committal to Te Oranga: she
returned to the reformatory seventeen months later. At the encl of 1909 she was sent
to service. returning in October 1910 . The day after her return from service she
committed suicide by phosphorus poisoning through swallowing matches. 70 Annabel
had a similar background to Maryann. She was a young Roman Catholic whose
parents were unknown. She was sent lo Mt Magclala at the encl of 1906 where she
remained for three years. She absconded from the institution at the encl of 1909 and
was written off the roll. 7 1

Maryann and Annabel were two or several young women admitted to the Home who
had unfortunate. shocking and even fatal experiences. Janet Larkin was aclmittecl to
the reformatory in January 1906 from Auckland . committee\ for having no visible
means of support: she was illegitimate and the character and whereabouts of her
parents unknown. Upon her admissi on to the Home she was sent to the Refuge.
returning lo Te Oranga ten months later. Just three months after her return Janet
received the first in a long series of punishments for infractions of the rules. Most of
Janet's offences were minor: indecent talk: insolence: impudence: insubordination:
refusal to work: tJireatening to abscond: and frequent fighting with the other
residents. Between March 1907 and February 1908 Janet was punished on eighteen
separate occasions. the most frequent of any individual in the Home at the time.
Not surprisingly perhaps. Janet was variously described as a bad influence on others
and the most insolent resident in the reformatory and was placed in the third
division. A report of 1920 noted that she had married after leaving the institution. 72
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Astrid Swain was admitled from Christchurch in 1906 aged fifteen years. having
earlier been confined in Mt l'vlagdala from where she had absconded. She was a
young Roman Catholic. illegitimate. alth ough her parents were described as good .
Several months after her committal Astrid absconded from the Home and did not
return. She was wrillen off the records follo wing th e notification of her marriage in
1907 when she was aged sixteen years. '-'

Beagle and Brenzel have both noted that the marriage of discharged residents
signified a successful reformation .74 While th e management of Te Oranga often
vi ewed the marriage of th e young women as a success ful reformation. this was not
always so . Katherine Blair was committ ed to Te Oranga from Hastings in 1910 aged
fifteen years. She was a legitimate Roman Catholic and both her parents were
described as good. Six months after her admissi on she was sent to the local Refuge .
She was discharged from tl1e Home in 1914 . A report of 1920 noted that she had
married but had gone bad . 75 For Kath erin e . marriage was not a sure sign or
opportunity of reformati on.

These young wom en could be described as so me of the Home's failures. individuals
who were not obviously "reformed" by the training and teaching provided. There
were other residents who may be seen as "success stories" of the administration.
Myrtle Johnson. a fifteen year old. was committed to Tc Oranga from Wellington in
1907: she was legitimate and her parents were dead. Myrtle was interviewed by the

Commissioner during the course of the 1908 inquiry and questioned about her
impressions of the Home. Unlike many other residents interviewed. Myrtle painted a
rosy picture of life in Te Oranga. She claimed that she always had plenty to eat.
plenty of clothes. ample play and that she wanted for nothing: in fact. she would
just as soon stay in the institution as go back to her home. Following her discharge
73
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Myrtle moved to Australia where it was reported that she was doing well. 76

While Myrlie was a "success story". dependent on the institution and content with
her life there. there were other residents who can more properly be labelled as a
success for the administration. These were the young women who had bad records
prior to committal and while at the institution. but who eventually "did well" after
discharge. Erlic Emmerson was admitted to Te Oranga in 1907. aged fifteen years
and charged with having no means of subsistence. She was legitimate and both her
parents were described as good . Effie was not a model resident at the institution: at
the beginning of 1908 she was given three strokes of the strap as punishment for
attempting to abscond. and in 1915 was one of the unmanageable residents sent lo
Mt Magdala. At the time of her transfer. Effie was over twenty-two years of age.
and may be assumed to be one of the young women the Department felt compelled
to retain after they had reached twenty -one years. the normal age for discharge. She
was eventually released. aged twenty-two or twenty-three years. having been
detained for ten years. A report of 1920 noted that she had married. was doing well
and had adop ted a child. 77

Gracie Brock. admitted in I 910. had a similar experience in Te Oranga. At fourteen
years of age she was admitted to the Home from Christchurch for being
uncontrollable : she was legitimate. although her father was listed as questionable
and her mother as bad. By the middle of 1911 Gracie had been placed in the third
division. In May of that year she received a punishment of twenty-four hours in the
cell and two meals of dry bread for refusing to work. threatening to run away or
commit suicide. misbehaving for a considerable period of time and surreptitiously
writing a note to another resident. A report of I 920 noted that Gracie was married
and doing well. 78
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The D epartment of Justice noted in 1968 that " the law which is in voked against
femal es. and parti cularl y adolescent girls. is in many cases an attempt to regulate
sexual behaviour by lega l sanctions" .7 Q This was a trend w hi ch was not confined to
the late twenti eth ce ntury . for the laws invoked agai nst th e residents of Te Oranga al
the turn or th e century have also been shown to be att emp ts to regulate incipient
and precocious sexual activity. In receivin g young women committed for such
"offences" . T e Oranga pl ayed its part in attempting lo m aint ain a social order which
required women and children to be chaste. inn ocent and res pectab le. The institution
received the support of th e public for its role i n thi s. The refo rmatory was
cons idered to be the best place for imm ora l young women. for not onl y did it
protect them from th e cl angers of society . but perhaps more importantly. it
protected society from them .
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CONCLUSION.

Til e management or T e Oranga operated on three levels: to protect. punish and
reform clcli11que11t yo un g women. There were inconsistencies and conflicts between
and within each of th ese leve ls. Some of th e problems were clue to conditi ons in the
H ome. or Depart mental ideals. while other tensi ons arose from the nature of
inst itutionali sal ion.

An exam inat ion of how Tc Oranga was managed illustrates the gap between the
aspirations of th e Education Department and the actual administration of th e
institution. The Department ·s asp irati ons were expressed mosl fu ll y in the
reorgan isati on of tile industrial sclluol syste m in 1900 and the issue in 1902 of th e
regulat ions governin g the management of ju\'eni le inst ituti ons. Yet neither the
reo rganisati on of the schools nor the regulati ons too k into account the vari eti es
between inst itutions and the problems inherent in their management. The
adm ini stration of reformatories was lo be judicious. kind ly and homelike . These
conditions were difficult to emulate at Te Oranga. prison-like in appearance.
surrounded by a hi gh fen ce and cul off from pub lic view . Hogben called for the
stri ct classi ficati on of indi viduals in institutions. yet the accommodation shortages at
Te Oranga made this impossib le until 1910. The regulati ons which were to guide
the managers of schools were often in sufficient and staff were compelled to
formulate their own rul es. such as Branting·s restri ctions on coffespondence between
the young women and relatives.

Goffman ·s model of total institutions is useful in explaining some aspects of the
management of Te Oranga. The instituti on attempted to full y subjugate the
individual and achieve a measure of uniformity among the residents. The young
women of Te Oranga were left with some decision making powers - as infractions of
the house rules suggest - but most daily decisions were made for them: how to
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dress. when lo sleep. when and what to eat. with whom to associate. what to read.
when to speak. how to behave. One purpose of the rules was to make the young
women dependent on the institution for guidance and eventually lead to their
reform .

The staff in Te Oranga were as much subjugated as the young women under their
charge. The allendants. like the residents. were instructed when and what to eat.
when and where to sleep. and they could be called to duty at any time. The
regulations of the institution equally affected the attendants for their participation in
hair culling and corporal punishment could be just as humiliating to them as to the
residents.

Several levels of control operated in Te Oranga. The young women were accorded a
certain amount or self-control in making some of their own decisions. The residents
were controlled by the allendants who. in turn. had lo answer lo the manager of the
institution. Although the manager was responsible lo Education Department
officials . she had considerable adminislrali\'e freedom. The Department ·s
administration

or Te

Oranga was answerable lo the wider community. At times the

regime of the Home was seen to be too harsh - such as hair cutting and corporal
punishment - and the Department was compelled to answer to the public. sometimes
through an official inquiry. and give reassurance that the institution was managed
adequately. Public support for Te Oranga rested partly on the belief that the
institution \:vas run along just. humane lines.

The levels of authority operating in Te Oranga suggest that the Goffman model of
total institutions may not be completely applicable for the reformatory. The
Department ·s responsibility to the public and justification of its administration of the
institution reflects a certain degree of public anxiety over the role of the Home.
While society approved of incarcerating the young women. their treatment had to be
just. suitable for women and in accordance with normal social rules and patterns of
behaviour. However. the public was never content to let the Department have
complete authority. The informal checks of Official Visitors. clergymen, women ·s
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groups and interested individuals as well as the formal checks of public inquiries
served to keep some level of public supervision over the administration of the
institution . Society may have been eager lo erect total institutions to house deviant
and dangerous groups. but th ese institutions were never allowed to become
completely total and divo rced from the wider community.

Allhough Te Oranga was separated from the community by both physical and
symbolic barriers. the institution did not operate in a vacuum. Many of the Home ·s
management procedures were formalised social norms. Yet occasionally. the
management devised rules not generally reOected in th e wider community. Such
punishments as hair cutting. th e punishment dress and extensive solitary
confinement were perceived as unusual and even unnecessary by many members of
th e public who clamoured for an encl to th e practices. That the institution was not
completely l"rec to formulate such procedures supports the contention that the New
Zealand public was not fully comfortable with the idea of total institutions.

Te Oranga se rved a number offunctions and played a variety of roles in society.
The institution had a welfare function. acting as a refuge to care for destitute.
neglected and indigent young women who were seen to be in need of some form of
protection from the wider community. The Home was a penal institution. confining
young women who had been in prison. or who had been committed to the
reformatory in lieu of imprisonment. In this role. the Home incarcerated and
punished criminal young women who were perceived to be posing a clanger to
society. Te Oranga was also a reformatory. receiving young women who had broken
some unwritlen social law and crossed the boundaries of acceptable behaviour. The
institution sought to reform these young women through a programme of discipline
and education in normal social values and activities.

The institution ·s reformative role can be labelled as social control. The Education
Department attempted to regulate the behaviour of one sector of society, female
juvenile delinquents. seen to be deviating from an accepted social no1m. Committal
to Te Oranga was an indication that society was not prepared to tolerate "immoral"
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and unacceptable behaviour from young women. This message was sent to all young
women. not only those confined in the reformatory. The institution stood as both a
symbol and a reality of the slate·s power .

While it is simple enough to state that the management of Te Oranga represented an
example of the attempted social control of female juvenile delinquents. the reasons.
moti\'es and purposes of this need to be explained . In analysing the reasons for the
control of delinquent young women. the purposes behind the actual establishment of
the institution become more clear.

To suggest that the management of Te Oranga was an exercise in social control is
not to suggest that th e techniques used to supervise the residents were successful.
The fact that a comprehensive disciplinary system was devised to maintain a
semblance of order suggests that the controls did not necessarily work effectively.
The fact that some residents did not become the "successful" members of society
sought by the management again suggests that controls may have been imposed on.
hut were

1101

always fully accepted hy. the young women. In the absence of

sufficient details

011

the "success" in reforming individuals. it is not possible to

comment on the effectiveness of the controls. However an inability to gauge the
relative success of the treatment should not rule out analysis of the controls which
were attempted. Endeavours at controlling groups considered to be deviant reveal
just as much about society and social order as those attempts which were successful.

Mayer has noted a number of reasons suggested by historians to explain the concept
of social control. The motives of those attempting to impose controls have been
interpreted in one of three ways. Firstly. the dominant groups in society attempt to
control less powetful groups for nostalgic reasons. imposing a lost social order.
Secondly. a group broadly labelled as capitalists. asserts control over another group
to ensure the maintenance of a stable labour pool for industrial enterprises. Finally.
a rising professional middle class attempts to control others in order to enhance
their prestige and status in society. 1
1
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It is possible to identify some of these motives behind the establishment and

subsequent management of Te Oranga. The training techniques and programmes
employed at the institution have nostalgic overtones. Education and industrial
training schemes both attempted to turn back the clock and convince young women
that the household was the best place fur them. The training programmes attempted
to blinker the young women and direct them to domestic service. marriage and
motherhood. The regime diet not encourage the residents to broaden their horizons
and look beyond "traditional" women ·s work. In following such a programme. Te
Oranga was part of a New Zealand wide movement which concerned itself with
eugenics and racial purity. represented by attempts to restore the women of the
country to family life . The training techniques employed at Te Oranga were not
forward looking but were rooted in traditional and stereotypical images of women ·s
"proper" role i11 society.

Furthermore. both the training schemes sought to provide a ready labour pool of
domestic servants for New Zealand housewives. The ubiquitous domestic servant
issue was of great concern for New Zealanders at the turn of the century. Such
women ·s institutions as Te Oranga provided the facilities and human resources to
train domestic servants and attempt to ease the shortage of good. reliable. docile
workers.

Yet there are more obvious reasons for the establishment of Te Oranga. The major
purpose of the institution was lo confine criminal and immoral young women.
protecting both them and society. The institution endeavoured to teach the young
women self-control. and attempted to transform them into respectable citizens.
More specifically. the management of Te Oranga sought to mould the residents into
good. respectable women.

While these motives go some way in explaining the purposes of the establishment
and management of Te Oranga, they do not provide a complete answer. Nicole
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Rafter. using gender as a tool of analysis. observed that the social control of women
as women takes many forms. all of which are directed towards influencing those
who do not adhere lo their prescribed social roles. Women's prisons, refuges and
reformatories formalise this control. She goes on to note that the management of
women ·s reformalories was not only to rescue and reform the residents. but was
concerned with the definition of gender and the proper social role of women. 2 Te
Oranga·s role was to protect and punish. and to produce good women.

Te Oranga was a reformatory for delinquent young women. a group perceived as
distinct from delinquent young men.·1 Taking consideration of gender rather than
class. one can discern four distinct motives behind the social control of the young
women al Te Oranga . The residents were encouraged to become "normal" or nondevianl: they were taught to become domestic: they were encouraged to become
dependent: and primarily they were taught to become feminine. good women.

A major aim of Te Oranga was lo make the young women into normal. good
citizens. This aim was
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confined solely to women's institutions. By virtue of their

titles. such instilulions as prisons. workhouses. psychiatric hospitals and
reformatories were established to receive and treat groups and individuals labelled as
problematic. deviant and abnormal. Te Oranga received young women perceived as
aberrant and attempted lo transform them into normal. acceptable members of
society who look heed of established standards of behaviour appropriate to women.

The staff of Te Oranga and the Education Department generally considered the
young women to be abnormal individuals who needed the type of treatment the
institution provided. The attendants often resorted lo an all-embraciµg definition
when referring to the residents. For instance. the staff maintained that the behaviour
of the young women was so bad that they could not be controlled without recourse
2

Rafter. "Chastizing the Unchaste". pp.288.307.

3

For example. see AHJR. 190:l. El. xxii .
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to corporal punishment.~ tvloreovcr. the allendants did not believe that any of the
young women could be trusted with proper library facilities. as they would most
certainly tear out the pages of the books and write obscene messages on them. 5 Yet
there were individuals who were described as good. and others whose behaviour was
exemplary. but who were detained in the institution until they reached twenty-one
years. In general. the residents were portrayed as abnormal and in need of
reformatory treatment. After all. Te Oranga was established for uncontrollable and
vicious young women: as noted by Goffman. if not uncontrollable or vicious. why
would they be there? The blanket tag of abnormality seemed to justify the
institution ·s role in the maintenance of the social order.

The concept of normality is. of course. difficult to define. for it changes over time
and between individuals. l'vlatthews observed that such deviances as madness are
unable to be defined: "any and all behaviour can be called mad. depending on the
social context. the values held by and the relationship of power between the judge
and the judged". r, The attributes of normal behaviour are never elaborated.

The young women in Tc Oranga were considered deviant for they had committed
crimes and crossed the boundaries of usual behaviour for both women and children.
However. not all the young women were criminals and some laws they had broken
were unwritten rLJlcs. The residents were morally aberrant. and as such. they
threatened the smooth operation of the social order. The detention of such young
women al Te Oranga was not only to make them normal and attempt to inculcate
respect for and obedience lo society"s rules and norms. The establishment of Te
Oranga was also an attempt lo lodge the young women firmly in a place in society.
Specifically. the residents were encouraged to adhere to a traditional view of
women ·s natural role.

4
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One way in which the management of the institution attempted to turn the residents
towards a more traditional view of women ·s sphere was by encouraging them to
become domestic. The emphasis on domestic training and domesticity was an
important feature in all women ·s institutions in New Zealand anci' other countries.
While such training may be seen as an attempt to alleviate the shortages of reliable
domestic servants . it was also an attempt to encourage the yo ung women to become
good homemakers.

In New Zealand during the ea rly twentieth century domesticity. motherhood and
family life were held by some to be the most important and most suitable
occupations for women. 7 The stress on domestic training. termed by some historians
as the "cult of domesticity". was espoused for two major reasons. 8 The turn of the
century was marked by eugenic concerns and one of the reasons for New Zealanct·s
alleged racial inferiority and declining birth rate was held lo be the increasing entry
or women into the paid workforce and the subsequent apparent neglect of family
responsibilities. 9 An emphasis on domesticity ancl motherhood through education
was believed to be a way or encouraging and directing women to this path. 10 A
related reason for the stress on women ·s domesticity was that work other than that
of traditional labour was held to "unsex" women and make them unfit for
motherhood . Moreover. such work as factory labour or academic occupations was
believed to threaten feminine virtues of chastity. submissiveness and innocence.

The Education Department slanted the academic curriculum at Te Oranga towards
homemaking and domestic skills. This training was complemented by the industrial
education which directed the young women to domestic service and maITiage as the
only suitable careers. The residents of Te Oranga were not encouraged to look
beyond these limited horizons. for the institution provided instruction in no other
7

Olssen. "Women. Work and Famil y". pp.174-175.

x Olssen and Levesque. p.9.
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occupations. Unless they were unsuitable. all residents over fifteen years were sent
out to service. 11 The Department did not consider other forms of employment. such
as factory or clerical work lo be appropriate. The school appears to have suited its
description as a school which enclea,·ourecl to produce reliable slaveys.

The emphasis on domestic training was believed to make the residents more
womanly . Not only diet it provide them with such feminine skills as cooking. sewing
and cleaning. but it was held lo put pure thoughts in their minds. 12 As such. the
domestic training can be seen as part of the process of transforming the residents
into normal young wolllen. equipped with skills possessed by other women in
society. The educational and industrial training was not revolutionary or fo1ward
looking. but looked to the past and a perceived ideal of women ·s proper role in
society.

The attempt to make the residents into normal. domestic young women was
complemented by attempts to curb their independence and transform them into
dependent individuals. Even in adulthood. women were to remain child-like innocent. dependent and in need or male guidance and support. 13 The allempl to
keep women dependent on men for sustenance and guidance was as much an
endeavour lo define women ·s place in society as it was an attempt to maintain the
dominance of men.

One of the aims of Te Oranga was to make the young women dependent individuals
who looked to the institution for guidance. as they would later look to their parents.
spouses or employers. In the attempt. the institution sought to regulate as much of
their activity as possible. a feature noted by Foucault in other penal institutions. 14
The Home was run along a strict timetable and from morning rise at seven o'clock
11
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to bedtime between eight or nine in the evening. the activities of all residents were
prescribed. 15 While the institution did not control all areas of daily life. the staff
made most of the daily decisions in the lives of the young women. In this way, the
residents were encouraged lo look lo the regime of the Home and the attendants.
and supposedl y respond positively and change their behaviour. Prior to their
committal to the institution . some of the young women had been without family
support and had been living off their own earnings and making their own
decisions. 16 lndepenclency was cited as a major cause of growing juvenile
delinquency in New Zealand. 17

The institution used a number of techniques to encourage the residents· dependency .
Control of many decisions has bee n noted. The management also fostered
dependency by treating all the residents as young children . Rafter observed that the
infantilisation of individuals was a feature or women ·s institutions which attempted
lo make their charges dependent .'8 The staff of Te Oranga spoke of. and treated.
the young women as girls and yo ung children. despite the fact that the Home
consistently housed young women of eighteen years and older. The residents were
given no choice in deciding their personal appearance. for all wore similar clothes
and dressed their hair in the same austere fashion. 19 All young women, regardless of
age. were subjected to corporal punishment by being strapped through their
nightgown. The strapping of older residents in particular aroused a considerable
degree of public outrage during the 1908 inquiry. as the public considered the
institution to have crossed the bounds of decency and respect in strapping young
women of twenty years of age. The process of infantilisation and treating the young
women as children served to reinforce the idea of their need for protection and
guidance.
1.5AHJR. 1908. H21. p.IJ9.
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The attempt to make the residents dependent was stated most emphatically in all
facets of the training provided at the institution. The occupations to which the
young women were directed. domestic service and marriage. were based on an idea
of the dependence of women on others. Domestic service was seen as a particularly
suitable task for the young women of Te Oranga. for it taught them the correct
morals and values of deference. humility and service to others in addition to
household skills. Furthermore. domestic service was akin to a family environment in
which the servants were the junior. and thus the dependent and obedient.
members. 20

Even after their release from Te Oranga. many of the young women remained
dependent on the Home for companionship and guidance. The continued
dependency of the young women on the reformatory after release was a natural and
inevitable consequence of their incarceration in the institution. Separated from their
own families. the young women were forced into surrogate family relationships with
other residents and the attendants. To some residents. the manager was their mother
and the institution their preferred liomc . 21 Others formed close relationships with
members of the institution. planning futures together after release or upon
absconding. 22 Some individuals who settled in Christchurch maintained a
correspondence with the Home. or visited it periodically. 23 In one instance. an exresident sent the institution part of her wedding cake. 24 While these gestures may
have been prompted by favourable memories and experiences in Te Oranga. they
were also the consequence of confining the young women together and forcing their
dependence on each other and the institutional regime.

20 Rafter. "Chastizing the Unchaste". p.299.
21
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22 ibid . . pp.5.7.8.16.20-21.

23 ibid .. pp.57-70 .
24 The Press. 19 November 1907. p.8.
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The three forms of social control evident at Te Oranga - normality. domesticity and
dependency - were part of an attempt lo make the residents into good. feminine
women who knew their place in society. Incarceration in Te Oranga was more than
just an attempt to curb female juvenile delinquency and immorality. The emphasis
on normality. domesticity and dependency combined in an attempt to transform the
wayward young women into ideal. good women who possessed all the skills. habits.
virtues and requirements necessary for women to be accepted in society.

The staff al the institution all maintained that their primary objective was to teach
the residents lo become good women. Each attendant was interviewed during the
course of the 1908 inquiry and each affirmed the role of the institution to be
transforming the residents into respectable women. c5 Yet neither the Education
Department nor the attendants elucidated the definition and requirements of the
good woman. The training and emphasis of the institution suggested that a good
woman was domestic. normal. law-abiding. clepenclenl and aware of her place in
society . The residents were to be trained to appreciate and aspire to the vi11uous
life . One aspect of this was to restrict and control the young women·s incipient
sexuality. Another was to expose them to womanly refinements. One Departmental
official commented that the best way of innuencing the young women for the good
was by cultivating their sympathy with the higher and purer life. He recommended
that lady visitors should leach the residents singing and piano. as well as singing.
reading and playing to them. 26 The school regularly received visits from women
who gave talks on eugenics and hereclity. 27 botany and social conversation, 28 as well
as singing and music lessons. 29 In addition. the young women spent several hours
each week in prayer. religious services and bible classes. 30 The residents· views of
25
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these attributes are not recorded. although many interviewed during the 1908
inquiry believed that the purpose of their incarceration was to enable them to
become good women. a task seen by some to be successful. 31

While no firm details are available on the success of the institution in transforming
the behaviour of the residents. the Education Department believed itself to be
successful in the task. One or the duties of the Commissioner in 1908 was to assess
the extent lo which the Home had been successful in reforming the residents. 32 He
noted that between 1900 and 1908 a total of sixty-two young women had passed out
of the institution ·s control. Of these. thirty-two were described as good. thirteen as
fair. eight as bad. three were missing. three were "mental defectives" and three had
clied. 33 While the judgements or good or fair were not defined. the Department
considered the results to be very good. Al the closure of the Home in 1918 the
Department provided another assessment of its success in making good women of
the residents. Prior lo the closure. the manager had instituted a policy of placing out
at service as many individuals as possible lo reduce numbers in the Home. By the
encl of 1918 a total of thirty residents had been licensed out. twenty-three of whom
were described as satisfactory. or the remainder at service. two had been
imprisoned for theft. one had given birth to a child and four had been sent to the
Caversham Industrial School. Between January 1918 and June 1919 sixty-eight
residents were completely discharged. Of these. sixty-three were described as doing
well. nine of whom had married. Of the remaining residents discharged. three were
in prison and two were at the Salvation Army Maternity Home. A total of twentyeight young women had been sent directly to Caversham on the closure of Te
Oranga. Of these. seven were still in the institution. fifteen were doing well at
service. one was at Mt Magdala and five had been sent to reside with relatives. Of
these five. three were doing well. one had given birth and was returned to the
institution and one had returned of her own accord. 34 The Department was satisfied
31
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with these results.

Several historians have noted that the incarceration of women differed markedly
from the incarceration of men. both in the purposes of confinement and the
management of the instilutions .35 The differences were illustrated in New Zealand
juvenile institutions. The Burnham reformatory was managed quite differently from
Te Oranga. The men ·s institution was larger. with more land. buildings. facilities.
staff and residents. 36 Unlike Te Oranga. almost half of the residents at Burnham had
been convicted of a punishable offence.37 For that reason. the disciplinary system
was harsher than at Te Oranga. with corporal punishment extensively employed in
favour of such other punishments as badges of clegraclation - hair cutting or the
runaway dress .

The purposes of Burnham were also distinct from those of Te Oranga. Burnham was
run along semi-military lines: the young men performed drill with model rifles. and
the manager conducted holiday camps for the members of the first division in a
military fashion .3 x The daily routine of the institution was also militarised: buglers
woke the residents and the manager held several formal military-style parades during
the day. 39 An ex-British Army Sarjeant-Major administered the detention. yard where
the attendants sent the most incorrigible individuals. 40 Burnham . it seems. sought to
make transform its residents into fit. obedient and masculine figures through a
programme or harsh discipline and military drill.

A number of historians have studied the development of the concept of the good or
true woman. Barbara Welter noted that the true woman possessed four primary
35 Dobash. Dobash and Gutteridge. p. I : Estelle Freedman. "Their Sisters· Keepers: An Historical
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37
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virtues of piety. purity. submissiveness and domesticity: "put them all lo gel her and
they jspellJ mother. daughter. sister. wife -woman". 41 The management of Te
Oranga altempted lo instil! in the residents these four virtues. They were embodied
in all aspects of the education and training at the school which indicated that to be a
good woman. one should be domestic. morally proper. dependent and submissive.

Matthews has interpreted these virtues as femininit y. a concept seen by some to be
the major element in women·s submission since the encl of the eighteenth century. 42
It has been indicated that women who crossed lhe boundaries of acceptable feminine

behaviour were seen to be abn ormal and not proper women. Those women who
committed crimes and offences were regarded as aberrations and often diagnosed as
mentally weak. Crime. immorality. independence and assertion did not form part of
the concept of femininity. The administration of Te Oranga soughl to make the
residents feminine and womanly by encouraging them lo be passive. submissive and
demure . The rules

or silence

in the institution can thus be seen as something more

than a means to keep the residents under control and facilitate the role of the staff:
silence or meekness was a part or the concept of femininity which called for women
to be passive partners. Those individuals who did not adhere lo the Home·s rules
were seen to be acting in an unwomanly manner. and on some occasions. were
described as "beastly" .43 These young women were accordingly treated in an
unfeminine man1H;r. such as having their hair cropped short.
._.

However. the amorphous and undefinable qualities of femininity and goodness mean
that their success[ul pursuit is impossible. Matthews described the idea of femininity
as an empty shell: "it purports to be the truth. the essence. the absolute meaning of
being a woman. But. instead. it is a concept waiting to be given meaning by
whoever conjures it into use" .44 Nevertheless. the young women at Te Oranga were
encouraged to approximate to one ideal of a good woman. Some parts of New
41
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Zealand demanded lhal women be chasle. moral and clomeslic: others decried
women ·s entry into the paid workforce: some expressed concern over the apparent
neglect of the ideals of motherhood and family life: others demanded that young
persons be equipped with practical skills. such as domestic service for girls: still
more demanded that action be taken lo check the apparent growing tide of female
immorality: Te Oranga attempted to answer all of these demands and produce the
good woman that society demanded.

The commi!lal of young women to Te Oranga ancl the instruction given there was
training in the process of becoming a woman in New Zealand. Such womanly
qualities and skills were paramount in the instruction provided at the Home : the
residents were lo be normal citizens. domestic. dependent. morally pure. chaste and
submissive as well as being able lo sew. cook. clean. communicate and do the
grocery shopping. Combined together. these allributes constituted one ideal of a
goocl. feminine woman. a concept that is both illusory and inclefinable. As Matthews
observecl
the process of becoming a woman is the pursuit of
femininity. the attempt to live up to the various standarcls
of her society. the struggle to behave like and to be a .
good woman according lo her own ancl society's
stanclarcls. Because femininity is an idealised and illusory
quality. and because it is composed of inconsistent ancl
·conlradiclory parts. its pursuit is cloomed lo failure. She
cannot please all of lhe people all of the timeY
While the pursuit of femininity and the attempt to become a good woman are
impossible. the Education Department and lhe managemenl of Te Oranga did not
necessarily see il in this light. As far as the Depai1ment was concerned the role of
Te Oranga was lo transform wayward girls into good women who were morally
correct. dependent. domestic and who knew their place in society. In the
Department"s view. Te Oranga fulfilled its function.

45 Matthews . p.8.
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